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I Agreement, Neutrality, or Disagreement of Selected Respondents toward Attitude Statements of the 
Personal Infonratio n and Attitudes 
I 
Questionnaire 
I Item Percent Percent Percent a ree neutral disagree 
I Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post l. Private property rights are a 
fundamental and natural part 
I 
of human nature 100 91 0 0 0 9 
2. Private property rights are 
not essential to economic 
I progress 14 9 18 5 68 86 
3. The profit motive has been 
I respons ible for most of the evils in the United States 50 41 18 4 32 45 
I 
4. Capitalism is the only system 
that can provide a consis -
tently improving standard of 
living 26 55 26 18 48 27 
I 5. The standard of living in the 
United States i s primari ly due 
I to our capitalistic system 77 86 23 9 0 5 6. Capitalism as practiced in 
I 
t~1e United States in the 
first 100 years will no 
longer 1~ork 18 32 50 41 32 27 
I 7. Employers should hire and fire as they think best 67 54 9 23 24 23 
I 8 . The workers should control industry 5 0 19 23 76 77 
I 
9. The government should 
regulate labor unions but 
let natural economic laws 
control the actions of 
I business 41 46 23 18 36 36 
10. The law of supply and demand 
I 
should operate freely to set 
prices on a 11 goods 41 59 14 14 45 27 
I 

I 
I 
I (continued) 
I Item Percent Percent Percent 
aqree neutral disagree 
I Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 11. Higher wages for labor are 
I 
the cause of inflation 36 32 9 4 55 64 
12 . No property shou l d be 
privately owned 0 0 0 0 100 100 
I 13. A 11 property except homes 
and personal goo ds should 
I 
be owned by the government 0 0 0 0 100 100 
14. The government should 
I 
regulate Big Bus iness but 
leave labor un ions alone 5 9 9 14 86 77 
15. Prices should be set by the 
I law of supply and dema nd 59 77 14 9 27 14 
16 . All property shou ld be 
I 
privately ovmed 23 18 0 5 77 77 
17. The standard of l iving in 
the United States has been 
I attained in spite of ou r cap ital i stic system 18 0 14 24 68 76 
I 18. People who provide jobs by investing capital shoul d 
receive most of the profits 46 52 36 24 18 24 
I 19 . Un~np l oyment should be con-trolled and prevented by 
the government at any cost 4 4 23 14 73 82 
I 20 . Natural resources are 
developed best under 
I private enterprise 46 59 18 18 36 23 
I 
I 
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Disenchantment With Business: A Mandate for Christian Ethics 
by David B. Burks 
Dr. David B. Burks, chairman of the Department of 
Business and Economics and associate professor of 
business at Harding College, received the B.A. degree 
from Harding. the M.B.A. degree from The University of 
Texas in Austin and the Ph.D. degree from Florida State 
University. He has earned the Certified Public Ac-
countant certificate and is a member of the American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Before joining 
the Harding faculty, Burks worked for Exxon, Inc., in 
Houston. 
Active professionally, Dr. Burks conducts numerous 
manageme11t and computer seminars in Arkansas and 
other states. He is a consultant for the University of 
Arkansas' Industrial Research and Extension Center, 
having presented more than 100 seminars for Arkansas 
businessmen during the past five years. He is vice 
president of Arkansas College Teachers of Economics 
and Business organization, president-elect of the Searcy 
Kiwanis Club, and chairman of the Camp Wyldewood 
Board of Directors. 
The following presentations represent an adaptation 
of speeches given on the subject of "Christian Business 
Ethics" at the International Soul- Winning Workshop in 
Tulsa, Okla., the Ohio Valley Management Club and the 
1976 annual meeting of the Arkansas College Teachers 
of Economics and Business association. Dr. Burks has 
developed and teaches a course at Harding entitled 
"Christian Business Ethics." He has written an extensive 
bibliography and syllabus for the course and is presently 
writing a text for the course. 
Disenchantment with business is perhaps higher and 
more widespread today than ever before in our country. 
In recent years, American business has increasingly lost 
the trust of the American public. We are today wit-
nessing a crisis of confidence in business. A recent Harris 
poll showed that 55 per cent of adults had "great con-
fidence" in major companies ten years ago, but only 16 
per cent feel that way today.I Most people realize that 
more than just the "image" of business is tarnished; 
most feel that corporate morality is selfishly motivated 
and not in the public interest. 
A significant response to this disenchantment is the 
growing number of people who are realizing that there 
are overwhelming moral grounds for a strong business 
ethic. As William Simon stated: 
History teaches us that no free society or free 
economy can long survive without an ethical base. It 
is only through a shared moral foundation - a set of 
binding ground rules for fair conduct - that free 
association .. ., can flourish and endure. Far from 
being a luxury, a sound business ethic is essential to 
the preservation of free enterprise. 
The real question facing the American business 
community today is not whether it can "afford" 
stronger ethical standards, but how much longer it 
can go without them. Our entire way of life is held 
together by voluntary, society-wide bonds of mutual 
trust and respect. Once these bonds are broken -
once public confidence falls too low - the whole 
social framework collapses and the result is either 
anarchy or authoritarianism.2 
As perhaps never before, substantial sectors of the 
American public are calling for, even mandating, 
stronger ethical standards for the business community. 
In this brief essay, I shall first sketch what I believe to 
be some of the major reasons for the present disen-
chantment with the business community. I shall then 
describe the response of the business, government and 
educational communities to this disenchantment. I shall 
conclude by outlining what I believe the Christian 
response should be to the problem, emphasizing 
Christian principles which apply to business. 
The Arrogance of Business 
Much of the current disenchantment with business 
can be attributed to an attitude of arrogance on the part 
of too many businessmen. Business bluffing, in-
timidation and illegal payments are all examples of 
arrogant business behavior. An in-depth look at cor-
porate behavior reveals too much widespread lack of · 
concern for proper business ethics. 
Business bluffing is the far too common belief that if 
the law as written gives a man a wide open chance to 
make a killing, even if he violates the spirit of the law, 
he'd be a fool not to take advantage of it. After all, if he 
doesn't, somebody else will. This kind of behavior is 
similar to the bluffing of the poker player who seizes 
every opportunity to win, as long as it does not involve 
outright cheating. And, as one author put it, no one 
thinks any worse of the poker player on that account and 
no one should think any worse of the "game" of business 
• The acting, organizing enterpriser in the world of commerce. 
because its standards of right and wrong differ from the 
prevailing trad itions of morality in our society.J It is the 
idea that falsehood ceases to be falsehood when it is 
understood on all sides that the truth is not expected to 
be spoken. Concealment of pertinent facts , exaggeration 
and conscious misstatements of fact are common 
examples of bluffing in business. Some people bluff the 
hardest when they assert that "sound ethics is good 
business" because such a statement does not represent 
an ethical position; it is simply a self-serving statement 
unless there is actually an ethical basis backing it up. 
Intimidation is similar iM some respects to business 
bluffing. It is a tactic designed to create timidity on the 
part of your opponent so that you get the edge on him in 
the business relationship. Instead of seeking the best for 
your business opponent, gain is sought at his expense. 
The result is not a good economic transaction and does 
not represent good professional conduct. One author put 
it thts way. '"The world of business is a vicious jungle 
where people who wear white hats get eaten," lambs get 
fleeced and the tortoise outruns the hare only if he can 
psych him - or intimidate him - on the backstretch. If 
Sl!Ch a b.razen attitude bothers you, maybe you should try 
Mars or the ministry. The only realisti~ choice in this 
world is between being the intirnidator of the in-
tirn id atee. The bully or the bullied."4 
Illegal payments made by major American cor-
porations doing business abroad has perhaps done more 
to fpcus attention on the need for improved business 
ethics than any other one practice. The widespread 
illegality on a substantial scale on the part of many 
American businesses has been described as "one of the 
most unsavory episodes in American business history."S 
More than 250 major corporations have thus far 
disclosed under pressure that they have made 
questionable payments in excess of $300 million in recent 
years. More than 30 corporations are today being sued by 
the SEC to compel disclosure of payments abroad. 
Overseas corporate bribery is a widespread and common 
practice. 
Despite statements to the contrary, evidence con· 
cern ing these payments abroad clear!)' reveals that in the 
overwhelming number of cases, the payments were not 
merely " questionable" but were clearly illegal. They were 
recognized as illegal by the personnel concerned and 
concealed through a series of devices that are as 
disturbing. or even more disturbing, than the events 
being concealed. In the case of Gulf, for example, the 
McCloy investigation could trace only a very small 
portion of the $5 million-plus of Gulf funds made 
available in the United States in cash for political 
purposes. Payments were frequently from secret, 
unrecorded accounts or with "laundered" funds that had 
been transmitted through one or more foreign countries 
to render tracing difficult or near irnpossible.6 
Such conduct has been frequently explained, and even 
defended or excused, as essential at home and abroad in 
obtaining business. This kind of rationalization will 
destroy the free enterprise form of business which we 
enjoy today. 
The most recent and comprehensive overall study of 
business ethics was conducted in J 977 by Brenner and 
Molander. 7 This study revealed that honesty in corn-
municatiori was the greatest problem for the respon-
dents , i.e., advertising, information to clients, number 
manipulation. The respondents listed relations with 
superiors as the primary category of ethical conflict (e.g., 
superior's pressure to support incorrect viewpoints, sign 
false documents, overlook superior's wrongdoing and 
requests to do business with superior's friends) . 
These respondents indicated that substitution of 
materials without customer knowledge after the job has 
been awarded with a typical, accepted practice in in-
dustry today. Payoffs to a foreign government to secure 
contracts, loans granted as favors to loan officers, and 
scheduled delivery dates that are known to be inaccurate 
in order to get a contract were also specific examples 
listed as accepted practices in business today. An in-
teresting amount of cynicism was revealed when the 
respondents were asked whether they would make 
facilitative payments which could help land a huge 
contract for their company to a foreign nation. Forty-two 
per cent of the respondents stated that they would refuse 
to pay a bribe no matter what the circumstances were, 
while only nine per cent felt that the average executive 
would refuse to make such a payment. 
The respondents revealed that the behavior of their 
supervisors had a greater effect than any other factor on 
influencing unethical decisions. When asked what could 
be done to improve ethics, most of the respondents 
favored general precept-type codes of conduct and self-
regulation. However, interestingly, 61 per cent of the 
respondents stated that they would violate the code if 
they could do so and avoid detection. They clearly 
favored voluntary control.8 
The Response of the Business, 
Government and Educational Communities 
We are today witnessing a "boom in business ethics" 
as a result of public disenchantment wtth business 
behavior. 
The Business Response 
Business reacted initially by implementing extensive 
public relations programs designed to sell a better image 
of business to the public. However, these programs have 
generally failed because a better image of business 
cannot be sold to the public until the problems causing 
the poor image are corrected. 
Included in some of these programs were attempts to 
improve the level of economic understanding of the 
public. Without question. these programs are 
desperately needed today and these efforts should be 
commended, encouraged and continued. However, 
because the public's disenchantment with business is not 
primar.ily the result of a poor understanding of our 
economic system, these programs will likely do little to 
solve the problems we face today. 
The business community also responded by em-
phasizing self-regulation using new or improved internal 
codes of conduct. This approach calls for an announced, 
deliberate commitment on the part of the board and 
management to certain responsibilities such as accurate 
representation of products and services, relations with 
superiors and subordinates and transactions with 
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competitors at home or abroad. To be effective, the code 
must provide for an orderly means of redress with 
prompt and certain follow-through to a definite con-
clusion. There must be effective sanctions for violations. 
The code must really represent coporate policy. It must 
be more than a public relations charade. 9 
Professional associations like the American Medical 
Association. American Bar Association and the 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants have 
long been interested in meaningful codes of ethics. These 
have been very helpful in promoting better ethical 
conduct. 
It is clear that many business organizations are 
deliberately choosing self-regulation as the way to raise 
the standards of ethics and morality in the business 
community. These efforts need to be strengthened and 
encouraged. However, these codes cannot be any more 
effective in improving business morality than the 
resultant commitment of the individual people of these 
organizations to improve their personal conduct. 
The Response of Government 
The government community has become quite active 
in dealing with both the exposure of wrong conduct and 
the implementation of legislation designed to prevent 
wrong business conduct at home and abroad. The 
Securities and Exchange Commission has obtained 
"voluntary" disclosures by more than 250 firms of illegal 
payments. The Internal Revenue Service has sent 
questionnaires to 2,000 large businesses requiring a full 
report of foreign and domestic payments to determine 
whether illicit payments have been deducted in corporate 
tax returns. The Congress in the Arms Export Control 
Act of 1976 required reports of political contributions, 
agents' fees, and other payments made related to arms 
sales. Also, the Tax Refom1 Act of 1976 amended the 
Code to treat foreign payments that would have been 
illegal if made in the United States as taxable income to 
the corporation. lO 
It should be noted that government activity thus far 
has generally not led to judicial punishment of wrong 
conduct. It has helped in alerting the general public to 
the magnitude of the problem and has led to an internal 
investigation of business practices by many corporations. 
It does represent more regulation of business activity and 
is clearly not the best solution to the problem. However, 
to the extent that business fails to improve its own 
conduct, the public will insist on more and more 
government regulation of business. 
The Response of the Educational Community 
Business educators have responded with much debate 
on the subject but little agreement as to the solution to 
the problem. Senior partner John Biegler of Price 
Waterhouse summed up much of the business sentiment 
toward business education when he stated: 
People seem freely to commit unethical acts to 
advance political or economic ends .. . perhaps our 
passion for scientific objectivity has led to an 
unrealistic de-emphasis of ethics ... Perhaps ethical 
considerations should be reincorporated into the 
university's conception of its mission and become 
central to all its programs. Maybe some purposeful 
impracticality will turn out to b"e 'the most practical 
emphasis of all. II 
However, education leaders generally have concluded 
that ethics cannot be taught and thus have avoided any 
discussion of ethics in the curriculum of the business 
school. Courses are taught dealing with the social 
responsibilities of business but almost without exception 
no attempt is made to present, discuss or recommend 
any kind of a moral system or philosophy. Most 
graduates enter business today without having had any 
formal exposure to ethical systems at any point in their 
educational background. 
It is interesting to note that Adam Smith in his book, 
A Theo~y of Moral Sentiments, suggested a very different 
kind of business education than we generally find today. 
The basic planks in his ethical system were prudence. 
justice and benevolence. Therefore, with prudence a 
prime element in Smith's thought, business schools 
would need to be sensitive to the long-run repercussions. 
of alternative strategies upon the social reputation and 
economic well-being of business. His concepts of justice 
and benevolence would compel business schools to be 
concerned with explicitly encouraging their graduates to 
be ethical and just executives. Smith frequently em-
phasized the importance of introspective evaluation of 
particular events after they have occurred. I am con-
vinced that this kind of introspective analysis can be 
sensitized and sharpened with careful coursework. The 
easier strategy, and the one pursued by many business 
schools today, is to do little about the ethical aspects of 
business. But hope rests in the expectation that colleges 
and universities will become actively involved in this 
task. It is central to the purpose of the business school.12 
The Department of Business and Economics at 
Harding is concerned about its efforts directed towards 
providing opportunities for students to develop and 
implement Christian principles in business. Such has 
always been the major goal of our Department of 
Business. However, in an effort aimed at increasing our 
effectiveness in this most important area, the faculty two 
years ago created a new course entitled, "Christian 
Business Ethics," which is now required by all graduates. 
One of the purposes of this course is to confront students 
with cases and-or simulations of ethical problems which 
they will encounter when they enter professional life. 
Christian principles are stressed. The Department has 
also organized a full-day seminar each year for juniors 
and seniors devoted to business ethics. Perhaps most 
importantly, each teacher attempts to stress ethical 
considerations in each course taught. 
The Christian Response 
The answer to the public's disenchantment toward 
business lies in a complete return to Christian principles 
as the standard of business conduct. Far from being 
ob5olete, the 2,000-year-old ideas in the Bible speak to 
businessmen today. The Bible contains a wealth of 
general and specific advice pertaining to business in our 
time. 
Perhaps the most neglected Christian principle in 
business today is the Bible emphasis and teaching 
relative to integrity. Proberbs 10:9 states, "'He who walks 
in integrity walks securely, but he who perverts his ways 
will be found out." Ephesians 4:25 states, "Wherefore 
putting away lying, speak every man truth with ihs 
neighbor: for we are members one of another." A greater 
understanding and practice of integrity on the part of all 
businessmen would go a long way toward solving many of 
the problems facing business today. 
Perhaps that most widely known Christian principle is 
the so-called "Golden Rule" taught by Jesus in Matthew 
7:12, "Do to others what you would have them do to 
you." A greater understanding and use of the practical 
teaching of this principle could solve many problems 
today. Its application would cause all men to seek 
economic transactions which are good for all parties 
involved. 
The protestant work ethic is another Christian concept 
which needs greater crnphasis today. The entire Bible 
stresses the importance of honorable work. Ecclesiastes 
3:22 states, "There is nothing better than that a man 
should enjoy his work." Paul stated that if a man refused 
to work, he had no right to eat ((II Thessalonians 3: 10). 
The life of Jesus Christ provides the best example. He 
was a carpenter of Nazareth for 30 of his 33 years on 
earth. There is a legend that he made the best ox-yokes 
in Galilee and that men beat a track to his shop to buy 
them. 
T he Bible also contains specific instruction on a 
number of other business-related topics. Principles are 
included which deal with pers9nnel relations, guidelines 
for contributions, employee compensation and relations 
between superiors and subordinates. The proper training 
of employees, discipline and paternalism are topics 
specifically addressed. Character traits are emphasized. 
A return to these and other Christian principles can 
solve the major problems faced in business today. In the 
final analysis, the problem comes down to individuals 
and their personal sense of morality. Christian principles 
need to be taught and emphasized as the norm of 
conduct for corporate life today and tomorrow. 
The Center.for Private Enterprise Education 
Depanme11t of Business and Economics 
Harding College. Searcy, Arkansas 
August, 1977 
Conclusion 
We are today witnessing a crisis of confidence in 
corporate morality. The answer lies in the acceptance of 
Christian principles to guide business behavior. The 
mandate from the public is amazingly clear. They are 
tired of mismanagement and selfish interests. They favor 
. honesty as the only policy for business. They believe that 
managment does not have the right to steal or bribe for 
shareholders in order to advance their position. Christian 
business leaders need to accept the challenge of 
providing Christian leadership for business today. We 
need to speak up on how the Bible can solve the most 
serious problems facing businessmen in this century. 
Unless we accept this challenge, business will inevitably 
suffer further decline in the confidence of the public and 
its survival in its present form will become increasingly 
unlikely. 
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Seminar 
Department of Business & Economics 
We, the faculty of the Department of Business and Economics at Hardi nCJ, feel a 
genuine rcsr10nsibili ty tov1ard you, our students. \·le are a1·1are that the C]uality 
of our subject-matter teaching will affect yo ur ability to compete successfu lly 
in your chosen vocation; also, we arc persuaded that the qua lity of life which 
you see in us will have a measurable influence on the quality of your lives. 
We hope that you are consciously prepa rin g for a way of life--not merely for a 
job. We hope that you will not separate your weekly work from your Sunday 's 
worsh ip. Our hope is that you view every day, every effort, everv activity, 
C-2 
every dream , every aspiration in the context of Christian living ... so that 
every facet of your lives is knit together in a harmonious, continuous, consistent 
system of values. 
We believe that the successful pursuit of a professional career in business, in 
education, or in any other area is inheren t ly consistent with a ri ghteous life. 
Furthermore, we believe that close adherence to Biblical precepts enhances --
not hindcrs--the probability of profess ional success. 
We hope you are able to discern right from wrong , good from bad, ri ghteousness 
from unrighteousness ... that you will always remember Solomon's exhortation, 
"The 1-1ise man's path leads up11ard to life. " He confess our ovm imperfec-
tions, believing that in so doing, our m1n spiritual strength increases. Our 
counsel is to be sl011 to condemn, quick to commend. \·le be lieve and recommend 
this great truth: 
"He 1·1hose ear heeds 1·1holesome admonition 1·1ill abide among the 1·1ise. 
He who ignores instruction despises himself, but he v1ho heeds admoni-
tion gains understanding. The fear of the Lord is instructi on in 
1-1isdom, and humility goes before honor." (Proverbs 15:31-33) 
Your future achievements in yo ur social and professional lives will give us joy, 
and we will be reassured and encouraqed to continue in our commitment to give 
those who fo l low in your footsteps the same C]uality education which you have 
received . 
But we will rejoice most when we hear of your trustworthiness, your unreproach-
able character, your faithfulness to Christ, your service to the church . \·le 
hope you are developing a set of convictions that 1·1ill guide you through any 
situation or temptat ion. If you would excel, abide by these convictions and 
seek to serve. 
Just as you have expected exemplary conduct in us, we expect the same in you; 
just as you have expected exce l lent performance from us, 1-1e expect you to per-
form equal ly wel l. 
"Finally, brethren, 1·1hatever is true, 1•1hatever i s honorable, 1vhatever is just, 
whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is gracious, if there is any 
excellence, if there is anything 1·1orthy of rraise , think about these things." 
--The Faculty 
Department of Business & Economics 
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THE BUSINESSMAI.J ' S 7\HiWTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
REPRINT SERIES 
The 
51 
NCI" 
"The 
llmerican EconoT'lic Found a ti on 
Eas t 42nd Street 
York , 'lY 10017 
Fallacies He Live ny " ••• ( 5¢ a copy} 
That 1\11 Droµouts 1·:ould De Better nff In School 
That 1\11 Is '.'/ell '.lith 71.meric ?i ' s Tools o( Production 
That l\merica Is !!ot Seconina I\ Seconr.-Ratc :Jation 
That l1r:1erica Truly \'/ants To Stoo Inflation 
That 13ig Business L'1ows llow To Defend Itself 
That Cities Can ' t Go Broke 
That Complete Pc;ice 'hll ever Corie 
That CoroorA.te CJ:.Jeratinq Reports R.eveal 1:/'iat Peo0le ''/ant 
•ro l~now llos t 
That EconoMic Col'loctition Is Dead 
That Econo~1ic Co!1trols Cure Inflation 
That Economic Icmorance CoMcs From Lv.ck of !"acts 
That Economics Can Be :icpara ted '"ron Christiani tv 
That Economics Is 1\ Science 
That rreedom 1·:orks l'/i thout The (;olden Rule 
That Free Enterprise Is Failina l\merica 
That Full Einplovnent Is .l\n Cn!'l.ixed 13lessinq 
That Gold Is a Dead Duck 
'Pha t In fla ti on Can I3e Stooped \·Ii th out Unermlovment 
That Inflation Is Just 7\n r,r.erican Pro!Jlem 
That " Made In USl," Is Sti 11 l\ssurance Of Ouali ty 
That Pnralvzing Strikes '.I ill l\lways Be '.h th Us' 
That People Are Smarter Than J\niP1als 
That Profit r.xceecls :Oayroll 
That Profit Is :lot Al.read•; "l!nder Control" 
That Recessions .'Ire Inevitahlc 
That Hussia !las tlo Econo~i.ic Problems 
That Russian Living Standards l\rc " Catchinq llp" 
That Steel Prices •·Jere "lliah r:nou9h" 
That Technology Can Do The '.hole :Job 
That The Churches Should Crus;ide For Social ,Tustice 
1i1at The New Liberalized Denreciation Is 71 "Giveaway" 
:10. 
241 
25'.J 
232 
226 
243 
230 
21)2 
2GO 
23l 
21)5 
235 
23') 
22 3 
211() 
25(3 
252 
224 
255 
21)8 
234 
236 
228 
233 
253 
256 
227 
22'.l 
251) 
250 
To nusiness 225 
That The U. S . JI . • Is 0versupn lied ''lith Enc:rineers 25 1 
That The United States Reallv Leads The '.'/orld In Unem9lovmcnt 2·19 
That u.s. Capital Growth Is Holdina Its 0.m 
That \·le Have Ever ncen l)ff Of The r:old Standard 
That \~e Know The l'irst Thinq !\bout The Profj t System 
That \·le Unders tand High Prices l\nd High Taxes 
237 
261 
238 
2<111 
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Th e Fre e Ente r n ri sc Sv s t em , edi t ed bv David De noe . 
Texas Burea u for ::conoMic Un der s t a nd ing 
611 Ryan Plaza Drive , Suite 1139 
Arling t on , TX 76012 
"The Inflation- llncmpl o vrie nt \·Jcb", l\rt hur F . Burns 1 a Header ' s 
Dicies t r e print. 
Reader ' s [)j qc::; t 
Ple a santville , NY 105 70 
D-2 
The ~~oral !\ ltern~ttive t o Socj.:ilism , Irving s . Howarcl ; 7\ docu-
men t ed studv showinq hO'.J t!1e variou~; economic factors in a free 
comp e ti t i ve c<i.nita l ist svste:;, such as pro;oerty, nrofit and 
own e r ship is consistent 11i tn or has its roots in '!:liblical 
t eaching . 
Citi zens evaluation Insti tute 
62 Ben F ranklin 
l'/ashinq t o n D. c . 
The :~y ths of /\nti trust , D. T. l\r mentano ; l\n out] ine of t he oneraU.ons 
o f the f r ee rnarkct sys t em , ra tiona l izations for qovcrnm011t 
interven tion , and some revealina case studies . $11 . 95 . 
Arlinq t o n J-l ousc 
Ne w Roch e lle , NY 1080 1 
'I'hcrc ' s ~lo Such 'l'hinn l\s l\ "'rec Lu."1ch, ' Ii 1 ton Fried'llan ; Effer-
ve sce nt cssavs on h i s v ic•..Js regarding oublic poli c·1-- that the 
pipe r mus t always be paid . $9 . 95 
Open Cour t 
La Sal l e , IL 
"Th e \·/ealth Mach ine" , C:eorae s . Benson; Five clear- cut cri teria 
are exn l o r ed r egarding the weal t h rw.chinc that is fueled on 
freedom of inc1i vi dua l ormortuni t y. S . 10 
The Nationa l Educati on Pr oqr am 
Ame r i can lleritaqe Cente r 
Searcy , J\R 7 2 1~ 3 
" The Us e of An Adversary l\pproach in Teach ing Economics ", Marilyn 
Kouri l sky, :Jur.ibc r 1 22 Monoqranh . 
Sonth-\veste r n I'ub J ish i nq Co . 
113 10 Gemi n i La ne 
Dallas , TX 75229 
Thirte en Curious Err ors J\bout !lonev , Paul Ba kewe ll , ,"Jr .I l'. cla r i -
f i cation of sever a l i mn0rt.i.nt mi s concept i ons tha t most peo p l e 
h ave ilhout t'lon ey . $2 . 00 . 
Ca x t on Prin ters , Ltd . 
Ca l dwel l, Idaho 83605 
Undcrs t andinq Ec onomi cs ; l\ 
f o r a sing l e s ess i on . 
Additional vis ua l and 
series of t e n pamphlets , e ach des i g ned 
Di r e cte d a t the concerned lay man l e ve l. 
o t her aids for l earning econ omi cs a l s o 
ava ilab l e . 
Unite d S t ates Ch amber o f Commerce 
Washington D. c. 
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"In Fact" .•. ( 5¢ a copy ) 
l\re \·le Creatinq Permanent Unemploymen t? 
Candor I s The Key To Constructive Collccti ve Barqaining 
Can The !Iunsry "lations ~'.atch our :lirac l e ? 
Do He Really Han t To S top Infli'ltion? 
Have-Not nat i ons Pre::iare nonopoly Pitch 
llow Do You Convince A Miqhty Natio n Tha t It Is !leaded 
For Disilster? 
How Inflation Ila::; Di sto r ted Profits 
110·:1 ~Je\-..' Yor}: '·:cnt ~roJ:c--But 1:lhv? 
In f lation Is l\ Su.':Jstitute ror Taxation 
Is Pree Entercrise Pailin0 l\merica? 
I s The ':lorld r<eally Turnino Upside Down? 
On ~~e Brink of Bankru~tcv 
Socialist Govern men ts C.i.n ' t 1'aise Rea l Waaes 
The " Dar bilrous Relic" That Could llelp Brine Prices Do-.m 
The Cold ',/ar Is Not Over 
The Critical Difference netween Pr ivate And Public 
Enp l oyee Un ions 
'11h e only Tlay To Raise i:~ca l l·!aaes 
Uncle ' Sail's !1os t. Serious Ai lment 
What Price " Consumer Protection"? 
" 'J'he Econo11ic Facts of Li fe " (10¢'a copy) 
l\ New Eycwi tness Report On The Shocl:inn rai lure Of 
The Socict Lconor:v 
Another L:nclancercd Snecies--The 71E~crica.n '.1icldle Class 
l\ P ractical Inexpcnsi ve llav 'J.'o Recluce Crill'e 
Can lletter Information Brinn Labor Peace To Brita in? 
To The U. S .A . ? 
Common Cause Should Be Based On Connon Sense 
Foundation-Inspired Studv Shows !low l\rnerica Thinks /\bout 
Free lnter prise 
Handbook Por Cori_)or a te \Javiqa tion 
Has Union Labor Lost Its P.eason? 
Have \·le Lea r ned '.Vil.:i t 'Hll not Sto;:i Inf l ation? 
llcM Aric r ica 'vorl:s .1\1H1 Li v cs 
Iler"' ~8 .12 Of '1atcriills J'lecane Tl $110 . 00 Dress 
0-3 
No. 
274/5 
265 
272/3 
281/1 
267/9 
278/9 
280/11 
263 
282/2 
269/11 
275/6 
2Ci2 
270/1 
264 
277/U 
271/2 
268/10 
273/tl 
28/11 
2G/7 
25/5 
26/5 
24/6 
2C/9 
24/4 
24/2 
27/4 
26/6 
?.7/6 
llcr.v , Sir , \lould You Dcscr ibc ';'he /\:nerica n econ omic 
IIOW Stronq le; Your '.lor k eth i c ? 
System? 40 
llm1 To Answer '!'he ~lC'.v "1arxist llttack On Free Enterprise 
llow To llavc " Full" cr.,-, loy r:ient :'lithout In fla tion 
!low To Puncture The InfL1tion Fil llacies 
ll ow ' s Your Econo:iiic I . O. ? 
I nvcs tracnt Jn •rools-- '1an • s Greatest Gi ft 1'o Man 
I s America Failing The Peop l e Or .'/\re The Peop l e Failing 
Ame rica? 
I s There Still Time 1'o S ave Prival!e Enterpr i s e? 
•rt Says :ic re That l\rncrica !las Rea lly Goofed." 
24/11 
28/8 
28/3 
27/11 
25/6 
26/4 
25/10 
27/3 
48 
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Continuation of "Economic Facts of Life " 
Let ' s Ce l ebrate " The Bicentennial of l\merican Caoitalism" 
Necdecl--A ;Jew Cost of Livina Index 
Opportunitv Is An i\ttitucle 
Please , Mr . \loodcock , 'I'cl l It l\s It Is 
Report Card On l\merico ' s Youth 
Revealing .7\rr.erica ' s l.lest- Keo t Secret 
Seven llisconcepts Behind The ~-lountinn /It.tack On Big 
Business 
S ix Steps Thctt Could Heln Curb Inflation •·iow 
Sf'fl-- 'I'he 'lorld ' s :1ost Cha:cacter-Destroy ing llal lucinogenic 
Dru a 
Shoot Out l\ t The Big Corral 
Should \·le Skin The " Fat Cats " ? 
The Biqgest Prob l e:n Of Our Tiroes--..-Jho CRn You 3elieve? 
The Frankenstein Xonstcr ':'hilt 1":1rciltens Our Security 
1'he Free l 'arket ' s .7\nswcr To lligi1-Pricect i\rab Oi l 
The Fu ti l i ty Of L•nearned "lilacs 
Ti1e Greatest :·ieaknes.s In :::con0nic Thinking 
The Inevitahility l\nd Mlaptnbility Of Inequality 
The Power Crisis--AnC::. !IOI< To Solve It 
The 200-Yci1r- Olci Lesson ''le !!Rvcn ' t Learned Yet 
"There l;re :·lo Profits--Onlv Costs " <-a:•s f'cono:nist Peter 
Druclcer 
Tli e Revolution o:ha t "Johocl/ r::ver Talks .1\'Jout 
The Unsung f!eroes Of The <.evolution 
Three Cheers "'or Labor Dav! \·fl1y Not "'or Leisure Day? 
;,·e ' 11 Live To 13e Thankful For The Oil "Sheik-DO'.vn" 
'.\lhat lire Corporate Social '<espons i bilitics? 
;{nat Do You Klw'.·J ,'\bout ~:conom.ic Princi,olcs? 
\\lhat Do You '1.cal ly Pay ror '·:hen You Duy _1\ Car? 
l·/hatever Becar.e of TTnclc Sar.i , Su<:>erstar? 
~·1hatever JianncncU To i!rir:-:ism? 
\·Il1atcver 11an:Jened. To " ~·:1e r,re1t Socictv 11 ? 
'.·7hat Every l\nericu.n Should ;:no·-1 l\bout Today's Recession 
'.\lhat I s The Value l\clclec1 Tax'> 
" ll'ha t The !'rofit Svstem tleeds Is A Fa i r Profit !" 
'.\lhen Is 7\ Profit ~'ii th out Honor? 
'.fnen I s A Profit Not ''cally _1\ Profit? 
\'/ho ree l s Sorrv Por Corooriltions? 
Who Wan ts •ro ;·iork 10 !lours 1\ Duv? 
l'lhy Do They ~.l•·1n.ys Say '"'anaqemen t a n d Labor " ? 
\'lhy Not Try Cornora tc l"cudillism? 
\·/hy Private C:nternrise !las To Be More Effect i ve 
Why The Oil S!10rtaqe? 
Wi l l Top !~nagernent Save Fr ee ~nterorise? 
D-4 
No. 
28/4 
26/2 
27/7 
21)/12 
25/12 
25/9 
29/3 
27/9 
22/12 
25/l 
25/7 
25/11 
29/2 
27/10 
24/9 
25/3 
2'1/1 
26/8 
28/5 
23/2 
29/l 
28/6 
26/11 
27/2 
2'1/8 
20/11 
25/8 
25/2 
26/9 
28/7 
28/l 
25/tl 
46 
27/5 
2G/10 
26/3 
24/7 
2'1/3 
2G/l 
24/10 
26/1.2 
27/1 
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Other American Economic Foundation Publications: 
C,overnmen t and Private Enterprise: l\ Search for 13alance 
!low We Li V (' , Clark and Rimanoczy; /\ simnle dissection of the 
economic !::>ody , creatinrr a syn thesis that everyone can profit 
from , 
!!01-1 \·!e rrosner Under Freedom, H. T . llackett; Good economics is 
tne most qoods for the most people . $2 , 25 
H01·1 and '.Illy to Preoare a runctionill Operatincr '.~eoort 1 l\n instru-
ment for con:nwiicatinn business f::icts to employees a nd establish-
inq under s tandinq of manaqen1en t oroblems. 
K<.:!en /\Merica Groat ; I\ color f u.l 20-page booklet por truying the 
story of man ' s economic proqress . $1 . 00 
Mr . Both Comes to Town ; i\ comic filmstrip showing that we are al l 
f.:t:10-s idnd ere a tures--'.1roducers and consumers. 
Ten Pillars of Economic ~isdom; A series of t en editoria l s . 2¢ ea . 
Tl!S EDUCATI0:'1AL SERIES 
Campus Studies Insti tute 
1 1722 Sorrento Valley Road 
Sun Die~o , CA 92121 
" Handle \·ii th Ca re • •• r l anets ':lith Peonlc On ·rhen Are Scarce" ; 
Introduces sor:ie bali:ince into the discussion of environmental 
issues . It io. dcsi<Jned to stimulate ob-jectivc thought and to 
c;uggest a rational a pproach t o th>? very r ea l p r oblems of 
pollution . (:·lo chcirge ) 
Incred ible Bread M.>chine; ,\n eY.cellen t s tuden t-wri tten panerback 
stating thcit caoi.tulism is the "incredible bread machine" 
and c;overnment in ter.vcntion is carefully documented as l eciding 
to a "no dough" policy . $1. 95 
"Is 1'he Energy Crisis •• , J\n Iiltrooenic Diseilse?" 1 The record of 
qovernmental controls on energy oroducing comn;:inies is fully 
documented , 1-1hile the part played by large cornorations seek-
inq oovern~ten tal favors i s not ignored . I.:t trogenic? "/\ 
disease caused by the elector." (No charge ) 
" King Midas " 1 Summarizes the story of Midas receiving the Golden 
Touch f rom the god Bacchus and goes on to portray the rec1ucst s 
peop l e are now a s king of their ":!0th c e ntury gods ." The 
"g i fts " include socia l security , Hage and price control s , 
mail deli very , cmd urban renewal. Each is followed by pier c ing 
documen t a t ion of some of t he results of t hese "gi f t s ". (No 
char ge) 
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"The 'l'alc Of A \·Th ale" 1 l\n historical cxamolc of a by-gone energy 
crisis left t o t he solutions of a relatively free narket. 
"!'bout a century 1100 , oil cane from whales ." l\s the demand 
increased , the supply of wh.:ilcs shrank , and the price rose . 
The re:;ult was the econonic incentive to invest in a ne1-1 a nd 
undcvclooeci ind us try , petroleUP1. \•l.i.11 current con<.li tions do 
the same for sol <1r power and nuclear fusion? (No char ge ) 
"~v. c . Fields"; "!\ cover dra11inri of tho:! eternal skeptic sets the 
ther..e of this niece , which r>cints out the risks, hi-::h costs , 
<1nd failure:; inherent in defcrrinq probl<'ln!i of socitll change 
to aovcrnr--.ent :igencies . (;io ch.:irgE') 
LITERA'rUP.E OF F'REEDO:•I SERIES 
The Foundation F'or Economic ELlucation, Inc , 
Irvinqton-on- 'ludson , o;e·.1 York 10'.i 33 
Phone (911) 59 1-72 30 
i\n'='rica ' s Great De;,ress ion , 1-lurray N . r.othhurd ; clot the free economy 
~ut g:>ve!'.nr".ent intc.n:ention brought the crash of 1929 . $4,95 
Capitalisrr. and Freedon , ni lton rriedman; on the proper role of 
com~etitive capit<1lisrn. $2.95 
Cliches of Socialism; 76 surigested ideas on liberty to displace 
c!'lptv nromiscs of socialisP1. $2. 00 
Conactition nnd ~ntr0nrcncurshio , Israel M. Kirzner. $8 . 50 
T'1c Con1ucs t of Povertv , !Icnry H,-.zli tt. $8 . 95 
Econor1ics In nne Lesson , Henry llazli tt; Demolishes "Jany popular 
econ01,~ic fallacies , stn~sscs l ong run versus short run think-
inq. $1.50 
The l~ntcrnrisinq !\me>ricans , John CharrJJcrlain 1 i\n exciting history 
of the United Sti1tcs . $8 . 95 
The Essential Von ~-!iscs, >!urrav N. H.othbu.rd . $1.00 
!·:sscntials of Econo·11ic"._, Paustino 13allve; .n. brief summary of. 
principl es and policies , useful as a t"!xt: . $1. 50 
The "ailure of thc"i>!c·..r Econo:nics ", Henry lla::litt1 I\ point-by-point 
;;i.nalysis of Keyne>sian fa llacies. $9 . 95 
The '"ederal Bulldozer , Martin l\nderson 1 A critical analysis of 
urban renewal. $2 . '15 
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The f'N1<~ri1 list , Got t :"ri ed Die tzc; A. classic on Federal ism and 
F r ee Government. $3 .45 
0-7 
Piat ::onev Inflation in fr;mcc , l\ndre1·1 Dickson Whitc 1 I\ class ic 
history of jn~lation durinq the Fre n c h Revolutio n with vital 
lesson~ for our tiMc . :;1. 25 
Frederic Basti<t t: .l\ l'an /\lone , Gcorqe Charles Roche III. $3.00 
Free :1a r l:et Econor1ics (2 Vols .), Be ttina '1 i en r;reaves ; I\ Syllabus 
anc~ Basic Pea·lcr for studPnts o~ al l a~rcs and classes . $10 . 00 
':'he Freer,:m ; l\n 0xccl l c nt, <"'iqcst- size , 64-rarre , r.onthly journal 
of a 1vic~c ranne of ide.:l~' on ccon o::iic individualism. I\ sub-
scr.Lntion-donation of $5 . 00 or n'ore is invited but not required . 
Eac11 Dec<~P'j)cr issue provides an index of the yeci r' s articles 
by tonic an<l tit le. 
Govcrnncnt : i\n Jrk"ll. Conccer:>t , Leonard c . Read ; Lil'1itinq the 
poli tic.J.l cs t.:iblis:!T1cn t and pronoting the free marke t . $1. 5 0 
'.:'''c L:i•.·: , '."rcdcric !:lasti.:lt; Still one of the best arquments for 
lirrited no'Jerm,ent . 'l'rans . by De;:m Russel l. $1. 00 
Th~ ·~2insrrinq o~ !~w..,:tn Pror.rcss , Henry r:r a.dy ~·leaver ; Probably 
the !::>est avaiL1ble introduction to the histor: of lHL1\an 
:"rccdo!'1 1 excellent for ::;tudv C'.rouos . $ . 95 
1 \an , i·;conomy and S c.1te , · lurray 'I . l\othbard ; !:'or the serious student 
of the science of human action in the market place . $10 . 00 
~!i'n \'s . Tbe 'leJ.!'.J.rc Stat<~ , llenr/ !i.:::zlitl. $6 ,00 
~ 1ises r!~"1<le r:2~:;icr, Pere~' L. t~r.caves , .Jr .; ."O.. qlossnry to Ludwig 
von ··~iscs 1 !'.~r-1n .'f\ction . $6 . 00 
Planned Chaos , Ludwig von r~.i.ses . $1. 00 
Tt~c 0 o:t0 to Scrf~·_.!0:1 , F' . 'fl. • !L .. 'l~'Ck ; l\ r;oclcrn restatement of the 
oreat issue beb1ccn libcrtv .:md t he drift toward state inter-
ven ti on . $3 . 25 
Throttli..nr; the nzii lro;icls , Clnrcncc R. Carson ; l\ history of tJ1e 
'.".lU:):.::;ic"iies , rr..!r.tt.L~tio!ls , ancl controls that destroy an .indus try . 
$2 .oo 
'!'o 1··rcc or Frcc::c, Leonard ~~ . ~cad : Pcrr; onal c hoice vers us controls. 
$1.UO 
tndcrc; t;indinn the Dollar Cr i s .Ls , l'c r.:: \' L . Greaves , Jr . 1 The free 
l'.\urke t theory a!Jplied to money . $ 7 . 00 
The Wea lth of Nations , Adam Smith. $5 . 95 
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T·lhu t !li.'l s r.ov r> rnmcnt !)on e To Our Money? , ~lurray N. Ro thbard1 
Perve r s i o n o f man e '{ b y g ove r nments . $2 ,00 
\·Thcit You Shou l<l Know !\bout I nflu tion , lle nry llaz litt1 E:a s y to 
r ead nriP-1.er on nonc·r and inf l a t i o n , reg a r d i ncr cau ses a ntl 
cures . $2 . 25 
1·ilw '.'1.iqcs Ris e , !" . 7> . • i!arl)cr. $1. 50 
BOOY:S , l\Rl'IU::l·:S !\'•JD PJ::P r>I :JTS Crrom a Va riety of Sources ) 
11 1\rc You Bcina T\<lilroadcd?"; !\ wc ll-·.vri ttc n t rr.ati sc o n t he 
dilcnma now f.:tcing cncray-re l atcd i ndus t ries ond t he 
cons urn.er -votc~ r . 
Pub l ic /\f!'u irs 
Phillios P<:>tro l eurn Cor1pcmy 
4C4 Phillips Buildi n g 
Dar t .ksv il l c , OK 74004 
" C:rn Capital i sm Survive ?" , Tir.:c , July 14 , 19 7 5 . 
D-8 
Corru:1on Sense Econonics , ,Jol1:1" l\ . Puqs lcv ; A nuide to [ inanci.a l 
i!1(1..cpcn,.~cncc in cin .J.n11 of inf-lution . A clear c :~J ln.nation o~ 
w::.a t is r'~ul lv currcn tly hnrJncninq . 
Cc>n~on s~11~c Pr e s s 
2232 s . s . lri stol 
~:an ta 1\..11a , r..7\ <j2 70 2 
Dict:.0na~· of 1-conor:ii..cs :111d 11u~iness , Eti·1in Esser ;-.Jcynmers i l\ mus t 
for d1r1 rc.:.dcr 11:ho 1;,1a?1ts to J:now not onlv C1cts but also thc~ r 
ncr1ninCT . ~~ . 95 
Little[inlJ , \din~ & ~o . 
Tittleficlt~ C)u-ilit·/ r~nh:l'.'l)Ll.C)<s 
Sl ;\Can:; ')rive , Tota:.1a , :r:T 
rcc~c~ic ~ssr'ntial~ , Dcl1)crt A. ~11 i<lcr ; ~ succin~t ~na cxtr;1ordin3ri l.y 
cor.inl£:tc: su;··~iarv of all b.J.sic Fl<lti.:rial , us 1.·!t::!ll as theoretica l 
tooics n<..!0c1<~L1 ":or n :..Jccrinninc! ~~ tudv of cconorj cs . 
r.oodv~~ar !""JU:)li.shinc1 1 Inc . 
Paci~ic P,1li3aJcs , CA 
:-::cononlc q'/t:1 ;111r.1 P~r.t:i.i.i t:v , '!clb(~rt '::>nidcr 
Prnntico-•.dll Inc . 
!c n q lc.,._.100'.l c li '.' fs , 'J;r 
r:co- :;,,.ism, 1'.l•1i!1 'l'off l cr ; This lcad.Lna f u t ur i s t specula t cs o n the 
c L:ish i n r of shear i nq forces which J:>Ul.l t h e econ or.1'{ in in.:iny 
directio ns ~irr1ultancous ly . 
" Eqali tar ian is l".: Th r ea t to a !''rec !1ar ke t--'.l'he Cor pora ti on as 
Vil l ain 11 ; 'J u~ incss \1cr!k rcprin t , Dec ember l , 19 75 . 
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" 'IWo races of Debt", "e(1era l Reserve Dank of Chicaqo Reprin t 
Resea rch Den<irtmen t 
llm: 0 34 
Chicaqo , IL 6 0690 
11 Thc Storv o f Checl ~s 0 , " t1oney: Mas ter or ~ crvant? ", 11 ~·~oncy 
and Econor~ic l.lalance", " Kecpinq Our '.loney !lealthy", Federal 
Reserve Bo.nJ: o~ Ne•11 YorJ~ 1:cDrinls 
Publi c Jnforrr.:i.tion llenartP1cnt 
33 J.ihcrt·; :;trect 
lle·,; Yorio , llY 1001;5 
D-9 
"Pree Enternrise: Th~ !<.ov.d to L'rospcr i ty 11 ~ Clarence n . Cilr son . $ . 25 
ldT\erica 1 s F'ut~rc 
51J2 'iain Street 
Ilew r:ochcllc , '.lY lC1GOl 
Ho· . ., I Found Freedom in :'In l;:1 "rcec .,oc_l~1 i!,'J.rrv SrO\mc ; This mav 
hcln you to c. nd~r . ;tand ~:0~1r.sclf bC!ttcr , i;o t hat -...-ou c:'ln bP.tter 
define vour own :i.n,1est!1'cnt obiectivcs . It also containc; 
surJcrcstions for ni11inizinn oovcrnrncnt interference in vour O\·.'n 
l ife . $7. 85 
Macmillan f'ubU.shina Co . 
BGG Third l'wc . 
New Yor k , 1Y 10022 
liow To Profit rrom /\ " onet;:i rv Crisis I !!a rrv Br m·:ne ; '.·lhv there .-i.re 
<!conornic crises ; the nat11rc of crises , and how to set CI)c ' s 
financial housi.; in order accordint;r l'.1 • 
Ha. .. 1 rro Sncccecl In nusin~!:;s , Tom rlosc ; ,.,.,,. resource unit on undcr s L3.nd inq 
business--ti1c rolcr; of investors , n .1.r.:lrr'""rs , e1 \j Jo•/ccs , and 
consul"ers . $ 1.'95 
The In:. ti tutc for Pree En ternrise !:<luca ti on 
220 Carillon To,,er. Ea st , l 3G01 Pr C>c;ton '"toad 
Dalla~ TX 75240 
IIO';J You Can Pro;it fro:-· th~ Coninn !IC'Vttl:1n.tion , !Ia rry HrO\•.'nc ; 
Althounh the invc~">t.r:·tcnt r0cor,nrn-c7ttion!"; ~ suncrscrlcd ny t:1c 
present boo!: , there is a much r~orc detili lcc1 e::oln.nation o[ t~1c 
r easons why c;old • ..:ill n ot be de throned , h OI., i nflati o n i s crcd l<~d , 
and other noncti'lrv natters . $1. 25 
/\von Books 
959 Ei qhth l\ve . 
New York, '.'JY 100 19 
Imprimis , ili llsc1a l e r.olle<w , ll illsd:i.l c 1 flichi c_:ian ; l\ journal fron 
the Center for. Con s tructive Alternatives . ?\s a n exposition of 
ideas and fir.st princ iples , it offrrs a lternati ve solu t ions to 
the prob l ems of our time . 
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" Our l\merican Heritage o f Great Value ", Billy Rav Co x. 
Ha r ding Co l leqe 
Se a r cy , l\R 72 1 43 
"Pr ofit I s Not a Pour- Letter Word ". 
RetJr i n t ~di tor , '.-Jashinoton qeport 
Chai;lber of Cor1111erce of the United S la tcs 
Washinqton D. c . 2000G 
D-10 
Prof;ncritv '.'..'h~o 1,l("~L ~reec1o"'!'\ , La·.,\1 rcncc rcrti.<]i "!'-. milsterful 272 nctqc 
SUMT"'l.:trv o: U1e: nroblcns .J.nd proni!:>cs of ccono!ilic frecdon . 
llenry Recr:icry Connany 
Chicago , IL 
11 SolzhPni t:.vn : '1:':1e Voice of F:re?edoi.'111 J 7\rL-cI0 t·r.:nrint o( t\.'O 
bruto.l ly fr an); and excellcn t <tc'drcsscs. 
l\l'L-CI0 
815 16th Street , M.'lJ . 
Washinaton D. C. 20006 
'!'he /\1··2rican ·:iraclc, r-, :1. :Sonoarinj; ;1 Dicenlennial r<>vie1·1 of 
run~rica's gr~al past and a future to mold . 
G. N . Lonqar ini 
r. . P . 0, 3o>: 1870 
Boston , 1·'.l\ 02105 
T~c ncwilcJercd Societ·J , r.;~orne Charles '~oc~1c I IT; .1\. pcrtruyal of 
/!..mer ican ins ti lutions \·'hich a:r:e s imul tancouslv criticized and 
and praiseL1. r.n excellent ~?Ortra-raJ of blurred values onrJ 
con':used aoals. $ l . '.lJ 
llillsdalc Co1 lct!C Pr...;sr; 
llillsda.le , :n ~(1242 
The Bible> i.~s . Ccn:,:-r1unis!"'1 , T.erov nro\.;nlc-.·1; 'l'he author. be:licvr!s U1r..! 
whole s Lruao le is c clash of iCcoJ oqics-- both cannot co1.u~and 
the l oyalties of r·1.en . 
BJ.0'.-.1nlo1.·: D11bJ..i.cat.i un::; 
P . O. £lox 31'11 
The Ru~•incss ~: .... rl of Govcrr1:-1._•nt , nan Smoot ; l"\.n in-dc•nlh look at ho1,v 
federal r ... ~c:ulu.tors t !1rc.1-.:C"·n to de:--; troy the /lricric.:in 1Ju~::;inc~~lih1n . 
\:cs tern Islands , 1nc . 
ilel1'1ont , 'L'. 0:~17r, 
'!'lw l'c'c1f.'i:.:tl <:..ll.ole , IJoncild r,_1;1bro ; licY.1 to sa.ve billionc; by 
aL.1olif.;hinr; ovC>r 1 , 000 non-essential ariencics , office:; , bureaus , 
boards , c0nrnis!..>ions , coudcils , cor.uniti.:l!es , ~tc . $7 . 95 
l\r linqton !louse 
Ne w Roche l le , NY 10301 
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What You Can Do ;\bout Inflation , Unemolovrient , P r 0ductivity 
Profit , ;1nd Col lecU \'C' f}arcinini nq , Lerouel R. !Joul\-.'.:i.re ; J::r:mhas i s 
on the job-connected and ci ti zenshin- connccted rcsnonsibili tics 
of everyone on and off the job , for corrective thouqht l eader-
ship . 
Loeff l er & co., Inc. 
Dox 9622 
San Diego, Cl\ 92109 
\/ho ' s l\frajd or 19 8 11? , ,Jerome Tuccill~ ; The case for optir:i.ism in 
l ool:inq ci<1cnrl to the l980 ' s. 
llrlinoton llrn,,;e 
New Eochellc, 'lY 10801 
$7 . ')5 
"l·1hy rrce Entr-rnrisc: Caritalisn' s Success Vs. Comr1ill1ism 1 s 
Failure", L:x·1rcnce Fcrtir: . $ • 2S 
l\Mcrica' s Future 
542 !1uin Street 
New Rochelle , ~Y 10801 
You Cu.n Profit f'ror1 l\ ~1onet."1rV c:~isis , Harr'-' Dra:n:c; The nurnosc 
of this book is to ,-.j_\'C: cco:1o"'"'J_c onal·1si.s and ar.ncr.:ll in•1est-
rncnt advice in the li<ht of: c;;~1.:inriinq non-·~arl·.et intrur.:ions 
into n.n <0sscnti.-illy n:Arket ccono::i;· . 
olacniJ.l·rn Pn'.-lli shing COMpany 
866 'l'hirc 1lvenue 
New York, NY 10022 
Businessmen's Manuals and Guides 
SPEAK UP : /I G11idebo_o_k_i~l_'..'_~_jnyss Spokes_:~1en 
Chamber of Commerce of the U. S . 
Econo:i:_~:'.._ducation Referen ce i'l<l~i_:~ Free i'l;:ir~et Pr i_1c~cipl_es -~d 
l'ro_gra".~f!. 
U.S. lnJus trial Council 
Our _ _!".co~~~-~_.~~s_L~css~'..Y.2.. an_r,!_:I~c:_ac l!_f'~ ' s Guides 
Se;:i r s 
U. S . C . Mn nu;il - Employee Econ om .Lc Prog1·am 
DarL Co r poration 
Materials f or T0cichinr, r:conomic Principle~-; 
Ame ri ca ' i; \./heel of Economic Progress 
Production Eq u" LLon 
The Economic Story of Man 
The Five Costs 
lntroducin~ Econom i cs 
Ou1· Mixed :ind Mixed Up Economy 
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Experiment in Sociu l lsrn 
Your Money 
llow Lo Teach .. . \Hthout Using Forrn<Jl Economics 
Where Docs the Money Co? 
SLudlcs in llow \fo Live 
Pd nci pl cs hie Li VC lly 
The l'1;111y Faces of Freedom 
Teach Values? lfoy? llow? 
Cartoon Posters 
Introducing Lile \for] cl of \fork 
The J\mcricrn l·h1 y ' 76 
0-1 2 
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Joe Bar1e11 [left]. president oft he management consultant.firm. Batten, Batten. 
Hudson & Swab. Inc., talks with Taylor Can· of Virginia Beach. Va., at rhe 
Management Seminar held Jan. 27-28. Around 300 businessmen and students 
attended the conference. 
Businessmen Hear Gramm, Batten 
In January Management Seminar 
The Sixth Annual Management 
Seminar, attended by more than 300 
businessmen and business students, 
featured speakers Philip Gramm, 
economist from Texas A&M, and Joe 
Batten, management consultant and 
editor. 
Speaking on "The Status of Energy 
in America," Gramm postulated that 
resources are not running out; the only 
limits on resources are "limits on man's 
imagination and on man's freedom of 
action." He stressed the need to allow 
the free enterprise system to work to 
find new energy sources. "I think it is 
important to get on with the job of 
producing energy," he said, and 
proceeded to outline several ways of 
achieving this objective which included 
deregulating the price of natural gas on 
interstate sales, opening up the con-
tinental shelf on the east and west 
coasts, allowing strip mining of coal in 
the west, building more nuclear 
reactors and continuing research on the 
breeder reactor. 
In Saturday sessions, Batten spoke 
on " Managing by Objectives." He cited 
policies of two successful companies as 
examples other businesses could learn 
from. He said that high expectation of 
employees results in productivity. 
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The Harding · ; 
BISON 
___________________________ /
N1 JANUARY 27, 1978 
Energy expert to speak tonight 
Business seminar begins 
The sixth annual Harding 
College Management Seminar . 
begins tonight at 6: 30 in the 
American Heritage Auditorium 
with registration at 4:30. 
Dr. W. Philip Gramm, who 
spoke at the 1976 seminar, and 
Joe Batten, who spoke in 1975, 
are the keynote speakers. 
Gramm will open the seminar 
tonight with a lecture on "The 
Status of Energy in America," 
and at 8: 15 will speak on "In-
flation and Other Economic 
Problems and Forecasts." 
"Philip Gramm is recognized 
as an expert in the areas of 
energy, the environment and 
economics, and he is one of the 
most effective speakers ap-
pearing on stages in America 
today," according to vice-
president Billy Ray Cox. 
Gramm, currently working 
with Texas A&M's Department of 
Economics, has written more 
than 40 books and articles and 
has served as a consultant for 
several federal agencies on 
economic, health and energy 
problems. 
Batten 
received a Freedoms Foundation 
Award in 1976 for his work on 
inflation. 
Batten is president of Batten, 
Batten, Hudson and Swab, Inc., a 
consulting firm in management 
education and research. He is the 
author of Tough-Minded 
Manageme.nt, now in its 17th 
printing, and several other 
books. 
He has been named a Senior • · Dr. David Burks, business 
Fellow by the American Institute department chairman, terms 
for Economic Research and Batten as "one of the top three 
Gramm 
internationally-known speakers 
in management." 
Batten's session begins 
Saturday at 8:30 a.m. and will 
continue until 3 p.m. with a one-
hour break for lunch at 12. There 
will be a 30-minute open forum at 
3 p.m. · 
Registration is $50 per person 
although Harding students are 
admitted free. Approximately 
200 businessmen from throughout 
the state are expected to attend 
in addition to 300 business 
students. 
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Sixth Annual 
Harding College 
Management 
Seminar 
W. Philip Gramm 
Joe Batten 
January 27-28, 1978 
A Personal Invitation 
As we move into the final 
quarter of the Twentieth 
Century, changing problems, 
changing business climates 
and changing employee roles 
and expectations confront 
us. In addition, external is-
sues, including energy, the 
environment, inflation, labor 
unions and government reg-
E-2 
ulations, ciemand additional attention and 
relevant responses. 
During the past 14 years, I have met with 
managers in every section of our state. It is 
thought that I have met and worked with more of 
our managers in Arkansas than any other single 
individual, and managers throughout the state 
also know Dr. David Burks who has provided 
many seminars . Based on our experiences with 
you, David and I have specially planned this year's 
Management Seminar to meet your needs! 
Philip Cramm is recognized as an expert in the 
areas of the energy, the environment and 
economics, and he is one of the most effective 
speakers appearing on stages in America today. 
Joe Batten's work in the area of management is 
unexcelled . I bel ieve that this Management 
Seminar wil l be our finest ever! 
Due to the popularity and appeal of these men, 
enrollment will be limited this year . Please make 
your plans now to attend and assure your par-
ticipat ion by returning the enclosed form and your 
check . 
Bi lly Ray Cox 
V ice President 
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W. Philip Gramm 
Dr. W. Philip Gramm, 
currently working with the 
Texas A&M University 
Department of Economics, 
has authored more than 40 
articles and books which 
cover the spectrum of 
economics from en-
vironment and energy to 
banking and inflation . He has been a consultant to 
numerous federal agencies on economic, health 
and energy problems. 
Dr. Gramm has also served as a special con-
sultant to the Canadian government and as a 
member of Gulf Universities Research Con-
sortium, Energies Programs Planning Council. He 
has testified before the U.S. Congress on subjects 
ranging from energy to the New York City bailout 
to National Health Insurance. 
For his work on energy, Dr. Gramm was named 
a Senior Fellow by the American Institute for 
Economic Research and for his work on inflation, 
he received a Freedoms Foundation Award in 
1976. 
Joe Batten 
Joe Batten is president of 
Batten, Batten, Hudson & 
Swab, Inc., consultants in 
management, education and 
research. Its staff teaches 
management classes and 
conducts seminars in the U-
nited States, Canada and 
Mexico. Client companies 
range from some of North America's largest to 
medium-sized and even small organizations . 
Leaders in industry, the professions, business 
and the military have heard loe Batten speak. His 
philosophy is being acclaimed as the prototype for 
tomorrow's management. He is the author of the 
all-time best seller Tough-Minded Management , 
published by the American Management 
Association and now in its 17th printing. Other 
books he has authored include The Confidence 
Chasm, Beyond Management by Objectives and 
Developing a Tough-Minded Climate .. . For 
Results. 
E-3 
Seminar Schedule 
Friday, January 27 
4:30 Registration 
6:30 Presentation - Dr. Gramm 
The Status of Energy in America 
7 :45 Coffee Break · 
8 :15 Presentation - Dr. Gramm 
Inflation and Other Economic 
Problems and Forecasts 
Saturday, January 28 
8:30-12:00 
12:00 
1 :00-3:00 
3:00 
3:30 
"Discovering/Managing Strengths" 
Joe Batten, Strengths- the stuff of 
Management 
How to discover your strengths 
How to discover their strengths 
From obsolescence to tough-
mindedness 
How to maximize organizational 
strengths 
Decision Making and the bottom line 
Lunch 
"Discovering/Managing Strengths" 
Joe Batten.Strengths - management 
and delegation 
Strengths management and 
management by objectives 
Living and managing with con-
fidence 
A better tomorrow 
Open Forum 
Adjournment 
All seminar sessions will be conducted in the 
American Heritage Center Auditorium. 
The seminar on the Harding College campus is 
the sixth annual management and economics 
seminar sponsored by Harding's Department of 
Business and the college's American Studies 
Program. 
For further information write or call Dr. David 
Burks or Dr. Billy Ray Cox at Harding College. 
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Multiplying the impact of HOW WE LIVE 
The total impact of HOW WE LIVE 
was greatly enlarged in 1977 by the wide 
variety of ways in which key parts of the 
text were adapted by others in mass 
communications projects. 
Richard DeVos. President of Amway 
Company. featured HOW WE LIVE's 
famous Formula for Man's Material Wel-
fare in a 30-minute motion picture pro-
duced by the Dow Chemical Company. 
General Mills . in a special Employees' 
Guide to the Annual Report. utilized the 
reporting technique originated in HOW 
Where the money came from in '76 , 
....... ~-·- ... -, .. ..... 
Where the money went in '76 
niques for popular communications ma-
terials . was by the Hardine Colle!!e Cen-
ter For Private Enterprise Education. 
Under the d1recuon of Dr. D. P. Dif-
fine. the Center created a 20-minute slide 
film based on HOW WE LIVE's famous 
' 'Ten Pillars of Economic Wisdom." 
made widespread distribution of the "Ten 
Pillars" in mini-pamphlet form. and has 
HOW WE LIVE's Formula for Man 's 
Material Welfare extensively reprinted. 
even on the milk cartons of a company 
that sells 400.000 units every three weeks. 
Ta \\'Fl o:x.DEN Ec.G FOR197& 
Tu·o Wies of the technique for reporting hO\t' a company distributes in income. pioneered in 
HOW WE LI\!£. Le/1. special repon from Pac(fic Resources. Inc . . . ·-rhe Compa11Y A11d 
You.'· Righi . Wheelabra10r-Frw°.< "The Colden Goose.'· 
WE LIVE to show how the company's 
sales dollar was divided between the 
various costs of doin!! business. Drawin!! 
on this same pattern of reporting. Wheel':. 
ahrator-Frye deve loped an Annual Report 
for Young People titled "The Golden 
Goose" ; Pacific Resources Inc. created a 
"Special Report - The Company and 
You"; and Clorox produced an Annual 
Report to Employees which it termed "an 
exciting example of employee communi-
cations with benefits both in economic 
education and employee relations . ·· 
This past year. the single most compre-
hensive use of HOW WE LIVE. in 
adapting its text and visual-verbal tech-
The Harding Colleee Center also used 
the uniquely clear. simplified language of 
HOW WE LIVE in its new newsletter, in 
letters to the editor, posters, bumper 
stickers, talks by members of their Speak-
er's Bureau, plant tours and radio spbt 
announcements. 
Throu2h his Center For Private Enter-
prise Ed'Ucation. Dr. Diffine sets a fine 
example of what a college professor can 
do to develop mass communications tech-
niques to explain free enterprise; and he 
frankly credits the American Economic 
Foundation - and HOW WE LIVE -
for making a major contribution to his 
work . 
11 
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Searcy D aily 
CITIZEN 
Page JA 
STATISTICS FOR THE CHAMBER - Harding 
College economics students who compiled in-
formation which was presented to the Searcy 
Chamber of Commerce pose after the presen-
tation was made earlier this week. Dr. Don 
11-20-77 
Diffine, assistant professor of business at the 
college, organized the survey, which was the 
updating of a 1964 statistical publication called 
"Locating in Searcy, Arkansas; Facts for 
Business and Industry." 
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Students to aid in survey 
Project updates area statistics 
by Jim Warren 
Approximately 120 Harding 
students will be combing White 
County this month for in-
formation and statistics of in-
terest to business and industry 
considering locating in the 
Searcy area. 
The project is part of a com-
bined effort of Dr. Don Diffine's 
economics classes and the 
Searcy Chamber of Commerce to 
update Searcy's 1964 statistical 
publication, Locating in Searcy. 
Arkansas - Facts on Business 
and Industry, which is given to 
prospective industry as an in-
formational guide. 
"We have got all these students 
who want to do something more 
relevant than a term paper," 
says Diffine, who is director of 
Harding's Center for Private 
Enterprise Education. 
"It will be a good practical 
experience," he explains, adding 
that the initiative, resour-
cefulness and individualism of 
the student will be tested. 
Each of the students is 
!155igned to one aspect of Searcy 
and required to research that 
aspect thoroughly, utilizing in-
formation from both direct 
community interviews and 
statistical publications, ac-
cording to Diffine. 
The student must then turn in a 
typed report which will go 
towards the final composite 
revision. 
"With 120 students, each 
contributing approximately 
three pages to the total project, 
the publication should prove to be 
both indepth and varied," Diffine 
said. 
Diffine got the idea for the 
project when he first came to 
Harding College and Searcy in 
1971. 
"I visited the Chamber when I 
got here and was given a copy of 
that book," he said, explaining he 
was surprised at how outdated 
the book had become in just 
seven years. 
In addition to providing the 
students with practical ex-
perience, Diffine also feels the 
project will help the students to 
better appreciate Searcy. 
"Searcy has been here a lot 
longer than Harding College," he 
said. "I think this will help our 
students to realize that Searcy 
has done a good job to be large 
enough to serve you and small· 
enough to know you." 
"I think a lot of students will 
finish the project talking a bout 
'my town' rather than 'their 
town.' " he said. 
Diffine also feels the project 
could greaUy benefit Searcy and, 
as a result, Harding College. 
"It will be just one of many 
things that have happened along 
the way to bring Searcy and 
Harding closer together," he 
said. 
Diffine said an updated report 
could bea big factor in recruiting 
the proper mix of people and 
industry necessary to keep 
Searcy moving forward as a 
thriving, bustling city. 
He also noted the project, 
which will be provided without 
charge, could save the city a 
considerable amount of money. 
The original statistical 
publication was assembled for 
Searcy by a Michigan consulting 
firm at a cost of $15,000, ac-
cording to Diffine. 
H-2 
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Economics project 
Dr. Don Diffine (right) and Doug Sanders discuss a survey project in 
which nearly 120 Harding students will be taking part. The project Is 
designed to update the statistical information about Searcy which is 
made available to prospective Industry and businesses. 
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Students 
undertake 
project 
The Harding College 
economics classes of Dr. Don 
Diffine and the Student 
Economics Team of the 
Center for Private En· 
terprise Education have 
taken as a major project this 
semester the updating and 
revising of the Searcy 
Chamber of Commerce's 
1964 publication "Locating in 
Searcy, Arkansas-Facts on 
Business and Industry". 
All of the 120 economics 
students are required to 
cover some aspect of the 
community in depth. The 
information will then be 
approved by the Board of 
Directors of the Chamber of 
Commerce and compiled in 
loose leaf form. 
"A large number of 
students can get involved 
and actually do something 
about private enterprise 
education," commented Dr. 
Diffine. "The assignment 
can be a rele·vant, practical 
and interesting experience 
for the classes and, al the 
same time, will help Searcy 
by providing a current and 
complete source of city in-
formation." 
The facts index will be 
available to businesses and 
industries considering 
Searcy as a possible site for 
location. 
20 PAGES NUMBER 118 
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Harding students update ·area stats 
Approximately 130 Har-
ding students combed White 
County for two months for 
information and statistics of 
interest to business and 
industry considering 
locating in the Searcy area\ 
The project was part of a 
combined effort·of Dr. Don 
Diffine's economics classes 
and the Searcy Chamber of 
Commerce to update 
Searcy' s 1964 statistical° 
publication, "Locating in 
Searcy, Arkansas - Facts for 
Business and Industry", 
which is given to prospective 
industcy as an informational 
guide. 
"We had students who 
wanted to do something 
more relevant than a term 
paper," says Diffine, who is 
director of Harding's Center 
for Private Enterprise 
Education. "It was a good 
practical experience," he 
explains, adding that the 
ini tia ti ve, resourcefulness 
and individualism of the 
student was tested. Each of 
the students was assigned to 
one aspect of Searcy and 
required to research that 
aspect thoroughly, utilizing 
inform a ti on from both direct 
community interviews and 
statistical publications, 
according to Diffine. 
The student then turned in 
a typed report which went 
towards the final composite 
revision. The students also 
assisted in the final typing 
and binding. With 130 
students, each contributing 
approximately two pages to 
the total project, the 
publica lion is both in depth 
and varied. Diffine got the 
idea for the project when he 
first came to Harding 
College and Searcy in 1971. 
"I visited the Chamber when 
I got here and was given a 
copy of that book, I was 
surprised at how outdated 
the book had become in just 
seven years, and now the 
1964 edition is 13 years old. 
These college students were 
in kindergarten then, and 
time has marched on con-
siderably affecting all 
aspects of the local 
econorny.'' 
According to Economist 
Diffine, the "Sunbelt" states 
are growing much more 
rapidly thf,.· the rest of the 
countcy. Arkansas is 8th of 
50 states in the rate o[ in-
dustrial growth. Arkansas is 
the 4th slowest state to add 
new taxes, and she has the 
lowest tax burden of the 50 
sta I.es. Arkansas also has 
more inland waterways than 
any other state. 
In addition to providing the 
students with practical 
experience, Diffine also feels 
the project will help the 
students to better appreciate 
Searcy. Searcy has been 
here a lot longer than 
Harding College. "! think 
this will help ow· students to 
realize that Searcy has done 
a good job to be large enough 
to serve you and small 
enough to know you. I think 
that the students , after 
finishing the project, are 
now talking about 'my town' 
rather than 'their town.' " 
Diffine also feels the 
project will greatly benefit 
Searcy and, as a result 
Harding College. ll is just 
one of the many things that 
have happened along the 
way to bring Searcy and 
Harding closer together._ The 
updated report will be a big 
factor in recruiting the 
proper mix of people and 
industcy necessary to keep . 
Searcy moving forward as a 
thriving, rural center of 
commerce and agri-
business. 
He also noted the project, 
which was provided without 
charge, saved the city a 
considerable amount of 
money. "A large number of 
students got involved and 
actually did something aout 
private enterprise 
education," commented Dr. 
Diffine. "The assignment 
was a relevant, practical and 
interesting experience for 
the classes and, at the same 
time, helped Searcy by 
providing a current and 
complete source of city 
informa lion." The facts 
index will be available to 
businesses and industries 
considering Searcy as a 
possible site for Jocation. 
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COAL 
REFINING 
TRANSPORTATION 
CHEMICALS 
URANIUM./\ ! 
~. (\' ·:.' Iii~~ I I 1 ! ' •\ '"-1 ... - MARKETING 
EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION 
Divestiture, as proposed by some members of 
Congress. would break up the major oil com-
panies into a number of smaller companies which 
cou ld only engage in limited parts of the energy 
business. The result might look something l ike 
this puzzle rather than the efficient, integrated 
organizations we have now. 
Oil industry critics say that if divestiture doesn 't 
work we can put tl1e pieces back together. That's 
easier sa id than d one. You can try it by punching 
out these pieces of America 's ene rgy indust ry. 
Then, see if you can put them toge the r. 
Break ing up America's oi l companies would 
mean year·s of delay. confusion and litigation at 
a time when we need to build up Amer ica's energy 
capability, not break it up. 
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Seven Easy Pieces 
As the first few copies of the 
divestiture puzzle came off 
the press, a couple of printers 
decided to piece it together. 
About 30 minutes later one 
of them phoned to say: 
" Hey, this puzzle can't be 
put together. Want us to stop 
the press?" 
We asked him to " keep'er 
rolling ." 
After the puzzle reached 
employees and annuitants, 
a few calls came in saying, 
" The puzzle can't be put to-
gether, and that's the point 
- once the big oil companies 
are broken up, you can't 
put'em back together again. 
Like Humpty-Dumpty, you 
know. Ha! Ha! Very clever." 
We told them to keep trying , 
because the puzzle can be 
put together, of course. But 
for those Doubting Thomases 
who don 't believe it, we're 
running the solution here. 
For those who did assemble 
it , the best time we 've heard 
about for fitting the puzzle 's 
seven pieces together cor-
rectly is seven minutes. 
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A Newsletter for employees of the Oilfield Products Group of Dresser Industries, Inc. 
by Charles Hull Wolfe, President 
American Economic Foundation 
It is commonly said that the American 
people display a growing hostility toward business 
and businessmen. 
Actually, people today think well of small 
businesses and the men who run them; their wrath 
is t a rgeted at "big business" and "big 
businessmen." 
The University of Michigan Survey Research 
Center asked the public how "honest and moral," 
in their opinion, were those who run various 
institutions. Small businessmen ranked high -
above state and local government officials, 
na tional news media leaders, even above U.S. 
Sena tors. "Big businessmen" rated low. Only 
officials of the federal government and of labor 
unions ranked lower. 
Small Business Is Trusted 
The same researchers asked the public to 
e valua te the job being done by various 
institutions. Smal l business got a top mark --
right behind the churches, ahead of the schools 
and the Supreme Court. Lar ge corporations rated 
near the bottom. 
"Are large corpora tions essentia l for the 
nation 's growth?" For years, when Opinion 
Research Corporation asked that question, almost 
everyone said they were. In 1965, 88 per cent 
agreed. 
Understandably, more people now urge 
chopping up large corporations. In 1967, 36 
percent said that "For the good of the country, 
many large companies ought to be broken up." In 
the latest survey, 53 percent fe lt that way. 
Just as jolting is a Louis Harris finding that 
two-thirds o f the public believes the country is in 
"deep and serious trouble" and that the group most 
responsible is "big business." 
Is Big Business Guilty? 
Are big companies mainly to blame for our 
difficulties? Would it serve the public to break 
t hem up? Are they do ing their job poor ly ? Are 
men who manage la rge corporations far less moral 
than those who run smal l e n terpr is es? 
Objec tive evidence says no . Then why does 
the public hold such views? Because Americans 
distrust a ll big inst itu t ions -- big govern ment and 
big labor as well as big business. When the 
economy is marred by inflation and 
unemployment, people feel insecure, and resent 
a ny institution tha t seems to be rich, impersonal 
and im pervious to trouble . Again, large 
companies are under attack by consumerists, 
environmentalists and soci.:dists . 
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Also, people feel antagon istic because they 
ente rta in economic misconcepts, such as the 
following: 
I. "Big business makes too much profit." 
Some Americans think all business is too 
prof itable. Others direct this charge at large 
companies, like chain food stores which have 
averaged less than 1 per cent net profit. 
Not long ago, Opinion Research Corporation 
compared the public's opinion of the size of 
profits with facts supplied by First National City 
Bank. People supposed U.S. manufacturers 
a ve raged 33 cents af t e r-tax profit per sales 
dolla r, when the fact was 5.2 cents . They guessed 
the oil industry's profit to be a whopping big 61 
c e nts when it was actu.:illy 7 .2 cents. They 
imagined the auto industry's profit to be a juicy 39 
cents, when it was 1. 9 cents. 
2. "Big corporations pay their workers too 
little, but their execut ives and stockholders get 
too much." According to Opinion Research 
Corporation, the public believes that employee 
c ompensation as a share of corporate income is 
only 25 per cent, but U.S. Department of 
Commerce figures show that employees received 
89.6 per cent of divisible income in the U.S. 
operations of all U.S. companies in 1975, and net 
profit accounted for only 10.4 per cent. 
Do "excessively high executive salaries" 
account for the "!ion's share" of big corporations ' 
payrolls? A few years ago. a study showed that of 
the General \1otors' earnings ava ilable for 
salaries, wages, dividends and reinvestment, G\\ 
dealt out only 0.42 per cent to directors, officers 
;:ind other top executives, while 83.88 per c ent 
wen t to othe r salari e s and wages, 11.8 per cent to 
dividends, .:ind 3.9 per cen t reinvestment. 
The two-way sp lit at Singer Company 
revealed that 0.37 per cent went to directors and 
offic er>, and 99 .G3 per cent to all other 
employees. 
3. "Big corporations exercise enormous 
concentrated power ." Professor Neil Jacoby s;:iys, 
"There can be little doubt that the relative 
political strength of business has fallen 
dramatically in the past century." And how can 
the notio'l of unlimited corporate economic power 
be reconciled with rising consumerism? With the 
growing power of un ions to get huge wage 
increases? With strang ling governmental 
regulations? With sustained high corporate taxes? 
With the diminishing share of corporate profits in 
the national income? 
4. "Big corporations are becoming 
increasingly dominant in our economy." For many 
years there has been one business enterpr ise for 
every 40 persons in this country. The percentage 
of self -employed persons individual 
entrepreneurs -- has remaine d almost constant . 
Today about as large a proportion of working 
Americans work for themselves as in 1945. 
Just a few yea rs back, a study showed that 
less than one-quarter of one per cent of the 
cor porate population had asse t s of $100 million or 
more. \\.hile the largest firms have made 
moderate gains in the share of corporate assets 
held compared to medium and small companies, 
there has been an enormous increase in the 
number of small companies. 
5. "Big business owns the preponderance of 
U.S. we.:!l t ;, ." Less tha n one t hi rd of the tangible 
wealth is o·.vned by ccrpora t c busi ne~s , and this 
share h.=.s ~~o : changed much for gencrdtions. The 
g re::i t bu!" of we.ll:ii is ow 1~ect by govcrn r'.lcn ts :ind 
private individua ls; and the sha re taken by 
governmen t continues to rnu >hroom. 
lndi ,·idua l owner ~hi p of cor por <l t ~ stock 
exploded dlter Wor ld Wa r II. In 1970, some 31 
million - one out o f eve ry four adults -~ owne d 
stock . T1e nurn '.Kr wo1il ct be h igher tod;:iy were it 
no t thJt coqJor ,ltc prof it ', c1r L' rc!<1t1vc:ly srnall -
::ind unpred :c t::ible. 
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6. "U.S. multi - nationals are exploiting 
underdeveloped nati ons." Case studies by the 
National Planning Association show that 
investment by multi-national U.S. corporations 
has a highly positive effect on less developed 
countries. 
In each case, the corporation had an 
innovative, catalytic role: it started new local 
industries, gave the country new management and 
technical skills as well as additional capita l - and 
in many cases built new schools, housing, health 
and transportation facilities. 
7. "If giant companies were broken up, the 
country would be better off." The size of a 
business is controlled largely by the kind of goods 
and services it produces. Firms that make steel, 
extract and refine o il, produce automob iles or 
airplanes must be big; they can produce 
Vol . 7. No. > 
efficient ly only on a large scale. If such 
companies were broken up, our total productive 
capacity would be weakened and, most likely, the 
prices of their products would increase. 
If more .-\mericans grasp facts such as these, 
and share them with others, it will not only help 
neutralize unfair attacks on large cor·porations, it 
will help preserve the entire free enterprise 
system. 
Reprinted from the Harding College Entrepreneur. 
EDITOR'S NOTE: Response to any information 
appearing in this newsletter is both welcomed and 
encouraged. ,.\ddress your replies to: Editor, 
Oilfield Products Group, Dresser Indus tries, Inc., 
P. O. Box 6504, Houston, Tx. 77005 . 
l)en'ml:lt'r 9, 1977 
-----------------------
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Harding College 
Center for Private Enterprise Education 
Department of Business and Economics 
Box 922, Sta. A, Searcy, Arkansas 72143 (501) 268-6161 Ext. 470 
In 1623 they discovered 
the secret of prosperity. 
FACT: 
the Pilgrims proved that 
people produce lar more 
under private enterprise. 
A.r<UP'l,)nledR~ 
Tt>e PolQr,ms 
Individual enterprise is still 
the most productive system. 
witness the fact !hat American 
farmers are helping lo feed 
the wor ld. 
During their first two 
years 1n 1he New World, 
the P1lgr1ms practiced 
communal agriculture. 
Everything they grew was 
put into a common store-
house and distributed 
equally. They didn't pro-
duce nearly enough. and 
almost starved to death. 
Then in 1623 every f am1ly 
was given its own land 
and made responsible 1or 
itself The Pilgrims soon 
proved that people pro-
duce far more under 
private enterprise. They 
grew three times as much1 
~" Ill! AMIHl(Ar-., \ \,\) 
© 1977 American Economic Foundation 
51 East 42 Stree1. New York, N. Y 10017 
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Searcy Daily 
CITIZEN 
Page 4A 11-20-77 
EDITORIALS/ 
· /OPINIONS, 
A not her bonus 
We have just finished 
perusing the remarkably 
complete and well prepared 
survey of "Facts for Business 
and Industry" prepared for the 
Searcy Chamber of Commerce 
by The Center for Private 
Enterprize Education under the 
direction of Dr. Don Diffine. It 
is a quality effort in all respects 
and calls attention again to 
another of the cultural benefits 
to Searcy from Harding 
College, parent of the center. 
The information contained In 
the study amounts to roughly 
three ti mes that which had been 
collected for the earlier 
publication by the cham-
ber ... an instrument designed 
for presentation to new in-
dustries considering location In 
Searcy. The three-page table of 
contents testifies to the 
thoroughness with which the 
students who worked on the 
project rounded up a wealth of 
divergent material and put it in 
a readily available form. 
The major subtopics covered, 
which should be of· value to 
many private citizens and 
public groups other than the 
industries for whom It was 
intended, are: agriculture, 
business and industry, chur-
ches, communications, 
• • • 
education, employment , 
government, health care 
facilities, housing, marriages 
and divorces, military in -
stallations, public buildings, 
recreation, services, tran-
sportation and weather. 
While Harding has been a 
frequent winner in the national 
business games in competition 
with much larger colleges and 
universities, local residents are 
probably not aware that the 
quality of a business education 
at Harding is considered among 
the highest in the country. 
Because of that, having these 
wel I trained business students 
collecting and putting together 
such data would have cost the 
chamber and-or the city a 
considerable amount of money. 
They did it at very little cost 
and that Is a significant con-
tribution to all the people who 
will get jobs from the new in-
dustries attracted and all the 
people who will have need of 
any part of the information now 
made available. 
Without the college and 
without such contributions, 
Searcy would be a far less 
desirable place to live. We have 
just received another bonus 
from having the college 
available to us .. _ 
M-1 
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TO: ALL REGULAR FULL-TIME IN PLANT EMPLOYEES 
FROM: ROGERS YARNELL, PERSONNEL MANAGER 
SUBJECT: ECONOMIC EDUCATIONS SESSIONS 
January 11, 1978 
When our company 1~as founded in 1932 it was begun to meet the needs 
of customers and to make a profit in meeting this need. Our company was 
based upon what is cal led "THE FREE EiH ERPRISE SYSTEM". 
Now in 1978 we are still in the business of meeting the needs of our 
customers in making a profit in accomo lishing this goal. We still believe 
in "THE FREE ENTERPRISE SYSTEM'' . We want each of you to unders tand what 
"THE FREE ENT ERP RI SE SYSTEM" is and how it relates to your company. We 
want each of you to understand how your j ob relates to the operati on of 
Yarnell Ice Cream Company as a whole. We want to explain to you how your 
potential for success and better pay is related to the potential for 
success and profit of Yarnell Ice Cream Company. 
Economic Education Sessions will be conducted in our conference room 
on Tuesdays and Thursdays of the next two weeks. We ho~e t hat work schedules 
can be arranged so that mos t of you will be able to attend some of these 
sessions . A list will be posted by the time clock indicating the date 
and the times each of you will be attending. Each of t he sess ions will 
begin ~1ith free coffee and donuts, so 1•1e are asking that everyone attending 
take their morning break at 9:30 in the conference room on the dates that 
these sessions are being held. 
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Harding College 
Center for Private Enterprise Education 
Department of Business and Economics 
Box 922, Sta. A, Searcy, Arkansas 72143 (501) 268-6161 Ext 470 
YARNELL 'S EMPLOYEE ECONOMIC EDUCATI ON PROGRAM 
I. GOAL: For employees to realize the interworkings and 
dependent factors involved in the economic system 
and how their actions affect this relationship 
I I. AREAS TO BE COVERED: 
l. Profit 
2. Capital (tools) 
3. Productivi ty 
4. Empl oyee/Customer Security 
5. Wages 
6. Government and Tax 
7. Inflation 
III. MATERIAL TO BE USED: 
1. Ten Pillars of Economic Wisdom 
2. "Economic Facts of Life" - slide/tape presentation 
3. Kingdom of Mocha (film ) 
4. Kingdom of Mocha (teacher's manual) 
5. Man's Material \~elfare (film) 
6. Man's Material Welfare (article) 
7. I. Q. Quiz 
8. Crossword Puzzle 
9. Armchair Economist Certificate 
IV. PROGRAM OUTLit~E - Three-part Presentation 
1. Productivity; wages; employee/customer security - (MMW film 
and article) 
2. Profit; capital (tools) - (10 Pillars and Economic Facts 
of Life) 
3. Government; taxes; inflation (Mocha film and manual) 
N-2 
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ECONOMIC GRADUATES - Employees of 
Yarnell Ice Cream Company and member of 
Harding College Economics Team show the 
certificates presented to the employees following 
N-3 
a four-session free enterprize program at the 
company. The Harding team developed and 
presented the course in observance of free en-
terprise week. 
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YARNELL EMPLOYEE ECONOMIC EDUCATION PROGRAM-#1 
PRODUCTIVITY; WAGES; EMPLOYEE/CUSTOMER SECURITY 
I. Introduction 
A. Show how all three areas are related 
N-4 
l. In our economy all wages come from customers, and the only 1-1orthv1hile job 
security is customer security; if there are no customers there can be no 
payroll and no jobs. 
2. Customer security can be achieved by the employee only ~1hen he coo perates 
with management in doinq the things that win and hold customers. Job sec-
urity therefore, is a partnership problem that can be solved only in a 
spirit of cooperation and understanding. 
3. Since wages are the principal cost of everything, 1·1idespread wage increases 
without corresponding increases in productivity simply increase the cost o~ 
everybody's living. Management is faced with greater expenses and r.o more 
income than usual since production has not increased. They must pay 
expenses so they must raise prices in order to generate additional income. 
4. Productivity is based on three factors: (1) natural resources; (2 ) human 
energy; and (3) tools. (Use as introduction to the movie and filmstrip) 
II. MMW=NR+HExT movie 
Promise of Productivity Filmstrip 
III.Discussion-Now l et's try to take what we've seen and heard and see how it can 
apply to you at Yarnell 's today. 
A. First we must see how productivity is basically the backbone of the 1·1hole 
discussion. If roductivit is u then there 1~ill be r.iore output; more out ut 
should (if management has done its part result in increased sales; i ncreased 
sales will result in increased wages which results in a higher standard of 
living . 
Must Remember To Look At The Total Picture: How that small things can throw 
that simple formula out of whack: 
l. Increased production along with increased waste won't accomplish much . 
2. Increased output along with longer breaks and longer start up time won't 
accomplish much either. 
3. Increase in production at the expense of quality won't accomplish anything 
in the long-run. Over a short per iod of time it will, but the people that 
buy Yarnell 's Ice Cream for its quality will see that it's not up to par 
and they'll buy something else. 
H01~ever, 
l. Increased speed with little or no waste will decrease the cost of producing 
that product because more can be made in the same amount of time, therefore, 
the total cost can be spread over more units. 
B. What about job securitv? How many of you have another job waiting if Yarnell 's 
should go bust? So it·, s important to knov1 what to do to have a certain amoung 
of job security . 
1. The best job security is customer security. If there are no customers 
there will be no jobs. So the best way to hold onto your job is to hold 
onto the customers. How do you do that? Like I said earlier - it's a 
partnership problem in which you have to work 1·1ith management. It's their 
responsibility to go out and sell the products at the best possible p~ice 
and it's your job to produce it at the lowest price possible. That ties 
into what was said on productivity. Only by cooperating with management 
can you hope to achieve customer security and therefore job security. 
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C. ~hat about wages? 
A. It 1~as earlier stated that wages are the principal cost of everything, but 
do you really knm~ how much that cost is? Here are some examples of costs 
that Yarnell's must pay in connection with your job: 
l. Let's say you make $3 an hour and work for 45 hours. Married and one 
child (2 dependen ts). Your gross pay ~till be 5142. Take home pay will 
be $120.42. Cost to Yarnell is $18'.) .82. Here's what it is made of: 
a. paid coffee breaks 
b. vacation pay 
c. holiday pay 
d. your uniform 
e. emp loyer's part of your Social Security 
f. Arkansas unemployment 
g. Federal unemployment 
h. \forkman's compensation ins. - you do not pay for this. The employer 
does. That means if you are injured and stay at home a few extra 
days, it is the employer who must pay the insurance. Remember to 
look at the who le picture and think what that does to prices. 
i. Liability insurance 
j. Blue Cross/Blue Shield - the employer's percentage 
B. It is important to understand all of this because you people are more than 
likely the ones that are the opinion leaders, and when others come to you 
complaining about ho11 much is being taken out of their paychecks or ho11 they 
are going to need higher wages, you will be able to tell them the facts con-
cerning who pays for what and just what the total picture looks like-- how 
increased wages without increased output will only increase the cost of the 
product 1~hich will tend to hurt customer and employee security. See how it 
all ties together! 
IV. Con cl us ion 
A. Remember that it's important to look at the total picture and see how something 
you do will affect the entire company--1·1hether it's taking a few extra minutes 
on your break or not really trying to not waste--they al l affect the entire 
organization. Each one of you plays a-very important part in this company and 
it is important that you see yourself as a part of Yarnell 's rather than as a 
worker at an ice cream plant. 
V. Cal 1 for Questions 
VI. Brief Preview of Next Program 
A. Dan Holt on: Profit, Capital & Tools 
B. Filmstrip & Handout Materia l 
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I. Introduction 
YARNELL EMPLOYEE ECONOMIC EDUCATION PROGRAM -#2 
PROFIT; CAPITAL; TOOLS 
A. The average employee should be concerned about profit. 
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1. The worker 1·1hose employer is earning a profit is secure in his job, if he is 
performing it properly. Likely to receive increases in pay and benefits, 
pleasant and clean place in which to work, good tools for his job. 
2. use Yarnells as an example . If the employer is not earning a profit, his 
workers cannot be sure ho1~ long thei r jcbo: l'li 11 last. Any increase in 
wages or benefits granted by a company 1·1hich is not earning money simply 
increases its losses, which must be carried by the owners, and are likely 
to lead to layoffs or even to the employer's going out of business. There 
can be no job security in a company which is not earning a profit. 
B. Define and show relationships 
1. Profit is simply money taken in minus the mo ney paid out. For instance, 
if it costs Yarnells ¢ per gallon to get the ice cream to the store, 
and it se lls for -~the difference of_¢ is the profit. The money 
Yarnell 's receives when the ice cream is scld is obviously the money taken 
in. The money paid out, or costs, include operating expenses(i.e.), 
production costs(i.e.}, and income taxes. Profit shared by owners or 
reinvested. 
2. Capital is a synonym for tools of production and exchange. Capital 
represents all the things used by workers in the production and exchange 
of goods and services. (i.e. tools at Yarnell 's) Capital may also be 
used to mean the total assets of an enterprise. Assets refer to everything 
a company O\ms(property, machines, trucks,etc.) or is owed. Explain 
briefly Accounts Receivable. 
3. Tools and capital are basically the same. Tools are everything a person 
uses to multiply his O\'ln efforts. (Analogy of hand ice cream freezer and 
large freezers at Yarnell 's). Tools include such things as buildings, 
office equipment, machinery , compressors, and the trucks that deliver 
the finished product. 
4. Since capital and tools are basically the same, center discussion around 
profit and tools. The two put together 1~ork in a cycle . Tell story of 
Yarnell's profit leading to expansion and further profit. 
II . Profits at Work filmstrip 
III. Discussion--Now let's consider the ideas we have seen and heard and apply them 
to you at Yarnell 's today. 
A. A business must do three things in order to succeed. 
1. Must provide a product that people want--ice cream 
2. Must provide a product at a competitive price--Yarnell 's special market 
better quality=higher price 
3. Must earn a profit~ Mr. Yarnell needs to make living like you do. 
B. Are profits too high today? 
1. Average for ma nufacturing business is 5% of sales--this is less than 
interest rate on savings at bank 
2. Last decade •.. 
a. GNP increased(total production in U.S. is up). 
b. Wages and salaries shot up a great deal. 
c. Prices up to cover these costs but profit not up much.(1960:4.4% ,1974:5. 5%) 
Dairy related businesses--1%-1!2% profit 
3. In typical year, 40% of all active U.S. corporations made no profit and 
Yarnell's has failed to make a profit in some years. 
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C. Uses of Profit 
1. Hiring new people. 
2. Return to owners. 
3. Hold in business as cash reserves in case of future slowdown like ice cream 
business last summer and l ogical ly every winter. 
4. Reinvest in business--Yarnell's expansion(new facilities and equipment). 
D. Tools--increased and improved because of reinvested profit . 
1. With increased use of too l s between 1789 and 1860 came higher wages, 
shorter working days, and increased purchasing power. The only reason 
~1as greater output per worker( productivity). Profits were high but they 
helped the worker because most of these profits were used to improve the 
tools with which the workers made their living. 
2 .. Brief history of tools in ice cream business. (1800 cartons/hour example)? 
3. In U.S. today, tools do more than 95% of the work performed. That is why 
it leads the 1,1orld in product ivity. 
IV. Ten Pillars of Economic Wisdom 
A. #1--Any product we have did not just pop out of thin air. It had to come from 
somewhere. Also, any material object must eventually end up somewhere, 
and it must be paid for. (Ice cream sandviich story) 
B. #2--Government is never a source of goods. Everything that government gives 
to the people ~1as originally taken from the people. 
1. We can see that government is not a source of goods when we ask ourselves 
the question: What is government? Government is a set of ideals and 
ideas, expressed in words which are approved and printed into l aws and 
regulations. 
2. Government people {employees) are paid out of taxes, so the true source 
of 1<1ha t they produce is the taxpayer. Many people 1 oak upon government 
as a source of things that are given to them because the process by 
~!hich government redistributes the people's production is very hard to 
fo'.101·. in c.ur complicated economy. 
C. #3--The only valuable money that government has to spend is that money taxed 
or borrowed out of the people's earnings. If the government acts to spend 
more than it receives in taxes then it must print more money or create 
money through the banks. This ne1<1 money takes on value by reducing the 
value of all money. 
1. Money TSearned as people (1) ~1ork, (2) buy stocks and bonds, and (3) 
provide money to others who put it to work (through bank savings and loans). 
Government taxes part of this earned money and used it to buy part of the • 
production (roads, schools, dams, etc.). This is not inflationary 
because the total number of dollars seeking goods remains the same. 
2. If the money seeking goods goes dovm, prices go down, and vice versa. 
Explain on board : three amounts of money chasing same number of goods. 
3. Thro ughout history, governments have favored the idea of creating 
unearned mo ney because it seems to reduce taxes. As we have seen, 
however, the spending of this unearned money automatically reduces tbe 
val1,;e of all money and is, in effect, a tax. Every government on record 
has pumped unearned money into the economy and, as a result, all money 
on record has lost value. (Current drop in value of dollar) 
D. #4--All the money a business has for payroll and employment comes from customers, 
so the only worthwhile job security is customer security: if there are no 
customers, there can be no payroll and no jobs. 
1. Payroll dependent on sales. 
2. Sales dependent on customer satisfaction. 
3. Customer satisfaction dependent on quality of product. 
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4. Quality of product dependent on worker. 
E. #5--A company can only keep its customers v1hen the worker cooperates with 
management . Job security , therefore, is a problem that can be solved 
only if there is understanding and cooperati on, between workers and 
management. 
1. Manaqer mus t knm·1 what customer v1ants, and must make sure that the 
employees understand what these t hings are and be willing and able 
to do them. 
2. The number one problem is to establish in the minds of the 1vorkers 
N-8 
the fact that 1vhi le pol icy changes come through top management, thay 
come from the customer, and that the final authority in policy matte rs 
is t he cus tamers. 
F. #6--\~ages are the principle cost of everythi ng . Yarnell's 1vage costs. 
Widespread wage increases without similar increases in production will 
increase everyone's cost of living . Refer to blackboard(money supply). 
G. #7--In order to satisfy t he wants of as many consumers as possible, workers 
must produce as much as possib le. 
1. Employees against automation for fear of saturation. 
2. Human wants are i nexhaustab le, the market always becomes larger as 
the price goes down. 
3. 1800 cartons per hour example? 
H. #8--All productivity is vased on three factors: (l)natural resources, 
(2)human energy, (3)tools. 
MM\1- -rol e of each. 
~ I. #9--Tools are the only one of these factors that ma n can increase without 
limit. Only if investors can rr.ake a profit viill t hey conti nue to create 
ne1·1 too 1 s . 
1. Natural resources and human energy are li mited. 
2. Profit is reinvested to create ro re tools in hopes of more profit. 
J~ #10-This basically boils down to tne fact that the greatest amount of pro-
duction exists in tha~ scciety whe re compet ition exists. 
1. Profit incentive under free ent~rprise increases tool production. 
2. More tools increases pl'odL.r:tivity of the v:o rker. 
3. Increase in productivity increases profit and cycle continues. 
V. Canel us ion 
A. Remember, profit is not a four letter \~oro. It is absolutely necessary if 
a busi ness is to succeed. You are important to Yarnell 's because v1hat you 
dp hr,ips Getermine Yarnell 's prof it ccd, in turn, Yarnell 's profit provides 
greeter benefits to you, its employees. 
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YARNELL EMPLOYEE ECONQ;1,rc EDCCATION PROGRAi'1 
Government, Taxes, Inflation 
I. Introduction 
A. Define the role of govern~ent and its source of funds . 
1. The government's main source is its p2o;:ile . 
2. The government supplies peop le with basic public needs . 
3. The govcrnn;ent is invol ved in the regulation of business and industry. 
B. Define taxation and its role. 
1. A forced contribution of wealth. 
2. Income tax is main source of nationa l funds. 
3. Property tax is main source of state funds. 
C. Define inflation and its basic cause. 
1. Too much money chasing too few goods . 
2. Rising prices are merely a symptom of inflation. 
3. The printing of money causes an increase in the money supply. 
II. Film--"Will There Always Be An England?" (27 minutes). 
III. Discussion 
A. Government 
1. State importance of government from standpoint of price control arid 
r.1oney as a medium of exchange. 
2. Discuss the welfare system as cited in the film. 
a. Welfa re can be success ful when controlled . 
b. State the bad aspects of the system as mentioned in the film . 
B. Taxation 
1. The rederal Budget. 
a. Pie chart for distri bution of funds . 
b. Pi e chart for receivi ng of funds. 
2. The State Budget . 
a . Pie chart for distri bution of funds. 
b. Pie chart for receiving of funds. 
3. Discuss taxes from stand;:ioint of Yarnell and employees . 
a . The Yarnell Employee. 
b. The Yarnell Compa ny. 
C. Inflation 
1. Too much money chasing too few goods. 
2. Wage increases may cause inflation if not matched by increase in 
productivity. 
3. The cure for inflation. 
a. If inf l ation results form too much money chasing too few goods, 
the cure has to be i ncreased supply or decreased demand . 
b. Live within your me~ns. 
c. Know basics of economic system. 
d. Help produce more. 
e. Save more money. 
f. Work with the government. 
N-9 
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IV. Conclusion 
Briefly reiterate the roles of the three topics. Emphasize the effects 
when the three become unbalanced. Cite examples of these effects in the 
fil m. Encourage the Yarnell worker to be as productive as poss ible, 
benefittin£ not only the company , but each as individuals. 
N-10 
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e A Nc11 slc11cr o(The C1•1Her /or Pnl'atl! En terprise Educatwn Hard111p Colle1te Depanment o/ Business and Econom1cs 
• 
New Economics Team Promotes 'Creative Capitalism' 
Business and economics students and faculty are our 
greatest hope for providing credible free enterprise Seven Mlsconcepts Behind The Mounting Attack 
edr.1cation to other school disciplines and the community. On Big Business 
It 1s for this reason the business community chooses to by Charles Hull Wolfe, President 
ally itse!f more and more with colleges of business in American Economlc Foundation 
preserving and improving the free enterprise and in- It is commonly said that the American people display 
centive system. a growing hostility "toward business and businessmen." 
Begun three years ago, the "Students in Free En- Actually, people today think well of small businesses 
rerprise" competition challenges young people an- and the men who run them; their wrath is targeted at 
riciparing business careers to devise and implement "big business" and "big businessmen." 
programs that will help preserve the competitive The University of Michigan Survey Research Center 
American business system , thereby preserving for their asked the public how "honest and moral," in their 
generation and those that follow the opportunities for a opinion, were those who run various institutions. Small 
better life which it provides. National Leadership businessmen ranked high - above state and local 
Methods of Austin. Texas directs and administers the government officials, national news media leaders, even 
programs for several corporate sponsors involving above U.S. Senators. "Big businessmen" rated low. Only 
schools in f ourteen states. officials of the federal government and of labor unions 
This year's winner in the Southwestern Life Insurance ranked lower. 
competition, Harding College. built its entry around its 
Center for Private Enterprise Education. Organized by 
students. the center also is staffed by young people who 
are "pioneers in mass communication of economics." 
Using the center - which is actually a library of private 
enterprise literature and audio-visual materials - as the 
core, Harding students radiated their efforts in a number 
of directions. 
However. the 1977-78 school year means a fresh start, 
Jot the past is prologue. This year's Economics team is 
composed of members Doug Sanders, student chairman, 
of Antioch, Tenn. , Marsha Bender of Alamogordo, 
N.M .. Daniel Holt of Effingham, Ill., Susie Qualls of 
Searcy. Arkansas, and T ed Thompson of Noifolk, Va. 
These young people would welcome your ideas as they 
accept the challenge through intercollegiate competition 
(October. 1977 through April. 1978) to design and 
implement free enterprise programs suited to our local 
and Mid South constituency. 
Unfortunately. the fact that free enterprise is simply 
.freedom applied to the marketplace has rarely been 
taught. The Center for Private Enterprise Education 
takes the approach that economic individualism, private 
property and the market economy are not just neutral 
concepts. They are. in fact. worthwhile and attainable 
goals. Let's support the system that supports us. 
D. P. Dlfflne, Ph.D., Director 
Associate Professor of Economics 
Small Business Is Trusted 
The same researchers asked the public to evaluate the 
job being done by various institutions. Small business got 
a top mark - right behind the churches, ahead of the 
schools and the Supreme Court. Large corporations 
rated near the bottom. 
"Are large corporations essential for the nation's 
growth?" For years, when Opinion Research Cor-
poration asked that question, almost everyone said they 
were. In 1965, 88 per cent agreed. 
Understandably, more people now urge chopping up 
large corporations. In 1 %7, 36 per cent said that "For 
the good of the country, many large companies ought to 
be broken up." In the latest survey, 53 per cent felt that 
way. 
Just as jolting is a Louis Harris finding that two-thirds 
of the public believes the country is in "deep and serious 
trouble" and that the group most responsible is "big 
business." 
Is Big Business Guilty? 
Are big companies mainly to blame for our dif-
ficulties? Would it serve the public to break them up? 
Are they doing their job poorly? Are men who manage 
large corporations far less moral than those who run 
small enterprises? 
Objective evidence says No. Then why does the public 
hold such views? Because Americans distrust all big 
* T he acting. orga nizi ng enterpriser in the world of comm c t ce. 
institutions - big government and big labor as well as 
big business. When the economy is marred by inflation 
and unemployment, people feel insecure, and resent any 
institution that seems to be rich, impersonal and im-
pervious to trouble. Again, large companies are under 
attack by consumerists, environmentalists and socialists. 
Also, people feel antagonistic because they entertain 
economic misconcepts, such as the following: 
I. "Big business makes too much profit." Some 
Americans think all business is too profitable. Others 
direct this charge at Large companies, like chain food 
stores which have averaged less than I per cent net 
profit. 
Not long ago. Opinion Research Corporation com-
pared the public's opinion of the size of profits with facts 
supplied by First National City Bank. People supposed 
U.S. manufacturers averaged 33 cents after-tax profit 
per sales dollar, when the fact was 5.2 cents. They 
guessed the oil industry"s profit to be a whopping big 61 
cents when it was actually 7.2 cents. They imagined the 
auto industry's profit to be a juicy 39 cents, when it was 
I. 9 cents. 
2. "Big corporations pay their workers too little, hut 
their executives and stockholders get too much." Ac-
cording to Opinion Research Corporation, the public 
believes that employee compensation as a share of 
corporate income is only 25 per cent, but U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce figures show that employees received 
89.6 per cent of divisible income in the U.S. operations of 
all U.S. companies in 1975, and net profit accounted for 
only 10.4 per cent. 
Do "excessively high executive salaries" account for 
the "lion's share" of big corporations' payroll? A few 
years ago, a study showed that of the General Motors' 
earning available for salaries, wages, dividends and 
reinvestment, GM dealt out only 0.42 per cent to 
directors, officers and other top executives, while 83.88 
per cent went to other salaries and wages, 11.8 per cent 
to dividends, and 3.9 per cent reinvestment. 
The two-way split at Singer Company revealed that 
0.37 per cent went to directors and officers, and 99.63 
per cent to all other employees. 
3. "Big corporations exercise enormous concentrated 
power." Professor Neil Jacoby says, "There can be 
httle doubt that the relative political strength of business 
has fallen dramatically in the past centry." And how can 
the notion of unlimited corporate economic power be 
reconciled with rising consumerism? With the growing 
power of unions to get huge wage increases? With 
strangling governmental regulations? With sustained 
high corporate taxes? With the diminishing share of 
corporate profits in the national income? 
4. "Big corporations are becoming increasingly 
dominant in our economy." For many years there has 
been one "business enterprise" for every 40 persons in 
this country. The percentage of self-employed persons -
individual entrepreneurs - has remained almost 
constant. About as large a proportion of working 
Americans work for themselves as in 1945. 
lust a few years back, a study showed that less than 
one-quarter of one per cent of the corporate population 
had assets of $100 million or more. While the largest 
firms have made moderate gains in the share of cor-
porate assets held compared to medium and small 
companies, there has been an enormous increase in the 
number of small companies. 
5. "Big business owns the preponderance of U.S. 
wealth." Less than one-third of the tangible wealth is 
owned by corporate business, and this share has not 
changed much for generations. The great bulk of wealth 
is owned by governments and private individuals; and 
the share taken by government continues to mushroom. 
Individual ownership of corporate stock exploded 
after World War II. In 1970, some 31 million - one out 
of every four adults - owned stock. The number would 
be higher today were it not that corporate profits are 
relatively small - and unpredictable. 
6. "U.S. multi-nationals are exploiting un-
derdeveloped nations." Case studies by the National 
Planning Association show that investment by multi-
national U.S. corporations has a highly positive effect on 
less developed countries. 
In each case, the corporation had an innovative. 
catalytic role: it started new local industries. gave the 
country new management and technical skills as well as 
additional capital - and in many cases built new 
schools. housing, health and transportation facilities. 
7. "If giant companies were broken up, the coun!J)' 
would be better off." The size of a business is controlled 
largely by the kind of goods and services it produces. 
Firms that make steel, extract and refine oil, produce 
automobiles or airplanes must be big; they can produce 
efficiently only on a large scale. If such companies were 
broken up, our total productive capacity would be 
weakened and, most likely. the prices of their products 
would increase. 
If more Americans grasp facts such as these, and share 
them with others, it will not only help neutralize unfair 
attacks on on large corporations, it will help preserve the 
entire free enterprise system. 
"There Are No Profits -Only Costs" 
Says Economist Peter Drucker 
by Charles HuU Wolfe, President 
American Economic Foundation 
Recently a prominent economic analyst and business 
consultant, Peter F. Drucker, startled a great many 
people by declaring that not only the public but most 
businessmen "don't seem to know the first thing about 
profit and profitability." 
"The essential fact about profit," Professor Drucker 
observed, "is that there is no such thing. There are only 
costs." In this surprising statement, Dr. Drucker con-
firmed the long-held view of the founders of The 
American Economic Foundation who seldom used the 
word "profit" (except in parenthesis) and who insisted 
that what was commonly called profit was in fact "the 
cost of using capital" - as essential a cost of business as 
wages or outside purchases. 
Drucker's provocative observation draws attention to 
this important subject after a year in which profits were 
subjected to fierce attack. Since many economists 
consider the attack misguided, are concerned about the 
present low level of profit, and see higher profits as 
necessary to cope with inflation and recession, this is an 
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opportune time to review some vital but little understood 
facts. 
J. Profit - payment for the use of capital - Is as 
necessary under socialism and communism as under 
private capitalism. Every economic system that lifts 
people above abject poverty must generate large amounts 
of capital to provide the industrial tools that multiply 
human productivity. But communism takes capital from 
the people by force. via taxes or government bonds which 
the people are not asked but told to buy. 
Interest on these bonds becomes payment for the use 
of tools. The difference between a Soviet plant's income 
and outgo is returned to the Kremlin as a "turnover tax" 
(a term the Russians prefer to "profit"). Under their 
system of "profit planning," Soviet bureaucrats seek to 
impose needed profitability in advance by government 
mandate rather than let it be decided freely by the 
marketplace. 
2. The private profit system acquires capital 
voluntarily - without force - through the savings of 
free men and women. Profits motivate people to un-
dertake useful economic activity and reward tisk-takers 
for saving capital and putting it to work in productive 
enterprise. Profits in a free society also provide "a 
mechianism for social control": they guide business and 
its customers in deciding how labor and resrouces should 
be employed to satisfy the people's wishes. 
3 .. The private system is the least expensive way of 
acquiring capital. History shows that competitive en-
terprise generates more capital and at lower cost - a 
much lower rate of profit. L. E. Hubbard says in 
SOVIET FINANCE AND MONEY, "In the Soviet 
system all large-scale industry is state monopoly, 
therefore the State is in a position to exploit the con-
suming masses, or in other words, make monopoly 
profits." 
4. Total profit is small compared to total wages. Karl 
Marx insisted that private capitalism divides society into 
two hostile camps, owners and workers, and results in 
"crying inequalities in the distribution of wealth." The 
falsehood has been widely accepted. Studies show the 
American people believe that workers get only about 25 
per cent of the income divided between employee 
compensation and profit. The fact is, U.S. workers get 
about 90 per cent of the total divisible income in wages 
plus benefits, whereas the owners get only about 10 per 
cent in net profit. About half of that 10 per cent is 
reinvested to strengthen the business, make jobs more 
secure and workers more productive, which in turn 
increases real wages. 
S. Profits are widely distributed. Under American 
capitalism, about half of all families are direct owners of 
business, and thus direct recipients of profits, and just 
about every American is an indirect owner. There are 
some 30 million owners of stock in corporations listed on 
the Exchanges, million more stockowners in unlisted 
corporations, more than 10 million more unincorporated 
businesses, more than 2 million profit-seeking private 
farms. In many corporations, 25 per cent to 75 per cent 
of employees are stockholders. All the millions who have 
savings accounts, insurance policies or who participate in 
private pension funds are indirect investors. and thus 
beneficiaries of profits. 
6. Profit per dollar of sales ls one-seventh what the 
public believes. Even college graduates, those earning 
over $15,000 a year, and business managers, greatly 
overestimate size of profits. Asked. "How much profit 
does the average manufacturer make per dollar of sales 
after taxes?" the public answered 28 cents. Youth and 
the poor said 33 cents. Even stockholders guessed 22 
cents. The fact? The average manufacturer earns 3 to 4 
cents profit per dollar. Interestingly, the public believes 
10 cents would be "fair"' 
7. Adjusted for inflation, profits are shrinking 
drastically. In the time between the period when a 
product is researched, developed and manufactured -
and the time when it is finally sold - the purchasing 
power of the dollar keeps on shrinking. Thus the dollars 
a company receives when it sells a product are worth less 
than the dollars it had to spend in creating that product. 
Traditional accounting methods do not reflect this 
vital fact. Only when costs and revenue are measured in 
the same dollars (i.e. dollars with the same buying power) 
do we see what is happening to real profits. When such a 
calculation is made (adjusting for "under-depreciation" 
and illusive "inventory profits"), we find that after-tax 
profits for all U.S. non-financial corporations have been 
falling steadily over the past decade, from $36 billion in 
1%5 to an estimated $20 billion tn 1974. In constant 
dollars the adjusted earnings in 1974 were only slightly 
more than half of those in I 965. 
8. Profit is not a "surplus" but a basic cost that must 
be paid. If business income and outgo could be ac-
curately predicted, there would be no "profit." Just as 
fixed sums are agreed on in advance to cover cost of 
wages and outside supplies, so there would be fixed sums 
to cover cost of capital. 
But since income and expenses of an enterprise cannot 
be exactly forecast. some participants must accept an 
uncontrolled amount of compensation for their con-
ttibution . The only ones willing to do so are the investors 
who provide the capital that makes the business possible 
and pays for the tools of producnon. Payment for this 
contribution is an inescapable cost. The only variables 
are exactly how much this cost will be and exactly when it 
will be paid. 
9. Profits are needed to create jobs, raise real wages, 
provide job security. Just as wages are the payment for 
those who do the job, profits are the payment for those 
who create the job. Only as profits increase can there be 
an increase in quantity and quality of power tools per 
worker, and thus in individual productivity and real 
wages. In companies where there are solid profits. there 
is excellent job security; where there are poor profits, 
there is little job security; and where there are losses. 
often employees have to be let go. 
IO. Only as businessmen maintain keen concern with 
profits will they have the funds to cope with social 
challenges. The Yankelovich survey of college-age youth 
found that the most widely-felt criticism of American 
society today ts that "business is too concenred with 
profits and not with public responsibility." Yet the 
corporation's only source of funds for social problem-
solving is profit. And if companies fail to earn a profit, 
they can neither cope with their most basic social func-
tion (employing people and providing products) nor pay 
taxes in support of government and its social programs. 
1 I. Variation In profits ls normal In a market 
economy. Companies are attacked for making "high" 
profits, yet these are often a sign of efficient management 
and success in pleasing customers. Industries with high 
capital investment (in oil exploration it comes to 
$170,000 per worker) must earn a higher percentage of 
profit per dollar of sales than industries (such as retail 
food) where capital investment per employee is modest. 
Profits do not add to prices of products, but finance 
production improvements which bring prices down. 
Generally, companies that earn higher profits pay higher 
wages , and as a greater percentage of all companies earn 
profits, employment goes up. 
From this review, what do we see as the overal profit 
picture? Profit - payment for the use of capital - is 
absolutely necessary under any economic system. 
Compared to socialism or communism, the private 
system generates more capital at lower cost and does it 
voluntan'ly - not by compulsion. 
Profit is not a "surplus" but an actual cost of business. 
The amount of profit is much smaller than most people 
think, is more widely distributed, and does more for 
everybody: it is needed to make jobs secure and increase 
our standard of living. 
The Greatest Weakness In Economic Thinking 
In our emotional search for instant answers to our 
socio-economic problems, the most common error is to 
forget a basic law of economic - "Nothing in our 
material world can come from nowhere or go nowhere, 
nor can it be free; everything in our economic life has a 
source, a destination and a cost that must be paid." 
In practical application, this "where from, where to," 
principle boils down to double-entry bookkeeping, the 
fundamental tool of money management and economic 
thought. Any proposal that cannot be reduced to a 
balanced double-entry calculation has not been properly 
thought through . 
This applies to personal projects, business projects 
and public projects. The Federal Government has one 
Tiu• C<'merfor Private Enterprise E d11carion 
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tremendous advantage; when it runs out of money, it can 
print some more. But nobody else can. 
This editorial was prompted by the enormous pressure 
on business to meet its "social responsibilities." These 
demands ignore the fact that the money that any 
business can spend or give is limited to the amount if 
receives from customers. 
We would rate the responsibilities of business as 
follows: 
l) To protect and pay a fair return on the savings 
invested in the business; 
2) To pay fair wages to employees; 
3) To act as a tax collector; 
4) To product good products as acceptable prices; 
5) To, within it resources, make the community a 
better place to live and work. 
Obviously, the area of debate must center around item 
five because, while business wants to do as many "good 
things" as it can to improve its public image, the 
inexorable discipline of double-entry bookeeping makes 
it necessary that the buying public pay the bill. 
Ironically, this means that the people would really be 
doing these good things for themselves and business 
wou Id be getting the credit. 
The reader may be thinking that the Federal 
Government could solve the problem by allowing 
business to deduct the expense from taxes. This, 
however, is a fallacy because the government needs the 
money and the equivalent taxes would have to be 
collected from the buying public in some other way. 
As a way around this, it might be supposed that the 
government could create "new" money instead of new 
taxes. But this, too, is a fallacy because the "new" money 
takes on value only by taking it away from all other 
money. So it becomes the most burdensome of all taxes 
- a capital levy. 
No matter how we twist and turn, we still face the fact 
that the cost of all "social programs" undertaken by 
business comes out of the customer's pocket one way or 
another. 
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AMERICAN ECONQMICS FOUNDATION 
CITES HARDING'S CENTER 
[The following ls a quote from the new Annual report 
of the American Economic Foundation In New York.] 
" . . . This year. the single most comprehensive use of 
our book HOW WE LIVE. in adapting its text and 
visual-verbal techniques for popular communications 
materials. was by the Harding College Center for Private 
Enterprise Education. 
Under the direction of Dr. D. P. Diffine. the Center 
created a 20-minute slide film based on HOW WE 
l/VE's famous "Ten Pillars of Economic Wisdom." 
made widespread distribution of the .. Ten Pillars" in 
mini-pamphlet form. and has HOW WE LIVE's For-
mula for Man "s Material Welfare extensively reprinted. 
even on the milk cartons of a company that sells 400,000 
units every three weeks. 
The Harding College Center also used the uniquely 
clear. simplified language of HOW WE LIVE in its new 
newsletter. in letters to the editor, posters. bumper 
stickers. talks by memMrs of their Speaker's Bureau, 
plant tours and radio spot announcements. 
Through the Center For Private Enterprise Education. 
Harding College is probably doing more than any other 
college to develop mass communications techniques to 
explain free enterprise. " 
"Talking About Business: 
Why, Who, When" 
by H. E. Markley 
Markley was elected President of The Timken 
Company In 1968, having begun his career with the 
Company In 1938 as an Accountant Trainee. He has 
been a Director of the Company since 1959. . 
He ls a member of the Board of Trust Advisors of The 
Timken Company Charitable Trust and the Board of 
Trustees of Case Western Reserve University. He Is 
Chairman of the Case Associates, a member of The 
Conference Board, a member of the Advisory Councll on 
Japan-United States Economic Relations of the 
Chamber of Commerce of the United States, and a 
member of the Board of Directors of the Firestone Tire 
and Rubber Company. 
In this address, Markley expresses his concern that the 
general public does not understand and Is crldcal of free 
enterprise, particularly the funcdon of pro8t5 In our 
economic system. · 
He asks all business executives to join him In his 
crusade of talking about 'business to student5, teachers, 
employees, legislators, and those who are vocally against 
business. 
I would like to talk about something that is of 
monumental concern to me, something about which I 
have been crusading for a number of years. I am going to 
ask that you join me in this crusade. 
I have been crusading because I have recognized a 
problem that is facing business today: the citizens in this 
country do not understand business. Our radical left 
neighbors are looking for a target, and business fits their 
ideas of what that target should be. The politicans need a 
whipping boy, and business fills that need. 
Other groups with their own special interests are 
directing their assaults toward business and making 
business the adversary. Unfortunately, businessmen have 
been indifferent to the public relations side of business. 
We haven't said very clearly what business is. 
I would like to talk primarily about the solution to the 
problem - this lack of understanding of business. If we 
had the time, we could examine some of the indications 
of the problem. Let me give you one little inkling of what 
is happening. 
Why Talk About Business? 
About a week ago, the Assistant Dean of the School of 
Management of Purdue University was in my office. 
Most of the students in this school are master's degree 
candidates, although there are some undergraduates. 
The Dean said that polls were taken of the students to 
see what they knew about business - and particularly 
about profits. Amazingly, people who are preparing 
*The acting. organizing enterpriser in the world ofcomme1ce. 
• 
themselves for a livelihood in business miss the mark by 
a wide margin. 
They didn't do as badly as those in a national poll 
taken some years ago. The results indicated that most 
people in the street believed that busin.ess makes a profit 
well up in the order of SO to 60 per cent. Wben asked 
what they believed was an acceptable profit, one that 
business should make. they thought it should be I 0 per 
cent after taxes. 
Of course, all of you know that rarely does business 
make as much as 6 per cent after taxes. But there exists a 
lack of understanding of profits among people who 
should know. That is l"hy we have a problem. 
As for the solution: First of all, we must understa11d 
business ourselves. Let's start with the fact that none of 
us, no one here, or anyone in the country could live a 
week without business. It is that involved in our life. 
Then why are we gambling so much? We need to un-
derstand that it's a necessary part of our lives. and we 
ought to embrace it. Jn fact. business is the very lifoblood 
upon which we depend for our sustenance. 
Secondly. a corporation is the best device that has yet 
been developed to accomplish the mission of business. 
This mission is to take whatever resources are ap-
propriate and to change them, or move them or mold 
them into a fonn needed or wanted by our citizens. 
J said that people have taken pot shots at corporations 
and that they do not understand exactly what a cor-
poration does. But there has yet to be devised in the 
history of man a system that supplies our needs as well as 
a corporation can. 
The Misunderstood Function of Profits 
In carrying on this mission of business, which is to 
provide goods and services to the citizens of the society, 
the corporation needs to collect capital; it needs to 
coiject resources. We are talking primarily about money, 
but as you all know, capital includes machines, 
buildings, land, aftd many other things. 
There are a number of ways to collect capital. You can 
sell common shares to people who are willing to invest in 
th~ enterprise. You can borrow money, up to a point, and 
issue ind us trial bonds or some other kind of preferred 
security. In other words, the corporation uses other 
people's money. And as an agency, as a legal entity, the 
corporation has to _pay for the use of those people's 
money. 
Jn the case of the money that is borrowed, however it's 
done, interest is paid. And in the case of the money that 
is collected from people who buy common shares, it is 
expected. that some return will be made to them in the 
form of dividends. · 
But dividends and interest payments can be paid only 
after a business' costs have been met. Included in these 
costs are taxes. People are all for higher taxes for cor-
porations. They don't .understand that corporations do 
not pay taxes. Only people pay taxes. 
Taxes, as a cost, are included in the price of a product. 
Jf competition is such that it is not possible to cover all 
costs, a businessman must reduce his profit margin. This 
is money that should have belonged to the ~hareholders. 
Either the consumer paying for the product or service. or 
the shareholder pays for the taxes . Taxes are paid by 
people. 
So, when you hear the suggestion that the way to end 
all of our problems is to tax the corporations. please 
understand that what i> being said is: " tax the people.' ' 
In most cases, it's taxing peop:e who probably are not as 
able to pay as the people asking for corporations to be 
taxed. 
"Profits" has become a bad word. Part of the rea~on is 
that the label is wrong. To my way of thinking. v:hat w~ 
normally call profit is really a cost of capital. Tt is paid to 
the p~ople who furnish the capital to gi\e the enterprise 
its initial start. Unless the prorit becomes excessive. 
becomes an amount that is greater than you would have 
to pay for money in the open market, it in no way can be 
called profit. One day. if we understand that it is really a 
cost of capital, some of the solution will be on its way. 
Talking to the Public 
And we in business are the ones who must clear up 
these misunderstandings. We roust tell the world, 
especially those who don't understand it or don' t want to 
understand it, what business really is This is the public 
relations side I feel we have been ignoring. 
If we want people to understand business, we 
definitely should start with the children. I've been told by 
any number of college professors that it i~ unfair to 
blame them for some of the ideas that the students are 
bringing out of the colleges. They tell me that the young 
people had these ideas before they got as far as college. 
Examine some of the material being used in our 
elementary systems, and you will find that these ideas are 
indeed beginning to be shaped at the lower levels. 
But having talked with students and teachers. we must 
continue with our "public relations" efforts. We have to 
talk w!th employees, people we know. Amazingly, a great 
many of our. emplOyees do not understand what goes on 
m their own company. Some of it may be our own fault, 
bt:cause we have tended to be secretive. Now is not the 
time to be secretive with our employees. 
We should explain, for instance, what happens to a 
dollar that comes in from a sale. Eiq.>!1"in, for instance, 
how much of it they get. I don't know what is true in your 
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company, but I can tell you that in our own company 
employees receive 471/2 cents out of every dollar we take 
in. 
We need to take a bold step in talking with anti-
business people. We tend to talk to ourselves a great 
deal. Much of that action must be in talking to the 
people who are inclined to attack business. We must 
explain to them how vital business is to our way of life. 
We must show them that most of what they believe to. be 
fact just isn't. 
Talking to the Government 
Another crucial action we must take is to talk with our 
legislators. I haven't been very complimentary to our 
Congress in recent years. Part of my quarrel comes 
because Congress years ago stopped making the laws in 
this country. 
Congress now passes enabling legislation and, as part 
of that, usually i:rovid'!~ for the establishment of a 
commission, a bureau. or an agency. It gives that bureau 
or agency the right to make rules and rngulations 
There's where our laws are bting made today. They are 
not made by people we have elected. 
Now, in a more charitable mood toward legislators, 
one of the reasons they make legislation unfavorable to 
business i> because they don't know very much about 
business. Ratha than being too critical, let's take 
positive action and try .to help them. Explain to them 
what happens when a particular problem comes to the 
surface. 
Try to explain to them what it does, nae to a company 
as a company - because that's going to raise a red flag 
right away - but talk about what it's going to do to the 
employees; what it's going to do to their families and all 
the people in that commumty who depend upon those 
payrolls to carry on their businesses. 
We will be talking to them about votes , and that's one 
thing that legislators understand. o ·nly after we explain 
to them what business is all about can we exrect 
legislators to make more thoughtful decisions. 
The next thing to do is to press for responsible 
government. Emphasize. as I have sugge~t~I . that it's the 
citizen who pays all the taxes , either in direct taxes or in 
prices or , in some ways, inflation, We have to begin to 
make it clear that freeloaders are a burden on all of us. It 
is not a single segment of our society that is paying the 
taxes to support them. 
In this period in our history, with a bicentennial year 
approaching, we are thinking a good deal about our 
freedoms. I certainly subscribe to the fact that we need to 
renew our understanding of and renew our faith in 
freedoms. But where are we heading today? 
Talking About Business Today -
for Tomorrow 
We need to remember that this country is actually a 
republic, not a democra~'Y· What some people are 
claiming as rightful conduct in a democracy does not 
apply to our country. I challenge their history, if nothing 
more. 
We need to remember that any society can exist only 
so long as there is discipline, whether that society is a 
family. whether it's a town. whether it 's a state or country 
or a corporation. We need to get down to some basics 
and to think about these freedoms tha.t get all the at-
tention . We need to begin to translate them· into our 
modern life. 
We need to remember that merit must be rewarded, 
and Uiat we cannot remain great if we insist on making 
mediocrity our god. We need to remember that the free 
marketplace is our best assurance of freedom. 
The best agency to achieve the affirmative is our 
modern business. l know somebody is going to point to 
the newspapers and accuse business of getting away with 
very unscrupulous activities. Unpleasant incidents have 
happened; " dirty business" has existed. I don't like what 
some businessmen are doing. I don't subscribe to it and 
insir,t they should be punished. 
I'm a great follower of football. In football you have to 
play according to the rules. Every so often some player 
does something he shouldn't do and he is penalized for 
it. Sometimes he gets away with it. The same thing is true 
in business. 
We have rules to observe, too. I wouldn't for a minute 
want anyone to leave here believing I am suggesting that 
business is sacrosanct. We have some improvements to 
make. That doesn't change the truth of the situation, 
which is that we have to have business in this country. 
We have to have business in our society. 
Now,· if this all sounds as if I have been a little 
pessimistic, that's not really my nature. l think we have a 
problem, and I think we need to be pragmatic about 
so1vi11g it. Actually, I think we have a pretty bright 
future. We have acquired some of our problems as a 
result of technology, but we are going to solve them 
through technology. There is virtually no problem that 
can't be solved at least in part, if we appy the resources 
and ingenuity and the brilliance - the brains - that we 
have in this country. 
So, I'm not of a mind that we are at the end - I think 
there remains a lot we can do. I think the Spirit of '76 is 
still with us, and I think that we can make it even 
brighter and more effective if all of us can, in our own 
way, wherever we have association with other people. 
speak up for business when we have an opportunity. 
Ten Pillars of Economic Wisdom 
A BLUEPRINT FOR UNDERSTANDING 
1. Nothing in our material world can come from 
nowhere or go nowhere, nor can it be free: everything 
in our econoimc life has a source, a destination and a 
cost that must be paid. 
2. Government is never a source of goods. Everything 
produced is produced by the people, and everything 
that government gives to the people, it must first 
take from the people. 
3. The only valuable money that government has to 
spend is that money taxed or borrowed out of the 
people's earnings. When government decides to 
spend more than it has thus received, that extra, 
unearned money is created out of thin air, through 
the banks, and, when spent, takes on value only by 
reducing the value of all money, savings and in-
surance. 
4. ln our modern exchange economy, al! payroll and 
employment come from customers, and the only 
worthwhile job security is customer security; if there 
are no customers. there can be no payroll and no 
jobs. 
5. Customer security can be achieved by the worker 
only when he cooperates with management in doing 
the things that win and hold customers. Job security, 
therefore, is a partnership problem that can be 
solved only in a spirit of understanding and 
cooperation. 
The Ccmerfor Pn'vate Enterprise Education 
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6. Because wages are the principal cost of everything, 
widespread wage increases, without corresponding 
increases in production, simply increase the cost of 
everybody's living. 
7. The greatest good for the greatest number means, in 
its material sense, the greatest goods for the greatest 
number which, in turn, means the greatest 
productivity per worker. 
8. All productivity is based on three factors: 1) natural 
resources, whose form, place and condition are 
changed by the expenditure of 2) human energy 
(both muscular and mental), with the aid of 3) tools. 
9. Tools are the only one of these three factors that man 
can increase without limit, and tools come into being 
in a free society only when there is a reward for the 
termporary self-denial that people must practice in 
order to channel part of their earnings away from 
purchases that produce immediate comfort and 
pleasure, and into new tools of production. Proper 
payment for the use of tools is essential to their 
creation. 
10. The productivity of the tools - that is, .the efficiency 
of the human energy applied in connection with their 
use - has always been highest in a competitive 
society in which the economic decisions are made by 
millions of progress-seeking individuals, rather than 
in a state-planned society in which those decisions 
are made by a handful of all-powerful people, 
regardless of how well-meaning, unselfish, sincere 
and intelligent those people may be. 
(Courtesy of the American Economic Foundation, New 
York.) 
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FREEDOM'S FOUNDATION HONORS HARDING'S 
CENTER, NEWSLETIER, AND DIRECTOR 
The Freedom's Foundation of Valley Forge, Penn-
sylvania, in its presentation of annual awards for the 
be!ierment of America has notified us of the following 
results of the National Awards Jury deliberations: (1) In 
the Nonprofit Publication category, the Harding College 
Center for Private Enterprise Education won a George 
Washington Honor medal for its.bimonthly publication, 
''The Entrepreneur" (This business and economic 
newsletter which began in October, 1976, is distributed 
to educators, businesses, chambers of commerce, 
foundations and interested friends and alumni of 
Harding College); (2) Dr. Don Diffine, Editor and 
Director of the student-staffed Center received an 
identical award for "an outstanding accomplishment in 
helping achieve a better understanding of the American 
way of life;" and in addition, (3) Diffine received a 
George Washington Honor medal in 'the Published 
Article category for his recent work titled "Freedom 
From Want." 
The Economics of the Energy Crisis 
by W. Philip Gramm 
Dr. Gramm. a January. 1977 speaker at Harding's 
Management Seminar, is a Professor of Economics at 
Texas A&M University. He has done contract research 
for numerous federal agencies on energy and is a special 
consultant to the Ministry of Natural Resources in 
Ontario on Mineral Economics. Dr. Gramm has testified 
before the U.S. Congress and state legislatures on en~rgy 
problems and has written on numerous facets of the 
nation's economic and energy problems. 
The Economics of the Energy C~isls 
Io his address to the nation President Carter called the 
energy problem the "greatest domestic challenge our 
nation will face in our lifetime." Certainly there are 
many outward and visible measures of the magnitude of 
America's current energy problems. Our dependency on 
imported crude petroleum is generating a $35 billion 
drain on the American economy. We are over 40 per cent 
dependent on imported crude petroleum to meet 
domestic demands. The wholesale price of crude 
petroleum has risen by almost 400 per cent in the last 
four years. The price of natural gas and coal has 
paralleled that of crude petroleum. And the nation has 
just suffered a natural gas shortage which closed fac-
tories and schools and disrupted the economic process in 
the Northeast and Midwest. 
The President's proposed methods of coping on a 
temporary or permanent basis with America's energy 
problems can be broken into two broad categories of 
approach: learning to live on less and producing more. 
The purpose of this article is to assess the economic 
feasibility of coping with America's energy problems by 
conservation of energy resources and by increasing 
energy production. As a separate topic, the paper will 
also discuss the long term resource problem and the 
question of resource exhaustion. 
Conservation as a Method of Dealing with 
America's Energy Problems 
Four years ago, Stewart Udall made a lot of headlines 
by traveling around the country accusing the American 
people of being energy pigs and wasting the world's 
energy resources. Udall based his assertion on the fact 
that the American people comprised only six per cent of 
the world's population and consumed about one-third of 
the world's energy resources. What he failed to mention 
was that the U.S. economy also produces over one-third 
of the world's goods and services and by any economic 
measure of efficiency, such as least-cost combination of 
capital, labor, and energy or maximum output given 
resource input, Americans are probably the most ef-
ficient energy users in the world. Energy consumption 
per capita in the United States reflects largely our level of 
economic attainment and the relative prices of energy, 
capital, and labor which have existed in the United 
States over the last quarter century. 
By taking the price of all energy resources consumed 
by the American public and weighing those prices by the 
level of usage, it is possible to develop an energy price 
* The acting. organizing enterpriser in the world of commerce. 
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index on an annual basis. When that energy price index 
is deflated by the wholesale price index to eliminate the 
impact of inflation, it is possible to gauge changes in 
energy prices in terms of constant purchasing power 
d1illars. In an American Enterprise Institute monograph, 
Edward Mitchell found that in terms of constant pur-
chasing power dollars, real energy prices fell on an 
accelerating basis from 1950 to the Arab Embargo in 
1973. From 1950 to 1955 real energy prices in terms of 
constant purchasing power dollars fell by 3.1 per cent, 
and from 1970 to October 1973 on a five year basis real 
energy prices fell by 9.4 per cent. 
Given the presence of falling energy prices in constant 
purchasing power dollars, accelerating real wages and 
rising capital costs; American industry and agriculture 
minimized cost and maximized output subject to 
resource inputs by increasing the 1:mergy intensity of 
industrial and agricultural production. Such substitution 
of cheap energy for labor and capital, far from being 
wasteful, represented a method by which the U.S. 
economy grew at a rate during the 19SO's and 60's which 
has not been equaled in the 1970's. To have failed to 
make these substitutions would have deprived the 
American people of goods and services and jobs. 
Not only did national wealth increase substantially 
between 1950 and October 1973, the value of the con-
sumer's time in terms of his wage rate accelerated during 
the same period. With higher income and wealth levels 
combined with the increased value of time in the market 
place, the American consumer chose time-saving devices 
and modes of transportation which by and iarge em-
bodied increasing energy consumption. With falling 
energy prices, the consumer stopped waiting on the bus 
to take him to shop or to work, but instead bought his 
own car. He bought a bigger car and air conditioned it, 
central air conditioned and heated his home, and 
electrified the can opener. These decisions were made 
not on an irrational basis but in a rational attempt on the 
part of each consumer to be efficient in the use of his 
time and to maximize his own welfare subject to the 
economic constraints he faced. 
Energy Production and Environmental Restrictions 
Perhaps no form of government intervention has had a 
larger impact on energy production in the United States 
than environmental restrictions. Horror stories related to 
government regulations and their impact on energy 
production with little or no potential benefit to any 
significant group of the American economy have become 
so commonplace that the American people have lost 
their ability to be outraged. In virtually all facets of the 
energy industry, environmental controls, which have 
ranged from restrictions on drilling for oil and gas in the 
Continental Shelf to the stopping of construction of 
pipelines and nuclear reactors, have had a tremendous 
impact on energy production, foreign dependence, and 
the price of energy to the consumer. 
We have now drilled less than five per cent of the 
Continental Shelf which geologists claim is the most 
promising area for exploration available to the American 
oil and gas industry. The principal impediment to ex-
ploratio'n has been a hold up in leasing due to en-
vironmental objections. Out of20,000 wells drilled in the 
200 miles of shallow water· around the United States, 
there have been less than a dozen major leaks. While it 
makes good demagogic material for politicians on the 
East Coast to claim that the producing states are holding 
back nat11ral gas, in reality it is East Coast politicians 
who are holding back natural gas from East Coast 
consumers by preventing exploration and production 
along the New England Coast. 
In dealing with the potential environmental risks 
involved in oil and gas exploration, the government has 
used a typical anti-market approach to the problem by 
imposing the burden of preventing environmental 
destruction on the consumer by simply prohibiting 
drilling. The burden of environmental protection could 
be shifted to the producer by allowing competitive 
bidding for the right to drill in the Continental Shelf and 
imposing severe penalties on those companies that allow 
a leak to occur due to negligence. If the federal govern-
ment imposed damages on those operators who failed to 
take sufficient precautions to prevent leaks, not only 
could a compensation be made to those who are 
damaged, but a strong incentive would be available to 
encourage petroleum producers to develop new 
technology to protect the environment. 
Environmental and regulatory. problems of licensing 
nuclear reactors are of course legendary. President 
Carter's call for a streamlining of nuclear reactor 
licensing is Jong overdue. While no one doubts the 
potential danger of nuclear materials, it is important to 
note that no person has ever died in a nuclear accident 
related to power generation in the United States. In fact 
there has never been a serious nuclear accident. This is 
certainly not to say that there will never be one, but it is 
important to remember that virtually all types of 
production involve some risk. The relevant question that 
the American people must ask themselves is not whether 
.nuclear reactors are dangerous, but do the benefits 
outweigh the potential costs? 
While stringent regulations may well be justified, a 
great deal of streamlining concerning paperwork and the 
overlapping of authority in nuclear power generation 
licensing can certainly be achieved. Less than two per 
cent of America's energy needs are currently being met 
by nuclear power. Virtually every projection of our end-
of-century consumption and production counts heavily 
on growth in nuclear power generation to meet the gap 
between growth in consumption and production from 
conventional sources. Unless something is done to 
streamline the rgulatory process most of the goals set by 
the Federal Energy Administration for nuclear power 
generation will not be met by the end of this century. 
No one disagrees with the President's emphasis on 
expanding coal production, but the question is how to 
achieve that goal? Perhaps the best short run resource 
which is available to meet America's energy demands is 
low sulphur coal which can be strip mined at relatively 
low cost in the West. In strip mining as in the Jiscensing 
of nuclear reactors, what is needed is some reasoned 
trade off between environmental protection and energy 
production. Given our resource base and the current 
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state of technology, the use of coal seems destined to 
grow through the end of the century. The price the 
consumer will pay for it will depend on the 
· reasonableness of environmental restrictions. 
Short-run Options Presently Available 
Let me summarize the courses of action that I believe 
to be absolutely essential to cope with America's energy 
problems in the short run. (1) We must deregulate new 
natural gas prices on interstate sales immediately and 
phase out the regulation of old gas so that all Americans 
pay the same price for natural gas and so that sufficient 
incentive is provided to produce exploration and drilling 
which alone can solve the natural gas shortage. (2) Price 
controls on all crude petroleum must be phased out to 
provide incentives for production and conservation. (3) 
We need to open up the Continental Shelf for drilling not 
just along the coast of Texas and Louisiana but along the 
coasts of California and Massachusetts as well. A heavy 
burden of penalty should be placed on drillers who allow 
leaks to occur. 
The first seven miles of the Continental Shelf should 
probably be left under the control of the states. If the 
states on the East and West Coasts do not want drilling 
within the seven mile limit that decision should be left up 
to them. The federal government should assert its 
authority from seven miles out to the end of the Con-
tinental Shelf and allow leasing at the federal. level. (4) 
We need to streamline the production and licensing of 
nuclear reactors. (Sl We must make some hard decisions 
with regard to the trade off between environmental 
protection and energy production with regards to strip 
mining coal in the western states. 
If we took these steps, the potential impact pn 
American energy production would have a significant 
effect on the policy decisions of OPEC and in my opinion 
would ultimately plant the seeds for the destruction of 
the OPEC cartel pricing agreement. Our unwillingness 
to produce our own energy resources and our willingness 
to deal with the OPEC cartel as if it were a legitimate 
lawful marketing arrangement has done more than 
anything else to foster the strength and solidarity of the 
OPEC oil cartel. 
Uncertainty concerning federal energy policy since the 
Arab embargo has been a major impediment to long 
term investment. No doubt if President Carter's proposal 
to cearly define government energy policy is carried out, 
it would be a positive boon to both the producer and 
consumer of energy in America. It is unfortunate, 
however, that at the same time the President talks about 
clearing the air of uncertainty he rattles the saber of 
divestiture at the oil industry and implicitly accuses the 
oil industry of conspiring against the public interest. It is 
very detrimental to the basic foundations of our 
economic system for the President of the United States to 
assert, without presentation of evidence, that the l.lil 
industry has in the past or is now engaged in collusion in 
restraint of trade. 
By any objective measure, the oil industry is as 
competitive as the average American industry engaged in 
industrial production. Over the last 25 years, the after-
tax rate of return on capital investment in the petroleum 
industry has not been significantly different than the 
after-tax yield on investment produced by Standard and 
Poor's 425 industrials. In exploration and marketing, 
few industries in America can compare with the 
petroleum industry so far as fragmentation of market 
shares is concerned. Even in the refining stage of 
production, the petroleum industry is far more com· 
petitive, as measured by market shares held by in· 
dividual firms, than the automobile industry, phar· 
maceutical industry, and a half-dozen other major in· 
dustry classifications. 
The concepts of just price and fair return have been 
employed by government, at least rhetorically, since the 
Middle Ages. Such concepts are good politics and bad 
economics. If the President is serious about not allowing 
anyone to benefit from the energy crisis, our problems 
will never be solved. It is precisely the benefit which is 
available in terms of above average profits in the 
production of a product in short supply that attracts 
resources and investment into that industry. To 
eliminate those enticements is to eliminate the market 
process which alone is capable of solving the problem. 
Long-run Energy Prospects: Doomsday? 
Even if the action that I have outlined above would 
contribute substantially to increasing America's energy 
supply for the remainder of this century, the question 
still remains as to what are our long-run prospects for 
producing the energy we need. Many proponents of 
conservation believe conservation is a method of simply 
prolonging our ability to cope with the energy problem 
and that all steps to increase energy production such as 
those I have outlined above will simply hasten the day 
when we will run out of energy. Since this doomsday 
philosophy underlies, much of the thinking which is 
being espoused at all levels of government, no analysis of 
· our energy problems would be complete without a 
discussion of long-term energy problems and the 
possibility of resource exhaustion. 
From the birth of the ancient Greek science and 
philosophy until this century, man viewed the world as 
possessing a given "stockpile" ofresources. In every age, 
men have employed the stockpile view of resources to 
predict doom. All such predictions have had basic 
elements in common: (1) they all assume man possesses 
only the capacity to adapt to a fixed environment; (2) 
they all assume that technology is bounded by a fixed 
resource base, and most importantly; (3) all of them have 
proved to be wrong. 
The world is moved not by the philosophers but by the 
doers, and practical men employing ingenuity and 
common sense have never been bound by the constraints 
that bind the philosopher. What history has documented 
thousands of times, modern science has finally 
recognized. In a fundamental sense, natural resources 
are not fixed but they are functions of science and 
technology. As science and technology progress, new 
resources come into existence and old resources become 
valueless. To those who walked naked in the forest, the 
only mineral resource was a sharp stone. By using 
resources that were to such a man valueless, we were able 
to walk on the moon. Man creates his own environment 
and his own resources and is bounded only by the limits 
of his imagination and freedom of action. A case study of 
man's ability to cope with resource constraints is found 
in the whale oil crisis of the 19th century. From roughly 
900 A.D. until the 1860's, whale oil was an important 
source of lighting and lubrication. Whales were hunted 
in the bays and inlets of Western Europe on a sporadic 
basis until the middle of the 16th century. When whales 
began to disappear in the north, the fleets turned south-
ward and exploited the American coast. In 1848, 
American whalers entered the Artie Ocean. 
The long journey from the coast of France to the 
Bering Straits is a testament to the ability of man to 
exploit his resources and to adapt himself to nature. We 
did not run out of whale oil. Its price simply got so high 
that the same genius that had so augmented its supply 
was employed to develop its replacement. From the Artie 
Ocean man turned to Pennsylvania in search of a 
cheaper and more abundant source of lighting and 
lubrication and found a great energy source in the 
process. A non-resource, crude petroleum, was thus 
made a resource by science and technology and man 
adapted nature to his requirements. 
We are experiencing the second major energy crisis in 
American history. The people of the 19th century did not 
need computers to · project that the supply of whales 
could not keep pace with the rapid expansion in demand. 
As prices rose, coal gasification became an economically 
feasible substitute and the quantity of whale oil 
demanded leveled off especially in Europe. 
In 1859, petroleum was discovered, an event which in a 
few years ended the whale oil "crisis" forever. The first 
oil well in Titusville, Pennsylvania, marked the begin-
ning of the end for whale oil as a light source. 
The high prices for sperm and whale oil between 1859 
·and 1867 provided a growing profit incentive to develop 
an efficient refining process for crude petroleum. 
Subsequent investment in research and development 
resulted in the production of kerosene. By 1863, 300 
firms were refining petroleum products and kerosene 
quickly broke the sperm and whale oil market causing 
prices to tumble. 
The Center for Private Enterprise Education 
Department of Business and Economics 
Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas 
March, 1978 
The encroachment of petroleum into the domain 
formerly dominated by whale oil did not end with the use 
of kerosene as a light source. Soon lubricants were 
derived from petroleum residuals, and paraffin robbed 
whale oil of even its ornamental uses. Whale bone and 
secretions which were considered waste products in 1800 
saved the industry from total extinction. 
The whale oil crisis is a case study of how the free-
market system solves a scarcity problem and circumvents 
resource depletion. When demand increased, the price of 
whale oil rose and higher prices increased the number of 
feasible substitutes. The rise in prices from 1820-1847 
saw tonnage of whaling vessels rise almost 600 per cent, 
and technological improvements in the whaling industry 
were numerou~. rhe rising prices caused output to in-
crease perhaps by 1,000 per cent or more. Had govern-
ment possessed the power and volition to attempt to 
rat ion i;perm and ·.vhale oil in order to held its price down 
or to levy a tax on whale oil to reap the gains from the 
price rise, the shortage could have been catastrophic and 
the advent of kero:;ene and other petroleum products 
might have been delayed for decades. 
The profit incentive produced by higher prices for 
whale oil gave an impetus to seek out and perfect 
alternative energy sources. The end product of this 
process of discovery and innovation is the Petroleum Age 
in which we live. We owe the benefits and comforts of 
this age to free enterprise and the scarcity of whales. 
The history of our first "energy crisis" and hundreds 
of thousands of other "crises" teach us that there is no 
reason to believe that we face long-term doom. If 
technology were suddenly frozen some of the dire 
projections being made now might be realized in several 
hundred years or less, depending on which "expert" of 
the week one believes. But technology is not frozen . it is 
instead progressing &t a rate unprecedented in history. 
The Petroleum Age will pass as did the Stone Age. The 
real danger is that we may foolishly restrict the ex-
ploitation of current resources, forego investment op-
portunities, and allow conserved resources to become 
obsolete. Only if we elminate the market incentives for 
innovation and investment must we face a real, long-
term "resource crisis." 
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ESSAY CONTEST--" FULL EMPLOYMENT vi ITH OUT INFLATION" 
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AMERICAN GlTERPRISE ESSAY COinEST 
How to Have Full Employment without Inflation 
SEPARATE DIVISIONS FOR HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE STUDENTS 
ENTRY DEADLINE: February 15, 1978 
P-1 
First and Second Place Winners will each receive $50 and $25 savings bonds, 
respectively. A group picture of all participants in this program promoting 
economic enlightenment will be made for local papers. This picture will 
also be taken February 13. 
CONTEST RULES 
All entries must be no longer than tl-10 pages and mus t be submitted in type-
written form on white paper, single-spaced, with name and address of author 
on the title page. Entries mus t be expository essays rather than research 
papers. 
Winners will be announced by Febru~ry 23, 1978, in appropriate assemblies 
and announcements will be made to news media as well. 
The winning es says ~1il l become the property of the contest sponsors. A 11 
others will be returned to the authors if accompanied by a stamped, self-
addressed envelope. Decisions of the judges are final. Judges will be local 
civic and business leaders. 
Center for Private Enterprise Education 
D.P. Diffine, Director 
Box 922, Hardi ng College 
Searcy, AR 72143 
268-6161 Ext. 470 
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How Breaking Up Oil Companies 
Could Affect You 
The 94th Congress has introduced more 
than 30 proposals to break up major oil com-
panies. 
The latest attempt. a bill now moving 
through the legislative process. was approved 
by the Senate Judiciary Comm ittee in .June. 
Still others are li kely to be introduced in 
the future. 
Such legislation, if enacted, could seriously 
affect YOU. Here are some things we th ink 
you might want to know about this dangerous 
concept cal led divestiture. 
What Is Divestiture? 
The four major funct ions of the oil industry 
are: (I) finding the oil and getting it out of 
the ground; t21 transporting it; (3) refining 
crude oil into many different produds; (4) 
marketing these products. 
More than fiO oil companies participate in 
three or more of these phases of the business, 
and therefore are considered ver tical ly inte-
Q-1 
grated. Vertical integration is an efficient 
syslem used in many rnanufactur·ing indus-
t ries. It pcrm ils companies. large and small. 
Lo operate efficiently and thus provide goods 
and services at low cost. 
Those who want to break up the larger oil 
companies would limit a company like Exxon 
Lo one or two of these functions. The rest would 
r ·-- -- - -------·-
I f nnn h•i111a lrs Divcs lilurc ~01~-1-: ---1 
• Reduce 
Energy 
Inve stments 
by 50%. 
• Reduce 
I ... unles s countermeasures were taken by the government, within a two-year period thi s could: 
U.S. PersonalA $50 
Income \__j Billion 
which is $700 per Househo ld e., 
By 1985, Tlt is Cou lrl : 
• Reduce D 
Energy Production 
4 Million 
Barre ls 
Per Day 
have to be spli t off and sold. This is called 
vertical divestiture. (Related proposa ls, ca lling 
for horizontal divesti ture, would prohib it a 
petroleum company from engaging in other 
energy fie lds such as coal, nuclear power, etc.). 
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What Would Be the Impact on the 
Nation's Economy? 
In the turmoi l that would follow such drastic 
act ion as vertical divestiture, the oil industry 
would find it very difficult to plan and carry 
out its job. New companies formed as a result 
of a break-up would have trouble attracting 
investment capital to pay for needed projects. 
In an uncerta in bu~incss climate. the indus-
try's capital expenditures could be curta il ed 
by as much as one-half. With spending cur-
tailed, we might not find as much oil and gas. 
This would result in increased dependence 
on foreign oil. 
The chart on page 2 illustrates the damage 
to the nation's economy that could result 
from a 50% reduction in capital spending. 
Is the Petroleum Industry Competitive? 
Yes! Litera lly thousands of companies com-
pete in at least one phase of the petroleum in-
dustry; hundreds compete in at least two 
phases; more than 50 compete in three or 
more phases. 
More than 10,000 companies compete in oil 
and gas exploration and production; 133 com-
panies operate 264 refine ries; 102 interstate 
pipeline companies transport crude oil and 
refi ned products ; more than 15.000 com-
panies sell petroleum products wholesale ; 
more than 300,000 retail outlets se ll 
motor gasol ine; more than 2.500 different 
brands of gasoline are offered to the buying 
public. 
The oil industry is actually less concen-
trated than the average manufacturing indus-
try in this country. In oil, no company has 
as much as 11 % of the market and the top 
four companies account for only 31 %. This 
is less than in manufacturing genera lly, 
where the top four companies account for 
39% on average. 
Q- 2 
EXXON'S 
EARNINGS ARE: 
2.3 CENTS PER 
GAL. PRODUCT· 
Are Profits Too High? 
No! Exxon Corporation's profit from a ll 
petroleum product and natural gas sa les 
worldwide was only 2.3 cen Ls a gallon 
in 1975. 
20% 
15 
RETURN ON SHAREHOLDERS EQUITY 
PETflOLfUM 
INDUSTRY 
~ ~~LNUFACTURING 
65 66 67 68 69 70 7i 72 73 74 75 
From 1900 to 1975, the average rate of 
return on shareholders' e<]uity for the 
petroleum industry was 12.4% compared 
with an average for all U.S. manufac-
turing of 12.3%. 
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Are Gasoline Prices Reasonable? 
Yes. conf'idering today's circumstances. The 
average U.S. pump price of regular gasoline 
in 1973 was 39 cents a ga llon. Two years Inter, 
the average price was 57 cents. Fifteen cents 
of that 18-cent increase was the result of 
s ha rply higher crude oil prices (average do-
mestic and foreign ). Three cents went to cover 
increases in refining expenses and dealer 
margins in the U.S. 
Foreign Crude Oil 
Price per Barrel 
(42 gallons) 
OPEC 
Production Cost 
r-----1 Exxon's 
L____J Profit Margin 
Early 1973 
Before 
Oil Embargo 
$2.15 
Mid-1976 
$11.51 
Are Oil Companies Benefiting From 
Higher Crude Oil Prices? 
Q-3 
In early 1973, Exxon's producing profit on 
a 42-gallon barrel of Arabian li ght crude 
!representative of oil from OPE:C countries) 
was 35 cents. The market price for such a barrel 
was $2.15. The OPEC country·s share was 
$ ](;?. 
E:nrly in I 97fi. Lhe nrnrkct price for that same 
barrel wns $ 11 .G I . and Exxon·s producing 
profit dropped lo 25 cents a barrel. In the 
meantime. Lhe OPEC country's share has in -
creased more Lhan six-fold lo $10.99 a barrel. 
You can plainly see where all of the increm<e 
in the price of foreign crude oil from OPEC 
countries is _going. 
Crude oil prices out.' ide i.he Organization 
of Petroleum Exporting Countries have also 
increased , though not as n1uch as those in 
OPEC cou ntries. Taxes have also gone up. Oil 
companies. incl uding E:xxon. have benefited 
from the increases in non-OPEC countries. 
However. costs for replacing energy are g-oing 
up rapidly. nnd profits a re neccssnry for re-
inves tment and to allrnct t he additional capi-
tal to find more oil and gas. 
Prices Would More Likely Be Higher 
If Companies Were Broken Up 
There is no ev idence thnt consumers would 
benefit from vcnical divestiture. Vertica l 
intcgrn t ion. hccauf'P of cost·sa vi ng efficiencies, 
assures customers of a fair price. 
!foil compa nies we re broken up - a nd these 
efficiencies '''er e el irnin::i.Led - prices would 
more likely be higher, not lower. 
If you would like more information on divestiture, please 
write Public Affairs Department. £xxon Company, U.S.A., P.O. 
Box 2180. Houston, Texas 77001. 
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F IL~ LIBRARY LIST 
Aetna Life and Casualty Insurance : 
The Nationa l Economy Quiz - Presented in the form of a qu iz, the 
film expl ores key elements of the American economy such as consumer 
spending patterns, allocation of scarce resources, profit trends, 
types of t axat ion and economic balance. The roles of the consumer , 
business and gover nment are explained in the context of our "mixed" 
economy. I nterv i e\'/S 1·1ith 1 ead i ng economists further explain 
fundame ntal points brought out in the quiz. 
The American Citizenship Center 
Buckley verses Galbraith - A discussion of the prevailing economic 
conservative-liberal thoughts present in our country t oday. 
Carousel Films Inc. 
Labor Unions: A Question of Vi olence - A CBS "60 Minutes" presenta tion 
which do cume nts a specific labor union and its conflicts with 
management. 
Will There Alv1ays Be an England? - A CBS "60 i·\i nutes" presenta tion 
which tells of England's economic and social problems and relates 
them to t he United States (27 minu tes). 
The Center for Private Enterprise Education: 
Free Market Animated Series - Slide-tape module on the theme "The 
Economic Facts of Life" which is an editorialized version of the 
"Ten Pillars of Economic Wisdom." (24 minutes ) 
Chamber of Commerce of the U. S.: 
"Nine \.Jays t o be a \·linner" - consists of nine 16mm color films. All 
of t hese fi lms are designed to explain American business - -in the 
classroom, at emp loyee meetings, and to community groups. 
Eight Ways to be a \·/inner: 
1. \~hy the Price? 16 minutes 
2. The Business of Competition 11 minutes 
3 . Check Your Paycheck 13 minutes 
4. TheSenseofSavi ng 15 minutes 
5 . 1·1oney Matters 12 mi nutes 
6. The Pr omise of Productivity 12 minutes 
7. Profits at \fo r k 12 minu tes 
8. Bus iness Means Business About Ecology 12 minutes 
Nine Ways to be a Winner: 
l. The American Al bum 20 minutes; shows importance of freedom of 
enterprise 
2. Freedom 2000 22 ~i nutes ; designed to correct common mis-
information about business 
3. It's Everybody's Business 22 minutes; shO\'IS need of adver-
tising, competition, and the need to give a fair return to 
investors. 
R-1 
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4. Once Upon a Time 25 minutes ; effect on business of unnecessary 
government regulation 
5. The Incredible Voyage of Mark O'Gulliver 25 minutes; shows 
hov1 unnecessary government intervention affects us a 11 ... 
the 1-1ay the systems of checks and balances i s being undermined. 
6. The Story of Creati ve Capital 14 minutes; tells where capital 
comes from and what it does 
7. Everybody Knows 15 minutes; vital facts about wages, prices, 
profits, the cost of living , productivity, jobs. 
R-2 
8. Speak Up 24 minutes; explains how your company/chamber/ 
association can develop more effective relations and communications 
with the media/students/pub lic. 
9. Will There Always be an England? 24 minutes 
Committee for Economic Development 
Inflation - 27 minutes ; relates fundamental economic principles to 
the real world of people and events. 
Liberty Fund 
The ~!eal th of Nations - The nevi film on Ada m Smith whose classic 
text of the same title helped shape the free enterprise idealogy. 
Liquid Paper Corporation 
Man's Material Welfare - Rich DeVos, President of Amway, discusses 
this formula developed by the American Economic Foundation. 
National Education Program--animated, 8~ minutes 
Albert in Blunderland - Albert learns the real nature of a life in a 
pol ice state v1ith its political, economic and social impact. 
Fres h Laid Plans - This film deals with the efforts to correct a 
dovm-turn in the over-all economic life of a community called 
Eggvi 11 e. 
Going Places - profit moti ve and free enterprise 
Dear Uncl e - taxes ... taxes ... taxes 
Inside Cackle Corners - Hovi competition benefits economy 
It's Only the Beginning - Needs and effects of product research 
nake l·1ine Freedom - Curing political ills. 
Meet Kind Joe - King of the world 's workers. 
The Dev il and John Q. - Inflation, collectivism and the dollar 
\·! hy Play Leap Frog? - Hhen wages and prices rise in tandem. 
National Federation of Independent Businessmen: 
Enterprise - 35 minutes - Competition, the fole of profit , importance 
of free choice. 
Phillips 66: 
American Enterprise: Land - a look at tte vas t stretch of fertile real 
es ta tE that made us prosper 
American Enterprise: People - the individuals behind our system, the 
risks takers 
American Enterprise : Innovation - the people who dreamed up the crazy 
inventions everybody laughed at. 
American Enterprise: Government - the contributions and shortcomings 
of what has turned out to be this country's largest employer--and 
customer--the Federal Government. 
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Standard Oil Company (Indiana): 
The Kinqdom of Mocha - an excellent Swiss Family Robinson-type animated 
cartoon which shows the building blocks of economic organization. 
Mocha experiences inflation, price controls, shortages, unemploy-
ment, energy shortage. 
Walt Disney Productsion: 
A World of Money - The history of money as a means of exchange. 
If the Fergi Fits, Wear It - Demonstrates dynamic principles of free 
enterprise as young people discover the problems and profits of 
operating a T-shirt factory. 
Mrs. Peabody's Beach - Practical course in the la1~s of supply and 
demand, capital investment and depreciation, diminishing returns, 
and other aspects of basic economics. 
Scrooge McDuck and Money - The history of money and a basic economic 
vocabulary. 
Whirlpool: 
Cycles - Explains causes of inflation, recessions, and how our economy 
has grown at an unsteady rate. 
Jobs - The changing nature of employment in America. 
R-3 
La~1s - Re 1 ates the growth of government spending, emp 1 oyment, regulations, 
--and intervention in the United States economy. 
Lead Time - Highlights investment and the time requirements of develop-
ment. 
Returns - Applies return-on-investment concept to all life decisions--
consumer purchases, education, time allocation, savings, equipment, 
and equity ownership. 
Trade - Outlines the purpose of international trade and explains 
--international finance and exchange. 
Tradeoffs - Emphasizes the size and productivity of our economy, 
and how it "operates" by satisfying consumer needs. 
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JANE'. BRICKtLl .. Sec. & TREA&URCA 
INCORPORATED 
Dr. D. P. Diffine, Director 
Associate Professor of Economics 
Department of Business and Economics 
P. O. Box 922, Sta. A 
BRICK BRICKELL. PACGIOCPJ-1 
3512 'Jwinkle. 'Jown cl?oad 
dl (wzphi>, 'Jv112'H« 38116 
398-3041 
Searcy, Arkansas 72143 
December 29, 1977 
Dear Dr. Diffine1 
Thanks for your letter and the brochure. I appreciate the great work you and 
Harding are doing in support of our free market system. 
Since talking with you, I have done Free Enterprise Speech Workshops in a number 
of our large cities such as New York, Orlando, Seattle, Memphis , Nashville , Philadelphia, 
etc. These have usually involved Carnegie people. We help them to learn more about our 
system, its strengths and weaknesses, external and internal threats, and what we as indiv-
iduals and companies can do a bout preserving it. 
These workshops are speech centered. Each participant is guided through the prep-
aration and delivery of a Free Enterprise Speech.. As part of the preparation, a local 
entrepreneur is invited to our meeting for a two-hour period during the three-day work-
shop. I interview him in depth to get his success story, how it relates to the free 
market system, what he considers the greatest threats to our system, what he thinks we 
should do about them, etc. I interview him for about thirty minutes, and then the parti-
cipants may ask him questions. The benefits are obvious. This gives us a practical 
approach to speech preparation on the subject of Free Enterprise. In fact, if the entre-
preneur's example is a good one, it may be used in speeches. 
During the workshop we cover how to fit what we know into a speech outline such as1 
How to begin 
How to close 
How to use evidence 
How to use humor, inspiration, and showmanship 
How to speak through the voices of others 
Next, we begin putting the speech together with each participant doing his own, but 
all working on the same part of our presentation at the same time. Each uses his own mat -
erial, which is compatible with his own speaking background and style. 
After a lab period in which each works and practices on his speech, we let them 
"sleep on it" and the next day each of the twelve participants actually delivers his newly 
prepared speech. After all have talked, we have a post-mortem. 
I know this is very general, but it should give you some idea as to what we are 
trying to do. If you would like to discuss it more, I will be glad to get with you, or 
perhaps we can discuss it by phone, 
I wish for you and yours a happy and healthy 1978. 
Sincerely yours, 
BB/nph 
.. - ...__.. ; /-·, I 
I ', · ./1- .. '':) ·,, 
-/. I : - ...._ · -
·/ Brick Brickell 
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PROCLAMATION MADE BY GOVERNOR 
Gov. David Pryor proclaims February 13-17 as 
"Free Enterprise Week in Arkansas" at 
ceremonies held at the Capitol January 31. 
Members of the Harding Economics Team and 
sponsor, Dr. Don Diffine, were on hand for the 
declaration. Pictured (from left to riqhtl are 
U-1 
Doug. Sanders of Antioch, Tennessee, Ted 
Thompson of Norfolk, Virginia, Pryor, Dan Holt 
of Effingham, Illinois, Jacob Jensen of 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin and Diffine. The Harding 
team will be sponsoring activities recognizing 
the free enterprise system throughout the week. 
Free Enterprise Week marked 
The Harding College 
Center for Private En-
terprise Education is 
sponsoring activities 
throughout the week in 
observance of Free En· 
terprise Week, February 13· 
17, in Arkansas. 
The Harding economics 
team, under the sponsorship 
of Dr . Don Diffine, received 
the proclamation of Free 
Enterprise Week from Gov. 
David Pryor in ceremonies 
held January 31 at the 
Capitol. Team members are 
Marsha Bender of Holloman 
AFB. New Mexico; Doug 
Sanders of Antioch, Ten-
nessee; Ted Thompson of 
Norfolk, Virginia; Dan Holt 
of E-ffingham, lllinois and 
Jacob J ensen of Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin . 
An Economic Quotient 
Quiz and the Free Market 
Crossword puzzle will be 
_ given to the Harding student 
body, ASU-Beebe economics 
faculty and students and the 
local Kiwanis Club during 
the week. Harding students 
will also view a movie, "Will 
There Always be an 
England?" 
The center is sponsoring 
an American Enterprise 
Essay Contest on " How to 
Have Full Employment 
Without Inflation" for high 
school and college students. 
Savings bonds of $50 and $25 
will be awarded to first and 
second place winners, 
respectively. Winners will be 
announced February 23. 
Many local businesses will 
display signs to com-
memorate the Free En-
terprise Week. 
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[
•--.- ~·<·-,.,-·P~•-•-. ......... ----,--~----~---........... . ' --~--~ 
~(, . , ;,~~L~f~-. ._,,)u'"'r .l~il ~ 
~~~~~~-.-. ............. ~.......,..~~----..-----.. ....... ~ 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1\ 10c. ~"'ICJ<J > t1oris to the tec1cher-and student 
- of !t ee 111.i1het economics: a bibliography of 
tlit• 1t.'l t.! 1e11 c0s cit0d . 30 questions suitable to 
.-.~ k ,tud..,nts ;i t the start or the course and 
ilf!. 1111 <Jt its conclusion to learn the extent of 
t1 \<:1 r uconoriuc und ers tanding. 
2 WHAT IS ECONOMICS? 
Econo 111 1cs is the study of the conscious, pur-
posive 1ntent 1onal ;ict1ons of individuals; eco-
norrnc theories are b,ised on logic. 
3 THE NATURE OF THE INDIVIDUAL -
VALUES AND ACTIONS 
E\ury ind1v1dual has his own values and goals, 
r::inks them menta lly according to their im-
port:rnce to him and always aims at what he 
cons iders most urgen t. 
4 PRIVATE PROPERTY AND EXCHANGE 
As ind1v1d uals produce. in order to consume, 
t11ey acqu ire property they consider theirs to 
use as tney choose: exch anging enables them 
to accomplish more goals more easily. 
5 SOCIAL COOPERATION AND THE MARKET 
Today s complex system of social cooper ation 
and markets evolved step by step through the 
. centuries as countl ess i ndividuals traded, each 
in the attempt lo serve his own purposes. 
6 PRICES, PRICING 
lndiv1duills determ ine market prices in the 
cou rse of pu rsuing the ir own personal values 
c.nd goals: c l3ss room auctions help expla in the 
pricing process. 
7 SAVING~ , TOOLS AND PRODUCTION 
Tool3 are usei ul for he lping individuals attain 
thei r e as · therefore. people save and experi-
rir: nt l o oevelop ana produce new and more 
..,f rect110 tools. 
8 THE ENTREPRENEUR AND 
THE PROFIT AND LOSS SYSTEM 
Enuer.reneurs who sa tisfy many customers are 
enco w agl:d by large " box ol f1ce receipts" : 
o tl10r<, reg ister losses and fail . Thus, con-
sumt·r~ guide productio n. 
• GLOSSARY 
9 LABOR, WAGES AND EMPLOYMENT 
A wo rker s wage ref lects the e;:igerness of cus-
tomers for the goods or service he produces ; 
thus. wages are dete rmined like any otl1er 
p ri ce by the preferences of count less individu-
als, each pursuing his own personal goals. 
10 MONEY, CREDIT AND BANKING-
BARTER VS. MONETARY TRANSACTIONS 
A s more and more people wan t to trade more 
and more goods and services with one an-
o thP.r, barter becomes cumbersome: they need 
a common denominritor. a merlium of ex-
change, a "trading commodity": thi s is money. 
11 COMPETITION, "BIG BUSINESS" 
AND MONOPOLY 
The size of a business is dete rmined in the free 
market by its "box o ffice receipts" ; the only 
d3ngerous "monopoly" is the one that govern-
ment protects against competitors. 
12 INTERREGIONAL TRADE 
Individuals trade with persons in different parts 
of the world of their own free c hoice to obtain, 
more easi ly or cheaply than they can locally, 
the varieus thing s they want. 
13 HISTORY OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT 
Thi s unit discusses the theories and doctrines 
of many individuals and many " schools" of 
thought- from Aristotle to date . 
14 CAPITALISM, THE HAMPERED MARKET 
ECotlOMY, SOCIALISM (COMMUNISM) 
The dist inction between economic systems 
depends on the way property is owned and con-
t rolled. Individuals without property to call 
thei r own are no t free . 
15 ECONOMIC HISTORY 
This unit surveys the history of production, with 
special emphasis on the " Industrial Revolu-
t ion" as a period when producers escaped 
from government controls, experimented wi th 
new tools, and developed the mass production 
factory system. 
16 SUMMARY 
A ll economic phenomena are explainable as 
the outcome of an individual 's choices. prefer-
ences and purposive actions to attain his per-
sonal goals- in a w o rld of others doing the 
same 
An alphabetized listing and de finition of important terms and concepts. The 
glossary also is apoended in the Basic Reader volume, and will be much 
appreciated by teachers and students alike . 
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Economics For The Early Grades 
·--~..-. .• ·----- -....__.J 
National Schools Committee 
For Ernnomic Education. Inc. 
Old Gr<en•rnh, Ct. 06b/0 
A new manual has 
just been published ... 
Introducing the 
World of Work 
to help teachers of the first six 
grades introduce the basics of our 
American economic system. The 
principals of about 50.000 schools 
with grades 1-6 have been mailed 
cop1e;. so your principal probably 
received one. Ask to see it. As we 
are confident you will want your 
own copy. we provide the coupon 
below and the special teacher price 
of 52.40 per copy. 
TABLE OF CO~TE~TS 
Pre!ace 
Amenca·s Economic Story 
How to Use This Manual 
E:onv:-:ioc Lile tn the Community 
E:ono~;c Lile m the School Cornmur11ty 
Su~r,es1.ons for Getting Desired Information 
BJs.11ess and Industry Sur1;ey 
First and Second Grades: 
l no; Home ano School at Work . 
Third and Fourth Grades: 
l he Community at Work 
filth and Si1th Grades: 
AfT'erican'i 11! Werk . 
·The Big Chew··: The Economics of Chewing Gmn 
fear-Out Posters 
Americas Wheel ol Economic Progress 
Resource MJlenals and Sources 
ReaJ1~1"S in Economics 
National Schools Committee 
1------------, 
I \SC. P.O. Boi 326. Old Greenwich. Ct. 06Si0 I f'l,·a"· ;rnd ___ cop1c·' ol thr 60 p.1~e. '- I '2"' 11" guide "Introducing The \\"orld 
I 01 \\"o,k" 'IT, :he 1, ,,·her price. 52.40 per copr. Here " __ ch.ck __ money order. I \ame _________________________ _ 
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TO ALL TO WHOM TIIESE PRESENTS SHALL COME--GREETINGS: 
WHEREAS, 
WHEREAS, 
WHEREAS, 
NOW, THEREFORE, 
It is recognized that the recent joint efforts by 
the Harding College Center for Private Enterprise 
Education and business people , statewide, have 
promoted in a public way the free enterprise sys tem 
in which any individual is "free" to be anything he 
wants if he is "enterprising" enough to do it; and 
The State of Arkansas is not only a participant 
in, but also a state whose philosophical beliefs 
include a keen appreciation for America's free 
market system; and 
The State of Arkansas, in consideration of said 
ideals, wishes · to acknowledge history's greates t 
economic miracle--America; 
I, David Pryor, Governor of the State of Arkansas, 
do hereby designate the week of February 13-17, 
1978, as 
FREE ENTERPRISE WEEK 
in Arkansas, thereupon granting public recognition 
to the fact that when business is healthy and 
pros perous, so is our economy--its producers an d 
consumers enjoying higher standards of living and 
more material blessings. This is our heritage. 
Herein lies our hope to spread the word with a 
message intended to increase economic understanding 
as we enter our Third Century. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto 
s e t my h a nd and caused the Great Seal 
of the State of Arkrtnsas to be affixed 
at the Capitol in Little Rock on this 
. - I '~- d f .• - ~ - I ;:, .. .,, ' ay o . :::. <..~~ ~,,,. ... .t.,.,1. \,.'-
in the year of our Lord nineteen 
hund r~ 7seven ty-eJigh\_,'j 
(, n~ .... ..: · ·,:::i::-.:,'\...,1 t.:-
GovERNoR • 
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JOE BATTEN DR. PHILIP GRAMM 
Business leaders 
to attend seminar 
Business leaders from subject. 
throughout Arkansas will be 
on the Harding campus this 
\\'eekend for the Sixth An· 
nual ~Ianagement Seminar 
at the American Heritage 
auditorium. Dr. W. Philip 
Gramm, professor of 
economics at Texas A &M, 
and Joe Batten. a 
management cons ultant, 
will speak for the Friday 
night a nd Saturday sessions. 
Gramm will discuss the 
stat us of energy 111 America 
at 6:30 Friday night and also 
will present a talk on in -
Oation and other economic 
problems and forecasts at 
8: 15. Batten will speak 
Saturday at 8:30 a.m . on 
management st rengths a nd 
again at l p .m . on the same 
X-1 
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Gramm suggests energy solutions 
by Jim Warren 
Ci ting the need for increased 
production of energy sources, 
economist Phil Gramm called for 
a deregulation of natural gas 
prices on inter-stale sales Friday 
night. 
Speaking at the sixth annual 
Harding College management 
seminar in the American 
Heritage Auditorium, Gramm 
told about 300 businessmen and 
students the only alternative to 
increased production would be 
conserva lion of resources to ease 
America's energy problems. 
"Ifwe allow energy to reach its 
free market level we will 
stimulate production - we will 
stimulate exploration," he said. 
Gramm also suggested new 
drilling be conducted on the 
continental shelf off the East 
coast, strip mining in the East 
and West be continued, and a 
reemphasis on nuclear power 
and particularly the con-
troversial breeder-reactor be 
sought. 
Gramm noted that President 
Carter is a strong believer in 
conservation of resources and 
" learning to live on less." 
"I think many of the people 
who are pushers of conservation 
are also pushers of wanting to 
stop our growth," he said. 
Gramm added that the 200 
million poor of the United States 
"would not allow" the decrease 
in the growth of the economy 
which would follow any con-
certed conservation efforts. 
Gramm said one of the biggest 
fallacies threatening the 
situation was the belief that 
resources are fixed. He con-
tended, raU1er, that resources 
are a function of man's 
technology and would increase as 
man's scientific capacity in-
creased. 
The only limits on resources 
are limits on man's imagination 
and "limits on a man's freedom 
of action," according to Gramm. 
"The real danger we face ... is 
because we may so tax the 
creativity of mankind as to 
destroy our ability to solve our 
problems," he said. 
Gramm was critical of 
allegations that the United States 
was a wasteful nation in respect 
to energy resources. 
"It's no accident the American 
people consume a lot of energy," 
Gramm said, noting, while the 
Uni led States consumes 33 
percent of the world's energy, it 
also produces 36 percent of all the 
world's goods and services. 
" Energy has been historically 
cheap," Gramm continued. "Far 
from being wasteful Americans 
are being rational." 
By using energy when it was 
cheap, Americans economized 
and saved more expensive 
resources such as human labor, 
according to Gramm. 
"This suggests to me that 
conservation can and will occur 
in the American economy as 
energy becomes more ex-
pensive," he said. 
Gramm praised nuclear 
energy as a key to America's 
shortage in the near future and 
said it was no more dangerous 
than any other energy source. 
"We have never had a death 
(nuclear plant related) . There's 
no other power source in history 
with the environmental record of 
nuclear fission," he said. 
"Nuclear power is dangerous, 
but so is any other power," he 
continued. "We can learn how to 
use nuclear reactors and we can 
learn how to live with the new 
technology." 
In respect to the national 
economy, Gramm sa id inflation 
was one of the most serious 
problems facing the United 
States. He said a cure to inflation 
also would aid the unemployment 
problem. 
Rapidly r is ing prices 
discourage capital accumulation 
and investment because the 
entrepreneur is not 
assured an equitable return on 
his risk, according to Gramm, 
and this leads to less business 
activity and fewer jobs for the 
American people. 
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Key to unemployment: 
Brimmer emphasizes private sector 
by Jim Warrl'n 
Legislators should concentrate 
on increasing jobs in the private 
sector rather than the public 
sector to solve the nation 's 
unemployment problems, said 
Andrew Brimmer Nov. 28. 
Brimmer, president of 
Brimmer and Company Inc., a 
Washington-based financial 
consulting firm, is considered by 
many a candidate for nomination 
to replace Arthur Burns as 
chairman of the Fedearl Reserve 
Board. 
He was speaking at Harding 
Academy in Memphis in con-
junction with the Memphis 
American Studies Lectureship 
Series. 
'Tm convinced it is far better 
to concentrate on the private 
sector rather than the public 
sector if we are in fact to make 
any real dent in the unem-
ployme nt situation in this 
country," he said. 
Brimmer suggested a key to 
expanding private sector jobs 
would be government subsidies 
granted to private industry to 
hire and train unskilled workers. 
"l would rather take a good 
fraction of the money we are 
spending ($6 billion per year for 
public jobs) to provide subsidies 
to the private sector to train 
people and give them the op-
portunity to move ahead," he 
said. 
In this way we would not be 
simply "warehousing" people 
but instead would be giving them 
"marketable skills." 
He suggested grants of $10,000 
per person over a three-year 
period could produce a skilled 
worker in "on-the-job training." 
He noted precedent had 
already been set for such a 
program in the form of the G .!. 
Bill. 
Brimmer expressed reser-
vations on the proposed Hum-
phrey-Hawkins a mendmer. t 
before the Senate which would 
set targets of four percent total 
unemployment and three percent 
unemployment among adults by 
1981. 
"We would have to create jobs 
at a rate that's one and one-half 
million above what the country is 
doing on its own," he said. 
"Let me assure you - to get 
that much action would require a 
substantial, effort," he added. 
"The Humphrey-Hawkins Bill 
won't do it." 
Brimmer warned that getting 
down to five percent unem-
ployment would put more in-
flationary pressure on prices. 
We have to be careful, he said. 
We can get down below five 
percent, but we shouldn' t do it by 
"pumping up" the economy. It 
has to be done slowly. 
Brimmer noted that the U.S. 
has a built-in inflation rate of 
about six percent and added if 
this is maintained "year-in and 
year-out," it could be very 
detrimental to savings. 
Brimmer said one of the major 
causes of inflation was an 
average annual wage increase in 
the United States of about 10 
percent while overall produc-
tivity rose only about tl!ree 
percent. 
"The relationship between 
inflation a nd wages cannot be 
pushed under the rug," he said, 
adding one solution might be to 
put a check on wages in respect 
to productivity. 
Brimmer cited the minimum 
wage as a determining force in 
the high unemployment 
problems among youth and 
unskilled workers. The wage has 
exceeded the productivity of the 
worker on the fringe and the 
present minimum wage for 
young people should remain the 
same rather than be increased as 
has been proposed, he said. 
In response to questions from 
the audience Brimmer had 
mixed emotions concerning the 
increased influx of foreign im-
migrants to the U.S. 
" We are the beneficiaries of 
some of the most highly trained 
professionals in the world," he 
said, referring to the movement 
of educated foreigners to the U.S. 
as a "brain drain" on the rest of 
the world. 
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SotJ1ncl ·off' 
The basis of economic woes 
Dear Editor: I am ron- . 
stantlv amazed at the lack of ·'fr> lu· nt:1:e1,,,,cl/1.;; ; ,.'found ;,JI" 1,: 11..,.~ "'"~' '1~· ;rn 111;,;,; ,.( 
CCO n OilliC Hnder:standing that /l'' 11"frlf i11tert>1I a11d •i,z111•rl 1111/1 rlflflH' r111d ni/r/11·.• ~. 11(1/i1>11J:/1 
we as Americans display whrn rir1111p 11 ifl h" u.arhheld on ,.,11111•11. ( 111bo11.< ,,,,,/ 1!1111 111 f/t,,,f 
i t l'omes to our own economic l1·ttr1"• 1dll nor o,. prin ri•d . . Ill /f>11t'n urp ui/,1,.,, 111 .. r1 ,1mJ,.' . 
~~·stem. In particular. I am ShMt lrllrn mny bP phortrd ill ''Y rlrn/111 1{ ,"l~J/.,t ,)(Jll. ( ,,,,,., \ 
referr ing to the welfare '1111'1 lfil'f• fh f'ir R!IU!f' aruf fr/1•p/101u> / llll!i/H'I' HI ih11I iJll' frlf ••I' 
S\'Stern . rnn l1e 1·1•rif1eri • 
. We are always speaking or 
thr government as giving us 
jobs. insurance. medical bene-
fits and in general - money. ll 
is a basic economic facl tha t 
the government is ne\'er a 
>ource or goods. Evervthing 
produced is produced by the 
people. and everything thal 
~o\'crnment gives to the 
people. it must first take from 
ihe people. And with what 
monC)' docs the government 
propo>e to " supplement our 
incomes" or do some other 
"custodia l " arl'! 
The onlv valuable money 
lha l Lhe government has lo 
>pend is that monev taxed or 
borrowed out of "lh.e peoplc·s 
earnings. Taxes now Lake 
nearlv 4:! per cenl of our per-
sonal income. and if anvone 
other than the L:.s. attcn1pted 
to burrow monev with lhe t_\'pe 
of balance shecl that the U.S. 
has I wi th a drficil of $500 
bil lion i. they would be laughed 
out of the bank . And when the 
government decides to spend 
more than it has tbus received. 
wh ich happens l o be some $45 
billion for fiscal yea r t978, lhal 
rxtra uncarn0d monev i'.' e rr· 
ated oul oft hin air. through the 
hanks and printing prr"es., 
and when spent . lakes on value 
only by reducing the value of 
all money, savings. and insur-
ance . 1 • 
And there 1·ou have·nne of 
the mai n reasons for inflation 
being what il is todav i .e .. 
t•xcess government spending. 
This s pe nding re sul t s 
because it is whal wr. the 
American people demand . And . 
until we understand these sim-
ple principles. lhe si tuation 1s . 
nol going lo i mprovr. 
DOUG SANDERS 
Harding Col lege 
Searcy 
Arkansas Democrat 
litt le Rock, Ark. 
One Hundred and Sixth Year 
A11 l11depc11dcrit /Jcnly onJ Sur1do y Ncw~pe;po 
· ~ .A . Engel, Puhl1~/ie1 ( 1926. i9o51 
Wo ltfH E. Huumo n J r., Pvbio~11 c r 
Rober! S. McCord , E.o. ecvl• v"' f:c!<lo• 
Poul R, Smith, AdYertr~lll9 Dirc<101 
Page 4A-=-- -Thur5day, Sept. 22, 1977 
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·S(ol1nol off. 
Only solution·: lessen supply 
1 lt·:i r l·:i l i f 4 ir: I >nring j he To 111• UfTP/l /1•i/ fur "Suu1ul 11jf" l1•/frn m lhf ,, .. (•I•, .. " ; , I ••f 
p:1~t lt'\\' \H't'k:". llt' :trl\' P\'l'r~· , ,. ,.,.,.,./ wtt•r,.., ,.,.,/ •il'ru•rl u·i1h '"""" 11 111/ m/i/,..,.,. , 11/ilw11i:l1 
f}l ' \\'.'-i f'l 'pCJrl has iflC'lt1d(>fl an llfll/IP Will bl' 11'ithheffl on r1•f/lll'>f. ( fltl101n I/ II<( t /ll f'/P 111<•1/ 
arti«ll' ref<' rrin g to l ll<' /,.,,,.n 1111l r111t 1,.. /Hi11t1•tl . . 111/.·11 .. 1 .111,.,. ""'')"'' '" 1·1/r111•l' · 
j;1n11cr" .; ..,;trike. In add i1 io11 In .\hurl lf'1tn• "'") f,., ph111wd ,,, ''·' .trn/111,: :1:-n.:LiUll. <.,/11·1 .• 
tlw1r IH'('d !or hi)!hl'r prj('('S, mrul 11i1t> th.-ir "'"'"' uurl 11·l1•plwm• 1111111/Jf'r u1 1Jr<1t tlu· l1·111·r 
1tit• l<1n11('1':' also [lC'('d ;r lr~~nn nlll ,,,. 1r11fif'd, 
in tht' l;1w of :-;uppl~· and , . . . . . , .. ,. lill l o 
d('!lland anti how it ~VQrL·~ Jn I h,d is nnt c1n c .~s .. I 
our 1·1 ·0111111 1\ · 
• 'l.:.!.....---~w; 1 ll11\\" • t-t~:-rt 1s up 11 1 
Si 1 npl.' · "ii :111·d . wht·n I ht• s 11f1-
pl,Y ul ;i produl'I l"i growing 
J;isler lh;in Ill(' dt•mand. lhr 
pr1n• ol that produrl 1s going to 
1:111. c·on,·t·rsPIY. wtwnlhe sup· 
pl ,\' 1:-: 1111ablt• lo kN•p up with 
1 h•' dt•11i;111d. 1 ht' pri<"P of that. 
produC't will rist• . 
For ,.t'ars . Wl' :\11writ'a11s 
l1a vt· l>4..1astl'CI about our grl'at 
llll'C'hanu:al hn'<1kthro11ghs in 
till' tiPld ot' agriculttirt' . We-
11t1\\' pro1'1;1illl tha l nne .\11wri· 
c;111 lar11wr ('flll ll'ed 2U peopk 
The• prohll'lll should Ill' oh\'l -
1111s 
Till' lei rm output has grown 
;it :1 r;ill' :tlJ1J\'<' ttw puhlw 
d('r11;111d . c; r a in lrom last 
\'c•;1r"s h;1n·('sl rr111ains in stnr· 
~1J2l' . ;1nd this y·<';1 r's r· rop 1s pre-
dtd l'd to tw 1111· l;ir,i!cst 111 
In :-: Inn·. 
\\'1! ;°11 is .'\lfl' rH't'<l('d is ,uldi· 
tion;d g0Ycrr'111wnt 111t1·n·t•n-
1ion into l ht' 1•('11no111,· \ \ hrre 
w11uld tin· ,L!CI\ t'rlllll(' 1l1 grt the 
mnncv witil wl11C'h lo subs idize 
the 1:1.n1w1"s prirr"? 
lh<' :\111t'l'l1" ;1n puhll<' lo dl'<'Hll' 
\dlt't lH'r th<'~· will <'il'd lti 
i1HTC'<tSr· the j!O\'crnnwnt 's 
roll' 111 our ccOnnm \·. nr \Pt !hr 
1 rel' rn<1rkt'I forces di<"L11r !hr 
outqnm' ;ind C'Onl llHll' tn sup· 
por(1he s.,·stPlll tha t h;1s. lnr so 
Jong, supp11rtrd us. 
l>Ol l(; S,\:\lll·:HS 
Y-2 
T!w onl\' vciluablr tnOnl'.'. 
that gm·pri111a•nt ha~ to spPnrl 
is tl1<1t mont•\· ta:<C'd or bor-
i'!)W<'d out of ti1e pt•nple's t•;irn· 
ings . 
Arkansas Democra: 
Thus thl' solution 1s not an 
t•asv 11nt• . l lnrlt'r Llw Anwri<'an 
co 1l1 pt' tit iv t' hu s ine '.'S 
enterprise s>·st1·111. onl:-,i thosr 
husi nl'SSPS whil'h kt•rp c-os ts 
hC' low J'l' \ 'f'tHIC' :-o houlcl survive . 
Tht• market. whil'h is lhr 11pn· 
ation of suppl.'' :ind demand , 
f<.'\\'CJl'LIS (• lti<'it'/J(',V . 
Tn1t•. fa rming is frauj!h l 
with great f1xrd costs .and 
man\' llll<'erlainties. llowcvrr. 
subsidit's - whc1hcr g11ara11· 
ter1l 111 l .o<"khrl'il Airl'rall. lo 
\rw York ('it .'· gn\'rrnmcnt. to 
Britain or 10th<' I arm sr<"lor - -
;!ll lcnd to aggr;il'at,• lhl' prob-
lem. 
:\ nit1 rica · s de111and for fa rm 
produn• cannot C'asi\.'· he 
t'hangrd . Tlwrd orc. the onh· 
solution is to d<'rrr;1SC' the sup· 
pl.v until th<' twn fcietors ca n 
{'OllW into ha \cinC'C . A dC'(T('ClSC' 
in thl' supplv 11f tar111 procl11c(· 
ma\· nrcrss i.tatr a rrdurt1on in . 
the.nt1mhrr ol farmers . 
little Rock, Ark . 
One Hundred end Seventh Yoor 
An Independent Doily one/ Sunday Newspoper · 
K.A, Engel. Publrsher (1 926· 1968 J · 
Wa lter E. Hunma n Jr., Pub li 1 h ~r 
Roberf S. McCord , Extc vlM• Edi/or 
Poul R. Smith, Advertising Oo rec,or 
Po!'.le 4A-- Friday, Dec. 16, 1977 
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Feedback ... 
Student praises management seminar 
Dear Editor : 
The management seminar on 
Jan. 27-28 was a great success. In 
my opinion, Dr. Cox and Dr. 
Burks should be commended for 
putting together a fine program. 
Many times I object to ilie idea 
of forcing students to attend such 
activities but I am beginning to 
see the benefits of such a policy. 
Before attending a particular 
lecture, a student can't know how 
interesting or important it will be 
to him. It is true that some of the 
guest speakers on campus may 
not prove interesting but this 
shouldn't affect our attitude 
toward the series, namely the 
American Studies Program. 
If, by being forced to attend all 
the activities, we are exposed to 
such an exceptional session as 
Joe Batten's, we have invested 
our time wisely. Like many 
others, I could think of several 
U1ings I would rather do than 
spend a Saturday listening to 
lectures. After hearing Joe 
Batten, however, I am grateful 
ilia t we were required to attend. 
Mr. Batten made several 
points which should be of interest 
to the entire student body. He 
successfully revealed how our 
lives in the business world relate 
to other parts of our lives. Ac-
tually, ilie WHOLE PERSON 
goes to work and comes home 
again. We can' t really separate 
our lives into different parts. 
One of Mr. Batten's points was 
that we should emphasize our 
own strengths as well as the 
strengths of the people around us 
instead of focusing on 
weaknesses. If we EXPECT THE 
BEST from people they are likely 
to do their best. This idea is 
applicable to each of us, even 
outside of business. For instance, 
teachers expecting good work 
from students will see better 
results and, similarly, students 
expecting the best from a teacher 
will no doubt improve the 
classroom situation. 
This also applies to us as 
Christians. Our Christian 
broU1crs and sisters will grow 
stronger spiritually if we expect 
iliem to instead of harping at 
them about their shortcomings of 
which they are already aware. 
I honestly believe that the 
Management Seminar was 
worthwhile and the ones who 
decided not to attend missed 
something that could be helpful 
in life. 
Respectfully. 
Daniel Holt 
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Sunday, 1'u. ~miler l:l. J9i7 Arka nsas i\lorn ing Star Page :i 
Students Paint Mobile Billboard-
"The Wheel of Economic Progress" 
Mr. De l Beldon, 
owner of Louver 
Manufacturing Com-
pany (LoMan<;;ol , which 
grosses sales of 
$1 6,000,000 per year 
challenged Harding 
economics students to 
put their ingenuity and 
best efforts into brief 
free market type 
messages on what has 
become a mobile 
billboard, his 18-wheel 
tractor trailer. Lo-
ManCo has a fleet of 
twenty such vehicles 
which log one million 
miles each year. 
Mr. Beldon's goal in 
this project has been to 
challenge young people 
anticipating business 
careers to devise and 
implement programs 
that will preserve the 
competitive American 
business system, 
thereby preserving for 
their generation and 
those that follow the 
opportunity for a better 
life which it provides. 
Since people's judgment 
is not better than their 
information , the 
ecoliornics students hope 
to offer solutions to 
problems confronting 
the American economic 
system. 
Art majors Mike 
O'Keefe, Polly Mullen 
and Pat Hazelit were 
commissioned to be a 
steering committee to 
Jay out the basic design 
work for painting on the 
back of one of the 
tractor trailers from the 
LoManCo fleet The 
Wheel Of Economic 
Progress as shown in 
the photo. " Free 
Market--Not Free 
Lunch" and The 
Economics Team 
assembled a " manual" 
of relevant information 
for the tractor-trailer 
drivers short training 
course and a Economic 
Enlightenment cer-
tificate was provided. 
Satisfactorily com-
pleted , the project 
earned twenty points for 
each working par-
ticipant (about a half 
day each). Economic 
Enlightenment Cer-
tificates are being 
presented to the student 
workers for " supporting 
the system that supports 
us--Free Enterprise." 
According to Dr . Don and incentive systems. " 
Diffine, Director of the The LoManCo mobile 
Center of Private " free market" billboard 
Enterprise Education will fit into company 
and Associate P rofessor plans for a sales trailer 
of Economics , for use a t trade shows 
' ' B us i n e s s a n d and industry exhibits. 
economics students and The drivers will r eceive 
faculty are our grea test a shor t course in 
hope for providing eco nomi c und e r -
critical free enterprise standing so that they 
education to other can answer questions 
school disciplines, the from the public about 
com·munity, and to our th e · · Cr e ative 
nation. It is for this Capitalism " displays on 
reason that the business the vehicle. Keeping free 
community chooses to enterprise in business is 
ally itself more with the over a ll objective of 
colleges of business in 
preserving and im- this project involving 
proving free enterprise abouttwodozenstudents. 
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1·. I 
Polly Mullen sils atop a scaffold while painting in lhe lettering lo the 
wheel of economic progress on one of the LoManCo trucks. Beneath 
her are Jeff Hughes <left) and Danny Duncan. The painting of the 
truck was a project of about 30 students from Dr. Don Diffine's 
classes. BISON phOIO by Hane!. 
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APPENDIX CC 
LOMANCO TRUCK DRIVER'S MANUAL FOR TRADE SHOWS 
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HUB ....... conducts the driving force which is man's economic ••••••• FREEDOM 
SPOKES. give the wheel strength and are the economic PRl t· CIPLES \NE LIVE BY 
RIM .. holds them together and is man's sense of •• INDIVIDUAL RES PONSH31LITY 
ROAD .... on which the wheel must roll is man's respect for ••• THE RULE OF LAW 
Any failure or weakening of hub, spokes, rim or road 
threatens the system which has provided more things 
for more people than any other economic system in history: 
THE FREE ENTERPRISE SYSTE ~ 
National Schools Committee For Economic Education, Inc. Box 326, Old Greenwich, Conn. 06870 
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* Principles We Live By * 
Productivity Brings Prosperity 
The greatest good for the greatest number 
means, in its material, or economic sense, the 
grNtest goods for the greatest number which. 
in turn, means the greatest productivity per 
worker. 
Tools do the Work 
All product1v1ty is based on three factors: 1) 
Natural Resources, whose form, place and condi-
tion are changed by the expenditure of 2) Human 
Energy (muscular and mental), with the aid of 
3) Tools. In the illustration it is to be noted 
that the Tool is the multiplying factor. MMW is 
Man's Material Welfare willch 1s, essen t ially, the 
result of productivity, and it is the total of 
Natural Rcsou,cc~ (NR) and HumJn Energy (HE: 
which is multiplied by Tools (Tl. These arc the 
basic elements of production expressed in an 
equation which is a universally accepted teach-
ing aid, applicable anywhere in the world. 
MMW = NR + HE x T 
I ' 
I I =~+ " I I R x\ ;~: :=rz= ]_:: ·- -· _Ju \ . . 
Man's Natural Human Tool s 
Material Resources Energy 
Welfare 
Private Property is the Key 
In a free society such as we enjoy in America 
the right to own propE:rty is the strong stimulus 
to the Human Energy (HE) factor in the illustra-
tion . It pro\'ides the incentive for man to take 
the risks of making profit or sufiering loss, to 
apply his energy to the developmPnt nf better 
·;ools (T) wi\h the anticipated resultant increase 
in his standard of living, his Material Welfare 
(MMW). The traditional American \'alues of the 
individual dignity of man, of fa ir p lay, ireedom 
of choice. and the right lo benefit from the iru1t1 
of one's labor, together with the basic right to 
own private property, stimulate amb;t1on, reward 
honest work. encourage creat1\'~ 1maginat1or. 
and thus are the lifeblood of pm ate er1erprne 
Competition is a Discipline 
Under our American free enterprise '",tern com· 
pcl1lion provides a discipline which co u,es those 
who make products or offer sef\ ices 10 s:rive 
to meet in price and quality the customer's 
needs and wants. 
The Customer is the Boss 
t;i the mJrkN p:ace of uur mock1r1 cor:-:pe11t1\c 
production and exchange econorr.\' pa1 ro ll and 
employment come from customer', and the onl7 
worthwhi le job security is customer securitv: 11 
there are no customers buying a com pany's 
products or services, there can be no pa1 roll. no 
dividends and no jobs. Therefore 1ob security 
is a partnersh ip problem that calls ior under-
standing and cooperation between worker, man 
ager and owner to get and to hold cu stomers. 
Costs Must be Tied to Productivity 
Because the cost of human energy-wages, 
salaries, etc.,-is a substantial cost of e\'erything, 
it must be lied closely to productivity. Ii this 
cost increases without correspond ing growth in 
production then the result is simpiv an increase 
in everybody's cost of living. 
Education is the Answer 
These Economic Principles by " h:ch we in the 
U. S. A . conduct our lives, fortified bv and based 
on our traditional American values under the 
rule of law, provide our people 1\lth a standard 
of living higher than that of any other societv 
in the annals of history. Understanding of these 
orinciples is vital to their preser1 at;on <o their 
teaching must take a primary role in American 
education. 
Freedom 
Economic freedom is essential to 
our enterprise system. Basic to 
freedom or synonymous with 
freedom as set forth in the 
Declaration of Independence is 
choice which brings freedom to 
its fruition . Each person must ac-
cept the r:onsequences of his 
choices in respect to the rights 
and privileges of his neighbor 
regardless of social, religious, 
economic or political differences. 
lndiviaual Responsibility 
Responsibili ty is the attitude of 
the individual i.1 making his free 
choices in the U.S. It is not a 
tangible clement, but o powerful 
factor in a free society because 
it co n be the difference between 
the rule of the free ind;viduol 
under low or th e rule of govern-
ment by force. When citizen's 
attitudes make the lotter neces-
sary, individual freedom disap-
pears. 
Law and Order 
Target of " revol utionists" is the 
rule of low, backbone of on or. 
derly society based on faith, ius-
tice and trust. Weakening of this 
rule inevitably breeds anarchy 
with its concurren t hardships and 
cruelties. Those w ho would des-
troy the American way of life 
must first break down the rule of 
low and order, tear asunder the 
rcstraing of individual res pon-
sibility and ultimately find them-
selves without the very freedom 
that sheltered them. 
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I CC-4 
I WHAT ARE THE FIVE BASIC COSTS OF DOING BUSINESS? 
The financial operating statements of corporations are often difficult for the 
I ordin a ry person to comprehend fully, but there is a way of showing the costs of a bus iness which is simple and understandable. It is ca,lled the Functional Op-
e r at ing Report and reveals the relationship of the five basic costs of doing 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
b usiness: 
THE CUSTOMER PAYS 
3. 
4. 
The COST of goods and services bought from others ... 
This item covers all the goods and services a compa ny buys from 
sources outside the company. It includes raw materia l s , a dve r-
tising, legal services, transportation, consultants , e tc. 
The COST of tools wearing out .•. 
This covers the depreciation and obsolescence of tools, not only 
those used in fabricating articles -- machinery -- but buildings 
and all other things used in conducting the bus iness, s uch as 
typewriters, adding machines , computers, etc. 
The COST of payments ordered by government •.. 
This can be simply put as "taxes". 
The COST of human energy •.• 
This item covers people; the company employees, salaried and those 
paid a daily wage, their fringe benefits, Social Security payments 
and all other costs related to persons working directly for the 
company . 
100.0¢ * 
50. 3¢ 
4.0¢ 
9.5¢ 
31.3¢ 
I s. The COST of using tools .•• 4.9¢ ** 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1• 
... 
This is "profit", the amount paid to the shareholders as a return 
for the money they invest to provide the tools. This item is 
usually divided {when a profit is made) into dividends to the share-
holders and money put back into the business to safeguard against 
non-profitable years and to provide more tools, expansion. Thus, 
the shareholders also benefit from this portion of earnings because 
it protects their investment. 
The figures at the right above are those of a typical manufacturing 
business. 
...... Of this, about 2.3¢ is paid in dividends, the remainder being re-
tained for growth and survival. 
National Schools Cammi ttee 
P. O. Hox 326 
Old Greenwich, Conn. 06870 
Source: HOW WE LIVE 
The /\merican Economic Foundation 
51 E. 42nd St. , N. Y. , N. Y. 10017 
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Like this crude cabin, everything that 
contributes to man's material welfare 
!MMWI is the proouct of natural resources 
!NRI plus human energy fHEl multiplied by 
tools m 
Better living depends upon better tools. 
Tools come rrom people's savings. 
Savings come from self-denial. 
Self-denial is inspired by rewJrds. 
That is why rewards for the use of the tools 
lprofil) are essential to the improvement 
of man's material welfare. 
!larding College 
Center for Private Enterprise EducatloQ! 
OrpJrtrt:Cttt of Bu: tnt·~ i c11d r:cot1DmiCJ 
Bo1 922. Scat<y, Ark>ru.&< 7214l 
DD-1 
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Sunday, Septem be1· 11, 1977 .\rkans;1s !\lorning Star 
Econ Class 
Updates 
C of CBook 
The Harding College 
economics classes of 
Dr. Don Diffine and the 
Student Economics 
Team of the Center for 
Private Enterprise 
Education have taken 
as a major project this 
semester the updating 
and revising of the 
Searcy Chamber of 
Commerce's 19G4 
publication Locating in 
Searcy, Arkansas--
Facts on Business and 
Industry. 
All of the 120 
economics studenL~ are 
required to cover some 
aspect of the com-
munity in depth. The 
information will then be 
approved by the Board 
of Directors of the 
Chamber of Commerce 
and compiled in loose 
leaf form. 
The facts index will be 
available to businesses 
and industries con · 
sidering Searcy as a 
possible site for 
location. 
EE-2 
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Sunday, 1'o .. .:miler 13. 1977 Arkansas Morning Star Page 3 
Economics Class 
Updates Statistics 
Approximately 130 
Harding students have 
combed White County for 
two months for in-
formation and statistics 
of interest to business 
and industryconsidering 
locating in the Searcy 
area. The project was 
part of a combined 
effort of Dr. Diffine's 
economic classes and 
the Searcy Chamber of 
Commerce to update 
Searcy's 1964 statistical 
publication, Locating in 
Searcy, Arkansas--
Facts for Business and 
Industry, which is given 
to prospective industry 
as an informational 
guide. 
"We had all these 
students who wanted 
to do something more 
relevant t11an a term 
paper, " says Diffine, 
who is director of 
Harding's Center for 
Private Enterprise 
Education. "It was a 
good practical ex-
perience," he explains, 
adding that the 
initiative, resour-
cefulness and 
individualism of the 
student was tested. 
Each of the students 
was assigned to one 
aspect of Searcy and 
required to research 
that aspect thoroughly, 
utilizing information 
from both direct 
community interviews 
and statistical 
publications, according 
to Diffine. 
The student then 
turned in a typed report 
which went towards the 
final composite 
revision. The students 
also assisted in the final 
typing and binding. 
With 130 students, each 
contributing ap-
proximately two pages 
to the total project, the 
publication is both in 
depth and varied. 
(Cont'd. on page 10) 
EE-3 
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Page IO Arkansas Morning Star Sunday, November 13, 19i'i' 
(Cont'J. from page 3) 
Economics Project 
Diffine got the idea for 
the project when he first 
came to Harding 
College and Searcy in 
1971. "I visited the 
Chamber when I got 
here and was given a 
copy of that book. I was 
sw·pri sed at how out-
dated the book had 
become in just seven 
years, and now the 1964 
edition is 13 years old. 
These college students 
were in kindergarten 
then, and time has 
marched on con-
siderably affecting all 
aspects of the local 
economy." 
According to 
Economist Diffine, the 
" Sunbelt" states are 
growing much more 
rapidly than the rest of the 
country. Arkansas is 
eighth of fifty states in 
the rate of industrial 
growth. Arkansas is the 
fourlh slowest slale 
toadd new taxes,andshe 
has the lowest tax 
burden of the fifty 
states. Arkansas also 
has more inland 
waterways than any 
other state. 
In addition 
to providing the students 
with practical ex-
perience, Diffine also 
feels the project will 
help the students to 
betler appreciate 
Searcy. Searcy has 
been here a lot longer 
than Harding College. 
"I think this will help 
our sludenls to realize 
that Searcy has done a 
good job to be large 
enough to serve you and 
small enough Lo know 
you. I think Lhat the 
students, afler finishing 
the project, are now 
talking about ·my Lown' 
rather than ·their town ' . 
Diffine also feels the 
project will greatly 
benefit Searcy and , as a 
result, Harding College. 
It is just one of the 
many things Lhat have 
happened along theway 
to bring Searcy and 
Harding closer 
together. The updated 
report will be a big 
factor in recruiting the 
proper mix of people 
and industry necessary 
to keep Searcy moving 
forward as a thriving, 
rural center of com-
merce agri-business. 
He also noted the 
project, which was 
provided without 
charge. saved the city a 
considerable amount 
of money. "A large 
number of students got 
involved and actually 
did someting about 
private enterprise 
education," commented 
Dr. Diffine. "The 
assignment was a 
relevant, practical and 
interesting experience 
for the classes and . at 
the same time, helped 
Searcy by providing a 
current and complete 
source of city in-
formation." 
EE-4 
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Harding College 
Bulletin 
FEBRUARY, 1978 
PUBLISHED MONTHLY, SECOND CLASS POSTAGE PAID AT SEARCY, AR 72143 
Harding Colleo;ie admits students of any race. color and nal iona l or ethnic ori~ in Also, as r«:iuired by Title IX 
of the Educi'Jfion.!I Amendments of 1971, Hardin9 College does not discr iminate on the bi'lsis of sex in i ts 
educatlonal program or acflvlties or employment except where nece~silalcd by specific religious tenets held 
by the institution and its controlling bOdy. 
HAPPENINGS- [Clockwise.from top] Gov. David Pryor proclaims Febniary 12-18 "Fr<'<' £11/<'rprise Week 
in Arkansas" at the state Capitol. Members ofthl' Economics Team and sponsor. Dr. Don Di/fine. were on 
hand.for the declaration. Pictured [from /~fr to right] are Doug Sanders ofAmioch. Te1111 .. Ted Thompson of 
Norfolk. Va .. Pryor. Dan Holt of E.fjingham, lll.. Jacob Jensm of Milwaukee. Wis .. and Di(fi11e . .. Mrs. 
Lolita Higginbotham speaks concerning se(fwonlz at tlzeJOY lecrurcship .. . Mass cn1111111111icarions mujor 
Karen Green of Caro. Mich .. interviews business seminar speaker Phil Gru111111.for rhe campus radio st orion . 
. . More than 300 JOY members and guests all ended the wome11 's.fellowslzip held January 28. 
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the NATIONAL PROGRAI'v1 
January, 1977 
Private Enterprise Essential To Human Freedom 
By Dr. George S. Benson 
Many people i11 America are now taking a second look at the merits of private 
entl'rprise. R!'allv. this is the economic system that put America foremost among all 
of the nut ions o( the world i11 prod11ctivit\'. The ot1(\· real alternative to private en· 
terprise is Socialism - Communism. Dr. D1jjine. Professor of Economics. at Harding 
College. has w1itten an excel/em anicfe showing rite rt>lationship bct\\'een human 
freedom a11d private emcrpnse. The remai11der o( this colum11 is take11 from that 
anicle published i11 the Colleges Nl'lnletter. It is as follows: 
Personal liberty and economic potential. go together. To reach or even approach 
his potential. man must have something no other creature can e\'en imagine - he 
must have personal freedom . Without it he can li\'e, subservient to the "ill of others. 
but the level of material welfare in an economy without personal freedom is a lways 
low. Without the incentive of possible improvement he will not make the effort to 
increase his individual productivity. Freedom of choice and action is a major 
stimulant for human imagination and energy. Everv man has his own preferences and 
goals, and, to express and realize these. he must be free to be himself. 
The desire for private property. whatever its form. is deeply rooted in the nature of 
man and his purpose for living. It is an extension of his personal freedom and a 
necessary instrument of human dignity. To destroy man's desire for private property 
is to destroy his self-respect and his hope for self-improvement. 
The right to own a nd control private property permitted the development of in-
dividual freedom. independence and relative economic security. The obligation of a 
government that wants to preserve personal freedom. independence. economic 
security and a relatively peaceful society. therefore. is to protect the "property rights" 
of all citizens equally, without prejudice or favor. 
Only when there is widespread recognition and protection of the right of in-
dividuals to acquire and to hold property is it possible for the market economy to 
flouri sh and for people to produce with confidence their property will be safe. 
The key to individual freedom is the type of government under which man li,es. 
The chief concern of good government - one that stimulates the productivity needed 
for a high standard of living - is to establish and protect the highest degree of 
personal freedom possible within a framework of law. 
Unfortunately, our free enterprise heritage is endangered in three areas. First of all, 
we arc experiencing a loss of understanding. Adam Smith offered a brilliant ex-
planation of American prosperity: respect for law which created an orderly society; 
right to keep the fruits of one 's labors. which stimulated effort: and limited glwern-
ment, which meant Americans had "scarce any taxes to pay." We once understood 
and lived by these principles. Now we are losing this understanding and endangering 
the prosperity it brings. 
Second. there has hccn a loss ofproducti••ity. A major reason why the U.S. has long 
led the world in productivity is that Americans invested substantially in power tools. 
EVERY AMERICAN SHOULD READ THIS ISSUE! 
HELP US GET THESE DISTURBING FACTS TO THE PEOPLE. ORDER AND DIS-
TRIBUTE 100, 1000, 10,000 AS SCORES OF OTHERS DO EVERY MONTH. 
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Now. with after-tax profits for all U.S. corporations. as a 
percentage of national income, only ha!f the total of 40 years 
ago. there is not enough incentive to motivate saving and 
investing in tools of production. 
Third, there has been a noticeable loss of freedom. "The 
Spirit of'76" embodied in the Declaration grew out of a fierce 
love of liberty. Present-day Americans are Jo;ing this spirit and 
pcm1itt ing their Constitution to be eroded and economic 
freedom to be lo;t, as gove rnment increases the percentage of 
income taken in taxes. intervenes in wages and prices. 
manipulates the mon~y supply and regulates more and more 
aspects of business activity. 
Why then has free enterprise been so unique? The dif-
ference between collectivism and capitalism is the difference in 
where the decisions arc made. In a collective society the 
decisions are made at the peak of the political pyramid. In our 
society which we call capitalistic those decisions are made at a 
rather low level and they arc made tentatively. These decisions 
arc either confined or rejected by the marketplace. The 
marketplace, despite its shortcomings. is the finest calibrated, 
most effective regulator of the speed and direction of our 
highly successful economic system. We ought to do something 
about preserving it. 
Congressman Hansen On The Panama Canal 
Dear Friend: 
A plan to surrender our Panama Canal Zone to the Panama-
Havana-Moscow Communist alliance is being finalized by the 
U.S. Department of State at this moment. 
For months Ronald Reagan blocked the State Department 
surrender-plan. He spotlighted the issue from coast to coast. 
Reagan forced poliqmakers to put negotiations with Pan-
ama's Marxist dictator. Omar Torrijos. on the back burner. 
In State Department back rooms, Reagan's Kansas City 
defea t is seen as opening the way for completion of the deal to 
abandon control of American territory. 
Only with your help can the pressure Ronald Reagan 
generated against this Canal sell-out be maintai ned. 
Unless you and I act today. the Panama Canal Zone will 
sureiy be surrendered. Consider the words of my good friend 
and colleague. Robert Bauman of Maryland, on the floor of 
the U.S. House of Representatives recently: 
"Ambassador Bunker came before the committee on which 
I serve. and said that he had been authorized on at least two 
occasions, to interpret the 'vital interests' as eventually 
surrendering our control over the Panama Canal Zone." 
Must we surrender sovereign control over United States 
territory? 
!'lo' Absolutely not! This is not in the best interests of the 
United States! Call it detente or peace or negotiation or 
anything eise you want. but it comes down to just one thing. 
This is downright surrender of American territory! 
We built and paid for that Canal. The 1903 treaty between 
the United States. and the states of Panama and Colombia. 
gave the U.S. full rights of sonreignty in perpetuity over the 
narrow strip of land that came to be call ed the Panama Canal 
Zone. 
The signers of the 1903 treaty wanted to be certain that the 
United States would have the capability to keep the big powers 
of the world from meddling in Latin American affairs. 
The Panama Canal became the cornerstone of our foreign 
policy. It doubled the strength of ou r navy. Our ships could 
move. thanks to the new Canal. from ocean to ocean at will. 
No power on earth could successfully threaten our national 
securi tv in this hemisphere. 
Now, 73 years later, that security is being seriously eroded. 
Panama Moratorium Is Over FF-2 
It is abundantly clear that General Omar Torrijos, the 
J\1arxist dictator ~f Panama, followed the advice ot' Cuba's 
Ca">tro and declared a moratorim on his militant threats and 
demands about the Panama Canal until after the U.S. elec-
tion. You will recall that we reported the meetings between 
these two and other delegates from the communi>t world 
"hich wne held in Havana earlier in 1976. At those meetings. 
Torrijos threatened war if the United Stares did not give the 
Panama Canal to his illegal regime. Castro promised that 
"Cuban blood would stand side by side with Panamanian 
brothers" in such an event. Russian delegates promised 
support. 
Then. Castro advised Torrijos to declare a moratorium on 
his demands until after the U.S. election was over. The 
Panama Canal was threatening to become a major issue in the 
foreign policy debates between the major Republican can-
didates. In poll after poll, the American people indicated they 
did not want to surrender the Panama Canal under any cir-
cumstances. Castro wanted the U.S. to "nor111alize" relations 
with Cuba. and the whole issue of Communism in the 
Caribbean would have flared into a major question for the 
Presidential candidates to answer during the campaign. 
It was clear where the A mcrican people stood on both issues. 
The people opposed "normalizing" relations with Cuba and 
they opposed giving away the Panama Canal. The cooperative 
press dropped the is;ue as soon as President Ford received the 
Republican nomination. There was no difference between the 
Democrat candidate and the Republican candidate during the 
campaign on either Cuban relations. or the Panama Canal. 
But, now what happens? 
We need to remember that when this issue first came to light 
as a major Kissinger policy. 36 members of the U.S. Senate 
signed a Resolution stating they would vote against ratification 
of any Treaty which surrendered the Panama Canal to 
Torrijos. That is more than enough to defeat the proposal. 
According to our record. only one of those 36 Senators was 
defeated. That leaves a sufficient number to prevent 
ratification still in the Senate with their names on a Resolution 
declaring they will vote against giving the Panama Canal away. 
It would appear that the issue of the Panama Canal give-
away wou Id now be settled. The American people have 
declared a majority opposition. and enough Senators have 
signed a Resolution to defeat ratification of the proposed 
Treaty. But. the moratorium is over and negotiations are said 
to have already started. 
Comparative Spending 
America's national budget reached the $100 billion mark 
for the first time in 1 %0. The current budget is not yet well 
stabilized but is likely to run slightly beyond $400 billion and 
likely to have a deficit of at least S70 billion. This means we 
will spend in the current fiscal year perhaps $75 billion above 
total income. This amount accordingly. will be added to the 
national debt which has grown constantly since 1945 but is 
now growing at an increasing pace. It is reported that m ore 
than SO per cent of the current budget will go for social 
programs. sometimes referred to as "give-away welfare." 
Some people think the deficit could be covered just by in-
crca;ing the taxes on corporations but the expenditures of the 
kdcral government for the past y·car was live times greate r 
than the total "after-rax p rolirs" of all American corporat ions 
combined. 
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He lease fur Publication Arter Noon Wr<lncsd~y, October 12. 1977 
THE l'HOlll.E'l 
Capit.1lism has lwcn ex-
p;'l'irncing a very bad press in 
rl'cenl yPars. 
Dtie lo manv C\'erts 1-.-vnnrl 
his control. tll<' businessman 
often faces an angry, b!'stilc 
public <- statement 0~ :'>lr. Z. 
D. Bonner, Chairman of the 
Boarci, (:11tf Oil Chemical" 
Corp.1rntio11, guest spe.:• ker on 
llnrding College mm pus. l 
Buoint'Ssrnen often ~.rumble 
in private tn th~m ::; PIVI'.'~. 
agreeing with each otl'U, but 
accomplishing li:!.lc to correct 
the public's a11ti-b:.,i.1,,gs bias 
(- Mr. Bom1cr·~ statement 
from the same speech). 
There is a persistent nnd 
recurrent belief L'inl profits are 
unearned and arc an un-
nec~ssary "grab" on the 
public's purse. 
Bigness and budness. com-
pet;tion and nu1JtL'<.'rs of com-
pel i I ors, profits and 
profiteering - all are t.crn1s 
that have become erroneously 
confused and loosely iti-
tcrchanged in l'veryday 
dial0~ue . 
Often the businessman is so 
busy producing and marketing 
U1al he <l~n·t have lime to tell 
his story. He's likl' the bashful 
young man who sent a valentine 
lo his sw1-et heart. I~ut he forl'(ol 
to si~n his name. And he 
wonrlned why she never smiled 
at him when they passed on the 
street . 
All houRh sma II business is 
IIuste<l, two-thirds of U1e public 
iY'lie' e U1at the countrv is in 
"dr~p ancl serious troubie" and 
U1at tll(' group most re ~:porsiblc 
is "big busin~s·· ( - American 
E('nnnmic Founr.;1 ti on I. 
The Pncrgy crisis oec'<iing a 
whipping boy. no other indus try 
i'> sn IX'set an<:I hnrA~c;;~tl hy 
n :;::u lntions, prir~ c<>ntrnls, 
>'"'iti,c l<txation, and arbitrnry 
restrictions. Ft>w o ther in-
du, tnes are faced with billion 
doliar uncertainties as lo costs 
and carnin~. 
Amcncnns arc told lhev are 
rncn:v pigs . With on!y 6 ~'C-rcrnt 
cf the world's population they 
'I~" 31 ~X'rccnt of ii.~ cn~ri?Y · 
1lw·; forget that America abo 
l'r0C:urrs 35 pprccnt uf all Lhe 
world's manufJctured goods. 
;\Tuch of the unrest ovrr 
pt oi i ts stem from mis un-
dcc~ta nd1 ng regarding t:i~ size 
r.f nrnfits ar.d thr ph:intom 
pn! f1~;; cau~~~ by inf1ntion. 
The pulJlic under~;;timalcs 
the C'l.·onomic and socinl con-
trib u1;0ns of "bip. bus iness ." 
The public "be1icvcs" in Ire<> 
enterprise but c2nnot define tJ1e 
syste m clf'R.rly ('no1 1~h to know 
·~·hen it is b<'i:ip, ·.· iola led. F'rcc 
cn:e ri'rise is blanie d for m %t nf 
U1e e,·tl~ hL'fettin~ us. a nd the 
f\l b lic asks f0r mer~ f10Yrrn · 
m:~nt inti:- rvrntion (- Americ.nn 
EcC>n l'tn!C Found~ nonl. 
fre e Enterprise hi~ been irn 
und<'r·~dcnc\Ni id~nici,; y. ll is 
rf'ally ~he grrates.t slnry n('rer 
told . T he Americ.in [concmy i~ 
U1rP.th won<kr of th <> world. Hut 
l'<'Ono:JJ1c illil<'rncy is the 9th 
wo;Hlt•r of the worid . 
Our juugment can be no 
better than our inform a ti on. 
We're cau~hl in o triple 
whamn1y of misinfnrma uon, 
lit llr information, and no in-
formation. 
Only 5 percrot of L'iP rnting 
age pubhc lu1s had a fu: r.wl 
course in C"<'cnomics - P"' rh3pc; 
a mixed l>les:;111g <- Com:r· 1t>ee 
for Eronom1c Deveiorm<'nll. 
Thanks to ~larx, FrPud. 
Keynes. and [)e,..-cy ···~ h ave 
adv(){·acy economtc!\ b, 1ng 
spearheaded by inteiiectuals 
who behevc• that 
Capitnli sm st1n\.ts it 113 f\ 
hi~hly dcs trucun~. \,1. ri~~-l' ful. 
explo1tivr. and irrntionnl "«Y to 
or17.anize the resource s of 
sOCicty.'' 
In aU areas and in all the 
years of public opinion polli ng, 
Ute 1r.:n0rancr level nf f"C'1norr.1c 
understandin17. ran k' the 
hi~hes t (- Or.-Geor?,e ( ;nl lnpl . 
fl is cornnir,nlv txc.!J evr<l tt:at 
''I drn'l wan t mY life n~tih r"d. 
bul i1's nlrillht to rcr,u!a tR mher 
people's lives . .. " (- Camp'1S 
Si u di~s J1t,t :tutrt. 
People 1hmk that if we k;Jl the 
Golden Go'lSe. we'll all get a 
golden C'!~-
llistory rCP'.!.1l' itself b<"<'ause 
we weren't listening t~.e first 
lime. 
\\'e are addicted a nd Pn-
tanglcd in an infl ati onarv 
spiral. It lakes larger and 
bq~cr ctr1s(!i;; to ~et t i ~!' 5;une 
kick. \\'ithrlr;iwnl irom 1! <:ln be 
Y<'ry d~pressin~. 
\',"hc-n pr1liti ::s f!C'l nn:\ t~d up 
\\lthC'r0_.,omic~. it's us~1 l lv hJd 
for lhC' ~ronOlll\ · 
Th~ dan~rr in the currrnt 
atm~ph<'r:! is that it r.w.y en· 
rnur»r,e alm1<st anythinl'( in the 
name of reform, CY<'!l, at the 
cxtrcrne. a r"i:rn1ancntly re-
gulated economy th..1 t w ou ld 
indeed overthrow wltat r c rnains 
of the free enterpris e s..-st,.m. 
0 101277 
FF-3 
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Harding College 
Center for Private Enterprise Education 
Department of Business and Economics 
Box 922. Sta A, Searcy. Arkansas 72143 (501) 268-6161 Ext 470 
Proposed Radio Spot Announcements for Governor's Statewide, Hard ing-
Sponsored Free Enterprise Week which will be February 13-19, 1978 
Sample introduction for each of the 35 messages: 
"The Harding College Center for Pr·ivate Enterprise Education 
and KWCK/KSER bring you the following Free Enterprise Week 
message:" 
1. Under free enterprise, the cus tomer is king. 
2. Free enterprise brings you progress through production. 
3. Economic growth comes through a free market. 
4. Economic prosperity comes through economic freedom. 
5. We, the people, are the economy. 
GG-1 
6. Government is never a source of goods--it can only give what it has taken. 
7. Free enterprise--who needs it? "We the peop le." 
8. Let's keep free enterprise in business. 
9. Free enterprise: It's the goose that laid the go lden egg. 
10. American capitalism is our eco nom ic horn of plenty. 
11. Free enterprise means "free" to be anything, if ~1e have the "en terprise" 
to do it. 
12. Free enterprise provides you a "full service" economy. 
13. Profit is not a four letter word. 
14. Free enterprise--it's everybody' s business. 
15. Economy begins ~1ith me. 
16. Free enterprise means that the cus torner is in the driver's seat. 
17. Profits promote progress. 
18. Capitalism is the idea of freedom applied to the market. 
19. Free enterprise is the greatest story never told (until now). 
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2 GG-2 
20. Job security comes through customer security. 
21. The grea test good for the greatest number means the greatest goods for 
the greatest number. 
22. Free enterprise means supporting the system that supports us. 
23. Free enterprise is the fuel that keeps our economy going. 
24 . We obtain freedom from want through free enterprise. 
25 . Free enterprise--it's a good sys tem! (Pass it on) 
26 . Economi c individualism is the American way . 
27 . Our founding fathers rebe 11 ed in 1776 1·1hen they were subjected to a 
mil d import tax of 13. Today over 40% of our national income goes to taxes. 
28. A high standard of living in any nation depends chiefly upon high per 
capita production of goods and services. 
29. In a free economy the chief function of competition is to guarantee the 
customer the best values. 
30. In order to operate successfully, management must satisfy four groups 
of people, the customer bei ng the most important. 
31. Increased wages without increas ed production will lead to higher prices 
for goods and services. 
32. Genera lly, when government provides the people with services below cost t t 
col l ec ts these losses in taxes. 
33 . Free enterprise means that the individual is free to be anything he wants 
if he is enterprising enough to do it. 
34. Profit acts as an incentive for businesses to undertake the production of 
goods and services for the satisfaction of consumer demand. 
35. Infla tion can occur when the total monetary demand for goods and serv ices 
i s in excess of the value of currently produced goods and services . 
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SENATOR, CONGRESSMAN, Ar:o LEGISLATOR INVOLVEMENT 
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HH-1 JIM GUY TUCKER 
2NO OISTlllllCT 
ARKANSAS 
1729 LONGWORTH H ouse o,-,.,cc Bu1LDl"IQ 
WA.!.Ht...O TON, o .c . 20515 
(ZOZ) 2Z5-U06 
WAYS ANO MEANS 
!.UncOMMITTCCS: 
SOCIAL SECURITY 
Qtongress of tfJe ~lniteb ~tntez 
J[)ouse of l~epresmtatibeg 
Uli.ui!Jington, ;;).<!'.. 20515 
1527 F"c:D1:1u.1.. Buu .. 01Na 
LITH .. C: R OCK, ARKANSil.S 72:201 
(50 1) J78-6J41 
PUOLIC A SSISTANCE ANO 
UNEMf'LOYMC:Nf COMPENSATION 
Dr. n . P. Diffine 
Director 
Harding College 
January 13, 1978 
Center for Private Enterprise Education 
Box 922, Station A 
Searcy, Arkansas 72143 
Dear Don: 
OLO P O'l T Or-nee Bull. DINO 
5 C A.HC T , AAKAN'i"S 7214] 
(501) 2f.i5-6Z80 
Thank you for your recent l etter and the accompanying 
material on Harding ' s economics team and the Center for 
Private Enterprise Education. 
I appr eciate your informing me of such a unique approach 
by your students to share with interested individuals and 
organizations the Center's efforts to develop and implement 
an Economic Enlightenment Program . I wish you every success 
in implementing your program and in your tefm' s uture inter-
collegiate free enterprise competition.lase let me know 
wheoever 1 eao be helpful Co you. ~ 
'/(y 7 
ou.{su; Tueker I 
JGT:gjg 
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H[NltY M, JACKSON, WASH., Ct4AIAMAN 
'RANM C HUl't(" H , IOAHO 
L r r ""f" fCAl r, M O NT, 
J ar NNI TT JOHNS"TOl'I. LA. 
J.\Mf S A,0QU"ll lK , S D A ... , 
'"l 0Y0 K . HA-;K [LL, COLO, 
OA.l ( U U ""PI R S . .&RK 
V.t NO[lL H . .-ol'fo, l(y, 
JOH N A . DURKIN. NH, 
NOWMtO M M CTZ(N8AUM, 0Ht() 
$,.ANK M . MATSUN ... GA, HAWAII 
CLlfF"OROP HANS £N, WYO, 
M .. ltl( Q , HATr1£l. O , Ollt£G. 
JA"'4l5 A . MCCLUN(. IOAHO 
0£W[Y ,- , 0ANTL£lf, OKLA. 
LOWCLL P W£1CKC1t . JR, , C ONN 
PCT[ V. OOMCNIC. \ , N. M(:X 
PAUL LAX ALT• N[V. 
GltCNVILLC GARSIOC, STA'I" OIRCCTOR ANO COUNS£l, 
DANICL A. D Rfv..-us . OlPUTY STAF,. OUHCTO R "0" LCOISL.ATIOH 
0 , MIC HA[!.. l~ANV£Y, CHl[F COUNS[L 
W. 0 . C1tArT, Ht. , MINORITV COUNSCL 
COMMITTEE ON 
ENERGY ANO NATURAL RESOURCES 
WASH INGTON. 0 .C. 20510 
January 6, 1978 
D. P. Diffine, Ph.D., Director 
Center for Private Enterprise Education 
Department of Business and Economics 
Harding College 
Box 922, Station A 
Searcy, Arkansas 72143 
Dear Dr. Diffine: 
Thank you for sending me the pamphlets regarding 
the 1977-78 Harding College Economics Team . I enjoyed 
reading over your "E. Q. Quiz." 
You and your team have my best wishes for a success-
ful year. 
~;;ely~ 
Dale Bumpers 
DB:pmp 
HH-2 
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OALC OUMf"'ERS 
ARKANSAS 
Dr. D. P. Diffine 
Director 
W ASHINGTON, 0 C. 20510 
Februar y 22 , 1978 
Center for Private Enterprise Education 
Harding College 
Searcy, Arkansas 721 43 
Dear Professor Diff ine : 
l\PPHOfHIAl IONS 
ENLH<..Y A NU N :. T"URAL 
RLSOUHC LS 
Thank you very much for sending me some of the materials 
describing Harding College ' s "Free Enterprise'' program. 
It is indeed heartening to see so much informed energy 
going into this fine program. 
Free e nterprise , as you and your students know, is not 
a bless ing that we can take for granted . The workings 
of a free market , in spite of being under observation 
since the dawn of man , are still not fully understood 
in some parts of the wor l d . 
So , I want t o congratulate your organization and your 
supporters . The marketplace of ideas is as important 
as any market on earth , and must by all means be kept 
open. 
Thank you , aS(wel l , for your invitation to browse around 
i n your Center . I hope someday to have that opportunity . 
~~el~ 
Dale Ilumpers 
DBdjn 
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HH-3 
STATE OF ARKANSAS 
S~~NATOH 1311.L WALMSLEY 
P.O. Box 2535 
Batesville, Arkansas 72501 
December 28, 1977 
Mr. D. P. Diffine, Director 
Center for Private Enterprise Education 
Department of Business and Economics 
P.O. Box 922, Sta. A 
Harding College 
Searcy , AR 72143 · 
Dear Mr . Diffine: 
I have and thank you for your letter of Dece~ber 9, 1977, with 
the enclosures regarding the Center for Private Enterprise 
Education at Harding College. i apologize for not responding 
to your letter sooner but it was mailed to Little Rock and has 
only now come to my attention. 
I found the material contained in your letter most informative. 
In addition, I am familiar with the outstanding Economics Team 
at Harding College as well as the outstanding program of the 
Center. 
I would like to have an opportunity to further acquaint myself 
with this program and would like to feel free to contact you 
sometime when I am in Searcy. 
Again, thank you for your ~':ind letter and the enclosed material. 
Very truly yours, 
-g·~ ~-VJ~~ 
Bill II. Walmsley - - CJ' 
BHW:sw 
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~1VIrilV lfll-llIEUU'§ ~fl) § QL(, 1fH{lil , · 
A§ A lfm!IIE ILTIJ1~-riccn 
A natural part of human nature, it seems, is the unquenchable 
desire to get something for nothing. Unfortunately, the world was not made 
to match human desire. For example, three-fourths of it is co\'ered with 
water - and man has no gills. 
The only way around this dilemma is to grow up - to become 
mature enough to separate our "wants" from the facts, and then live 
productively with those facts. 
The fact which prevents the existence of the free lunch, 
for instance, is that nothing in our material world came from nowhere or 
disappears into nothingness. Since our economic life is based upon material 
things, each is assigned a value based upon the source of the material, 
the effort invol\'ed in making it more useful, and the transportation involved 
in getting it to its destination. This value is the cost which must be paid 
- whether it's a lunch or a lunar rock. 
The fact that you don't pay for the lunch doesn't make it free. 
Somebody picks up the tab - and that's why government handouts are as 
spurious as free lunches. Government is 11e1•er a source of material goods. 
Everything produced is produced by the people - and everything that 
government gives to the people. it must first take from them. 
The only product-created money the government has to 
spend is that taxed or borrowed out of the people's earnings. When govern-
ment decides to spend more than it gets in this way, the extra unearned 
money must be created out of thin air via the printing press. When this kind 
of money is spent, it takes on value only by reducing the worth of all 
earned money, savings. and insurance. 
This devaluation is called inflation. and it's the tab we all 
pick up when we allow government to sell us the myth of the free lunch. 
FREE ENTERPRISE- YOU l<NOW IT WORKS 
Prepared by Arnway Corporf111on Ada Michigan 49355 
-1 
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Harding College 
Center for Private Enterprise Education 
Department of Business and Economics 
Box 922, Sta. A, Searcy, Arkansas 72143 (SOI) 268-6161 Ext. 470 
vie are pleased to be sending to opinion leaders the "Ten 
Pillars of Economic \~isdom: A Blueprint for Understanding. " 
This is literally an entire textbook of economics on one 
sheet of paper. 
One of our civic 1 ea de rs recently to 1 d me that the "Ten 
Pillars" made more sense to him than all the combined 28 
credit hours in economics that he had years ago. 
We would be glad to send you additional copies which are 
available for 1001 different uses. 
A Businessman's Annotated Bibliography of private enterprise-
related literature is also available upon request. 
Enclosure 
Kindest regards, 
\. )::.,.~ ·/,/_·/ 
~~J,,_ 
D. P. (Don) Di ffine, Director 
Associate Professor of Economics 
JJ-1 
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?:Jte !11separabi!ity of 
&ecmonfics A11d Jvlora!if!f 
The great wave of immorality sweeping this country is typical of tha t which 
preceded the downfall of every gre.1 t n:i tion or ci\·i!izJtion in history. 
Since immorality mav be defined as "transgression of the laws of Nature" and 
morality 2s "conforming with Natu re's laws," there would be litt le hope of avoid-
ing the fate of those nations if we did not have what they did not have, namely, 
a simple easy-to-underst:ind framework of economic principles , so self-evident as 
to impel any progress-minded person to follow them in order to better his life,-a 
fr2mework so clearly logical that to err against, or violate these principles would be 
obviously evil and, therefore, immoral. 
That frameVvork is the Ten Pillars of Economic Wisdom, the spontaneous accept-
ance of which is also sweeping the country, not only to clear up confusion among 
the masses of uninformed citizens but to serve as a powerful persuader for restor-
ing faith in the Ten Commandments among former parishioners who were dis-
illusioned by the Church's involvement in politics and embracement of the social 
doctrines of Karl Marx. 
These "Ten Pillars" are presented below with notations following each to show 
the indivisibility of economics and morality in the pursui t of man's progress on 
Earth and, conversely, the indivisibility of evil and the violation of Nature's laws. 
JJ-3 
PILLAR #1 · ' 1f "f'\ othing in our material world can come 
. ; !. l from :10where or go nowhere, nor can it 
I i /!_be free: Everything in our economic life has a source, a destination and a cost that 
must be paid. 
PILLAR # 3 T he only valuable money that govern-ment has to spend is that money taxed or borrowed out of the p_eople's earnings. 
WllPn government c-~cides to spend more 
than it has thus received, that extra unearned 
money is created out of thi '.1 air, through the banks, 
and, when spent, takes on value only by reducing 
the value of all money, savings and insurance. 
l\'OTE: It is evil to dilute the vnl11e of tlze peoples' 
1 1\"0TE: 
I 
It is evil to try to infl-uence anyone by i=1-
ferri11 g that it is possible to get something 
for nothing. 
PILLAR #2 
: (@
: . ) overnmcnt is never a source of goods. 
Everything produced is produced by the 
people, and everything that government 
gives to !he people, it must first tilke from 
the people. 
1 1\'0TE: 
I 
It wo11lrl L·e evil for government when 
trnnsf erring goods f ram one group to an-
other, not to disclose the so11rce and the 
extent of tire sacrifice involved. 
I 
money except witli their knowledge and 
consent. 
PILLAR :;¢4 
n our modern exchange economy, all 
payroll and ernpioyment come from cus-
tomers, and the only worthwhile job sec-
urity is customer security; if there ue no 
customers, there can be no payroll and no jobs. 
l\·oTE: It is evil to jeopnrdiz.c job sernrity on tlte 
pretext tlint it is in the interest of those 
placed in jeopardy. 
(over) 

I 
PILLAR #5 
I G ustomer security can b~ achieved by the worker only when he cooperates with management in doing the thinr;s that win 
I and hold customers. Job security, there-fore, is a partnership problem that can be solved 
I 
I 
only in a spirit of understanding and cooperation. 
.'HITE: It is evil to crente needless friction be-
tween employer and employees by mis-
representing the facts. 
PILLAR #6 
I < e~c.rything, widesp~ead. wage in~reases )E' ecause wages are the principal cost of 
J w1tl10ut correspondmg increases m pro-
, duction simply increase the cost of every-
body's living. I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1\"0TE: It is evil for employees to extort unearned 
wnses which are added to the selling price 
and become a burden on everybody . . 
}Jr,: ' . 1 ' 
•i 
PILLAR #7 
he greatest good for the greatest number 
means, in its material sense, the greatest 
goods for the greatest number which, in 
turn, means the greatest productivity 
per worker. 
1HJTE: It is evil for anyone to impede the pro-
duction from which all material blessings 
flow. 
PILLA~ #8 
/I i II productivity is based on three factors: 
I I-$<· 1) Natural resources, whose form, place Cr· ! and condition are changed by the expen-
;-1---...._.._ diture of 2) Human energ: (both muscu-
1 Jar and mental), with the aid of 3) Tools. 
.'HJTI:.': It is t".Jil to infer that there is any substi-
tute for conscientiously applied human I energy as a key factor of production. 
~ 
1l 
PILLAR # 9 
ools ;ire the only one of these three factors 
tha t m;in can incre.1sc without limit, ;md 
tools come into being in a free society 
only when there is a rew.ud for the tem· · 
po•ary self-deni;il that people must practice in order 
to channel p;irt of their earnings away from pur-
chases that produce immediate comfort and 
pleasure, and into new tools of production. Proper 
payment for the use of tools is essential to their 
creation. 
1\'0TE: Since tool energy offers mnn l1is only re-
lense f ram I in rd lnbor, it is evil to disco11r-
nge or impede incrcn:;es in t/1e q1inntity 
and quality of the tools nvnilnble to man. 
PILLAR #10 T he productivity of the tools-that is, the . 1 efficiency of the human en2rgy applied 
in connection with their use-has .:lways 
..J,....!._ been highest in a competitive society in 
which the economic decisions are made by millions 
of progress-seeking individuais, rather than in a 
state-pianned society in which those decisions arc 
made by a handful of all-powerful people, regard-
less of how well-meaning, unselfish, sincere and 
intelligent those people may be. 
NOTE~ Since competition and freedom of per-
sonal actinn are essentinl to maximum · 
prod11ction, it is evil for anyone to im-
pede the free i11terplay of these natural 
forces. 
It should be clear from the above that evil 
hampers man's moral and economic progress and 
that acceptance or adoption of the lesser of two evils 
is still evil and, for the good of humanity, should 
be avoided. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
THE AMERICAN ECONOMIC FOUNDATION 
51 E:ist 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10017 
"H eadquarlers for Simplified Economics" 
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Center for Private Enterorjse Edticatinn (organization name) 
in CONTACT ... A Directory of Interpreting Business/Economic Education 
Programs. 
Organization mailing address: 
D. P. Diffjne 
(Name) 
Director 
(Title) 
Center for Priyate Enterprise Ed11catian 
(Name) 
Box 922, Harding College 
(Street) 
Searcy, Arkansas 72143 
(City, State, Zip) 
(501) 268-6943 ext. 470 
(Telephone Number) 
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KK-2 
Organizations IB/EE Programs 
CENTER FOR PRIVATE ENTERPRISE EDUCATION 
Harding College ' s Center for Private Enterprise Education purpose is 
to bring free market informa tion to a variety of audiences. Among the Cen-
ter's activities is a newsletter call ed The Entreoreneur which contains 
private enterprise oriented articles by industr"y and academi c experts. 
The Center ' s student-faculty staff also has developed multi-media programs 
~1hich include: (l) an extensive library of free market books, pamphlets, 
and films- -all with a compa nion Businessman's Bibliography; (2) a Speakers 
Bureau for civic, educational, and professional audiences; (3) E. Q. (Eco-
nomics Quotient) Quiz, Free Market Crossword Puzzle, and bumper stickers; 
(4) Armchair Economist and Economic Enlightenment Certificates; (5) news 
articles and editorials; (6) radio broadcasts and spot announcements; 
and (7) a Free Market Economics Course for college credit. 
CONTACT: Center for Private Enterprise Education 
Department of Business and Economics 
Harding College 
P.O. Box 922 
Searcy, Arkansas 72143 
(501) 268-6161 extension 470 
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